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Résumé
La peau des Mammifères comporte, sur sa face externe, l'épiderme, tissu épithélial

pavimenteux (squameux) stratifié et kératinisé (corné), composé de kératinocytes (espèce

majoritaire), de cellules pigmentaires (mélanocytes), de cellules immunitaires (cellules de

Langerhans) et de mécanorécepteurs (cellules de Merkel) (Kanitakis, 2002). L'épiderme est

ancré, via  une lame basale, à du tissu conjonctif dense fibroélastique, le derme (Watt, 2002).

Ce tissu largement vascularisé, composé de fibroblastes et de cellules immunitaires

(mastocytes et histiocytes), repose sur l'hypoderme, association de tissu conjonctif lâche et de

tissu adipeux (Kanitakis, 2002). Des invaginations épidermiques dans les tissus sous-jacents

constituent des crêtes épidermiques ou forment les annexes épidermiques telles que les poils,

les glandes sébacées (holocrines), ou les glandes sudoriférantes (apocrines) (Fuchs, 1998;

Larsen, 1993; Mackenzie, 1975). La peau joue des fonctions très diverses, elle a des fonctions

métaboliques, sensorielles, thermorégulatrices, immunitaires, et elle représente une barrière

contre la déshydratation et les agressions externes (radiations UV, friction, parasites . . . )

Les rétinoïdes, métabolites actifs de la vitamine A, ont des effets pléïotropes sur l'homéostasie

et le développement des Vertébrés. La peau est un des tissus cibles des retinoïdes. En effet,

une carence ou un excès systémique en vitamine A entraîne une augmentation du nombre de

couches cornéocytaires de l'épiderme (hyperkératose) (Look et al., 1995; Tsambaos et al.,

1980; Tsambaos et al., 1985). Au niveau moléculaire, les rétinoïdes se lient à deux classes de

facteurs de transcription dont l'activité est contrôlée par des ligands spécifiques, les récepteurs

de l'acide rétinoique (RARα, β et γ) et les récepteurs X des retinoïdes (RXRα, β et γ)

(Chambon, 1994; Chambon, 1996). Les RXRs sont des partenaires de dimérisation pour

d'autres récepteurs nucléaires tels que le RARs, le récepteur de la vitamine D (VDR), les

récepteurs activés par les proliférateurs des péroxisomes (PPARs) et les "Liver X receptor"

(LXRs). RXRα est le RXR le plus fortement exprimé dans l'épiderme, où il joue un rôle clef

dans l'homéostasie de la peau (Li 2000,2001).

De nombreuses études montrent que, les RARs, le VDR, les PPARs et les LXRs, sont

également impliqués dans l'homéostasie de la peau. La vitamine D et des ligands spécifiques

pour les PPARs et les LXRs induisent la différentiation des kératinocytes de l'épiderme in

vivo et améliorent la récupération de la barrière de perméabilité après une disruption

mécanique  (Fisher and Voorhees, 1996; Gibbs et al., 1996; Hanley et al., 1998; Hanley et al.,

1999; Hanley et al., 2000b; Komuves et al., 2002; Milde et al., 1991; Sakai and Demay, 2000;

Sorensen et al., 1997). De plus, les souris portant des mutations nulles du gène PPARα (souris
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PPARα-/-) ou PPARβ (souris PPARβ-/-), présentent des retards de la cicatrisation des

blessures cutanées (Michalik et al., 2001), et les souris portant une mutation nulle du gène

VDR (souris VDR-/-) développent une alopécie sévère (Yoshizawa et al., 1997).

Des altérations des récepteurs RARs, RXRs et VDR sont associées à la transformation

cellulaire et la formation de tumeurs (Boudjelal et al., 2002; Darwiche et al., 1995; Issing and

Wustrow, 1996; Kumar et al., 1994; Reichrath et al., 1995). En effet, une diminution de

l'expression des RARs et des RXRs dans l'épiderme a été observée au cours de la

cancérogenèse cutanée chez l'homme  et la souris (Xu et al., 2001). Il a été également montré

que l'expression de VDR est diminuée dans l'épitheliomes basocellulaires chez l'homme

(Reichrath et al., 1999a), et que la susceptibilité au développement de mélanomes chez

l'homme est associé à des polymorphismes du gène VDR (Hutchinson et al., 2000a).

L’application éctopique des rétinoïdes ou de la vitamine D, ainsi que de cartains ligands de

PPARα, peuvent diminuer la formation de papillomes, induites par un protocole de

cancérogenèse chimique, chez la souris (Kensler et al., 2000; Thuillier et al., 2000; Yu et al.,

1995Ê). D’autre part, il a été montré que des ligands de PPARγ inhibent la croissance de

cellules de mélanome en culture (Mossner et al., 2002). Ces données suggèrent donc une

action concertée des récepteurs VDR et PPARs avec RXRα dans la genèse des cancers

cutanés.

Une stratégie de mutagenèse somatique conditionnelle, qui repose sur l'activité de la

recombinase Cre, a été développée au laboratoire. La recombinase Cre est une recombinase de

la superfamille des intégrases, qui reconnaît des sites spécifiques appelés loxP (Austin et al.,

1981). Les sites loxP sont des séquences de 34 paires de bases comprenant une région de 8

paires de bases, flanqué de deux régions symétriques organisées en palindromes; la région

centrale donne une orientation au site de recombinaison. La position et l'orientation des sites

loxP déterminent la nature des produits de recombinaison. Si ces sites sont positionnés sur la

même molécule d'ADN et s'ils possèdent la même orientation, le segment d'ADN défini par

ces sites (floxé) peut être excisé. Pour obtenir l'invalidation d'un gène chez la souris, dans un

tissu donné et à un moment choisi par l'expérimentateur il faut donc disposer, d'une part,

d'animaux dont le gène est "floxé" et d'autre part exercer un contrôle spatio-temporel sur

l'activité de la recombinase Cre dans ces animaux. Songeant à contrôler l'activité de la

recombinase Cre chez la souris, des protéines de fusion de la recombinase Cre avec des

domaines de liaison au ligand (LBD) de récepteurs nucléaires insensibles à leurs ligands

naturels ont alors été réalisées au laboratoire (Metzger et al., 1995). Dans un premier temps,
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une protéine de fusion de la recombinase Cre avec le LBD du récepteur ER humain portant

une mutation ponctuelle, qui excise une séquence génomique floxée en présence de

œstrogènes synthétiques (tamoxifèné) et ayant une activité nulle en présence d'œstradiol (E2),

(Cre-ERT) a été crée au laboratoire (Feil et al., 1996).

Une lignée transgénique pour la protéine Cre-ERT, dont la synthèse est contrôlée par le

promoteur réduit de la kératine K5 bovine (lignée K5-Cre-ERT), ce que limite l'expression de

la protéine de fusion aux épithélia de la peau et de la langue, montrent que l'excision d'un

fragment génomique dans tous les kératinocytes de l'épiderme est induite par injection du

ligand synthétique (tamoxifène). Une deuxième protéine de fusion, portant deux mutations

ponctuelles dans le LBD du récepteur ER humain (Cre-ERT2) a été généré au laboratoire.

Chez les animaux transgéniques pour la protéine de fusion Cre-ERT2, placée sous le contrôle

du promoteur réduit de la kératine K5 bovine (Indra et al., 1999), l'activité recombinase est

induite par le tamoxifèné de la même façon que chez les animaux K5-Cre-ERT, mais pour des

quantités dix fois moindres de ligand synthétique. Une excision d'un fragment génomique

dans tous les kératinocytes épidermiques peut aussi être induite chez des animaux K14-Cre-

ERT2 (Li et al., 2000), l'expression de la recombinase chimérique étant dirigée par un

promoteur dont l'activité, dans l'épiderme, est identique à celle du promoteur de la kératine 5.

Pour ces lignées, l'activité recombinase peut être contrôlée par un ligand synthétique, chez

l'adulte comme au cours du développement. Toutefois, la lignée de souris trangéniques pour

la recombinase Cre constitutive, placée sous le contrôle du promoteur de la kératine K14

(lignée K14-Cre), est un outil plus pratique si l'on souhaite invalider un gène pendant la mise

en place de l'épiderme.

Afin d'élucider le rôle éventuel de RXRα et des certains de ses partenaires de dimérisation

dans la genèse des cancers cutanés, nous avons utilisé des lignées des souris portant des

mutations des récepteurs nucléaires, soit sélectivement dans l'épiderme ou dans la lignée

germinale, que nous avons soumis à un protocole de cancérogenèse chimique. Dans un

premier temps, nous avons utilisé une lignée de souris transgénique bi-génique, établie au

laboratoire, qui exprime la recombinase chimérique Cre-ERT2 sous le contrôle du promoteur

de la kératine K14, dans la couche basale de l'épiderme, et dont l’activité est induite par le

tamoxifène, et qui porte des allèles RXRα conditionnels (Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000), ce

qui permet d'invalider sélectivement RXRα dans les kératinocytes de l'épiderme à un moment

choisi. Nous avons généré des souris RXRαep-/-, chez lesquelles RXRα a été invalidé

sélectivement dans les kératinocytes de l’épiderme à l’âge adulte, et nous avons induit des
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tumeurs cutanées chez ces souris en utilisant un protocole de cancérogenèse chimique en deux

étapes (Yuspa et al., 1996). Dans un premier temps, l’initiation tumorale est induite par

l’application locale d’un cancérigène chimique, le 7-12-dimethylben(a)anthracene (DMBA),

lequel induit notamment une mutation de l’oncogène ras (Finch et al., 1996; Quintanilla et al.,

1986a). Dans un deuxième temps, l'application locale deux fois par semaine de 12-O-

tetradecanoyl-phorbol-13-acetate (TPA) stimule la croissance des cellules initiées et induit la

formation de tumeurs bénignes d’origine épithéliale (papillomes) qui peuvent se transformer

en carcinomes en poursuivant le traitement au TPA pendant 30-35 semaines (Yuspa, 1998;

Yuspa et al., 1990).

Nous avons observé que les souris RXRαep-/- traitées au DMBA et au TPA, développent deux

à trois fois plus de tumeurs que les souris contrôles, que la taille des tumeurs est augmentée,

et que ces tumeurs progresent fréquemment en carcinomes, alors que celles des souris

contrôles ne présentent que rarement une transformation cancéreuse. Nous avons également

montré que les souris RXRαep-/- ainsi traitées développent des lésions pigmentées bénignes

(nævus),  lesquelles se transforment à forte fréquence en mélanomes, alors que les souris

contrôles traitées dans les mêmes conditions ne présentent que très peu de nævus.  Ces

résultats montrent un rôle clef de RXRα dans la formation des tumeurs cutanées (carcinomes

et mélanomes) induites par un protocole de cancérogenèse chimique. Ces donnés indiquent

également que les kératinocytes mutés stimulent la formation de mélanomes, probablement

par des mécanismes paracrines.

Nous avons également traité des souris PPARγep-/-, chez lesquelles PPARγ est invalidé

sélectivement dans les kératinocytes de l’épiderme à l'âge adulte, et des souris knock-out

PPARα-/- avec du DMBA et du TPA.  Nous avons montré que les souris PPARα-/- et

PPARγep-/- développent, comme les souris RXRαep-/-, deux à trois fois plus des tumeurs que

les souris contrôles. Contrairement aux souris RXRαep-/-, les souris PPARα-/- et PPARγep-/-

développent un nombre similaire de nævi que les souris contrôles et ne développent pas des

mélanomes. Nous avons également montré que les souris VDR-/- et les souris contrôles

traitées avec de DMBA/TPA développent un nombre similaire de papillomes, alors que le

nombre des nævi est augmenté chez les souris VDR-/-. Cependant, les nævi des souris VDR-/-,

contrairement à ceux des souris RXRαep-/-, ne se transforment pas en mélanomes. Ces

résultats suggèrent que les hétérodimèrs RXRα/PPARα et RXRα/PPARγ des kératinocytes,

mais ne pas les hétérodimères RXRα/VDR, jouent un rôle de suppresseur de tumeurs
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d'origine épithéliale induites par application de DMBA/TPA. Par contre, les hétérodimères

RXRα/VDR seront impliqués dans le control de la proliferation des mélanocytes par les

kératinocytes, et peut-être dans la formation des mélanomes.

Pour mieux comprendre les mécanismes par lesquelles RXRα contrôle la cancérogenèse

cutanée, nous avons analysé les altérations de l’expression de gènes impliqués dans le

contrôle de la prolifération et la différenciation cellulaire, de l’apoptose,  et de la migration et

de la communication cellulaire. Nous avons observé une diminution de l’expression du gène

Pten dans la peau des souris RXRαep-/- et des souris PPARγep-/-. Nous avons également

observé une augmentation de l'expression des intégrines α6 et β4 dans les couches

suprabasales de l'épiderme chez les souris RXRαep-/- et PPARγep-/-. Par contre, les niveaux

d'expression de Pten et des intégrines α6 et β4 ne sont pas altérés dans la peau des souris

VDR-/-. Il a été montré que la diminution de Pten est liée au développement de cancers chez

l'homme (Teng et al., 1997), et que l'invalidation sélective de Pten dans les kératinocytes de

l'épiderme entraîne le développement d'épithéliomes (Suzuki et al., 2003). Il a été également

montré que la surexpression des integrines α6β4 dans les couches suprabasales de l'épiderme

chez la souris, augmente la susceptibilité des souris au développement d'épithéliomes (Owens

et al., 2003).  Ces donnés suggèrent donc que les hétérodimères RXRα/PPARγ dans les

kératinocytes, sont impliqués dans le contrôle de l'expression de Pten et des intégrines α6 et

β4, et que la diminution de Pten et la surexpression des intégrines dans les couches

suprabasales de l'épiderme, résultant de l'invalidation de ces hétérodimères, seraient à l'origine

de l'augmentation de la susceptibilité au développement d'épithéliomes chez les souris

RXRαep-/- et les souris PPARγep-/-.

D'autre part, nous avons montré que les niveaux d'expression de la e-cadhérine, une protéine

qui participe à l'adhésion cellulaire et qui est impliquée dans la communication kératinocytes-

mélanocytes (Jamal and Schneider, 2002), sont diminués chez les souris RXRαep-/- et les

souris VDR-/-, mais pas chez les souris PPARα-/- ou les souris PPARγep-/-. Ces données

suggèrent que les hétérodimères RXRα/VDR sont peut-être impliqués dans le contrôle de

l'expression de la e-cadherine, et dans la communication kératinocyte-mélanocyte.

Les oncogènes n-ras, h-ras et k-ras sont les gènes les plus souvent mutés dans les cancers

humains (Bos, 1989). Chez la souris, l’application ectopique de DMBA induit, entre autre,

des mutations de l’oncogène h-ras dans les kératinocytes de l’épiderme et de l’oncogène n-ras

dans les mélanocytes (Balmain et al., 1988).   De plus, il a été montré que les souris  chez
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lesquelles l’oncogène ras est invalidé sont partiellement résistantes à l’induction chimique des

tumeurs cutanées (Ise et al., 2000). Ces données suggèrent donc un rôle clef de l’oncogène ras

dans le développement des cancers cutanés.

Afin d’approfondir l’étude du rôle de RXRα dans la cancérogenèse cutanée, et en particulier

les possibles interactions entre les voies de signalisation ras et RXRα, nous avons utilisé un

modèle de souris génétiquement initiées, portant l’oncogène activé h-ras (souris transgéniques

Tg.AC) chez lesquelles des tumeurs epitheliales peuvent être induites par blessure cutanée,

exposition aux rayons UV ou application locale de TPA (Cannon et al., 1997; Leder et al.,

1990; Trempus et al., 1998).  Nous avons croisé les souris Tg.AC avec des souris K14-

Cre/RXRαL2/L2, chez lesquelles RXRα est invalidé dans les kératinocytes de l’épiderme au

cours du développement embryonnaire (RXRαep-/-(c)), et avec des souris K14-Cre-

ERT2/RXRαL2/L2, chez lesquelles RXRα peut être invalidé à l’âge adulte par injection de

tamoxifène (RXRαep-/-). Nos résultats montrent que l’invalidation de RXRα  au cours du

développement chez les souris Tg.AC (Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c)) est suffisante pour induire la

formation de papillomes.  Par contre, lorsque RXRα est invalidé chez les souris Tg.AC

adultes (Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-) ces souris ne développent pas des tumeurs spontanées, mais

développent deux fois plus de tumeurs que les souris contrôles en réponse au traitement au

TPA. Des analyses biochimiques et histologiques ont montré que la plupart des tumeurs

spontanées chez les souris Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c), présentent des caractéristiques  pré-

cancéreuses, et que certaines des ces tumeurs se transforment en carcinomes. Enfin, ni les

souris Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c), ni les souris Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- ne développent des mélanomes.

Ainsi, des mutations induites par l’application de DMBA, notamment des mutations de

l’oncogène ras dans les mélanocytes, sont probablement nécessaires pour la formation des

mélanomes chez les souris RXRαep-/-.

L’approche génétique que nous avons utilisé à donc permis de montrer le rôle de suppresseur

de tumeurs de RXRα dans la peau, fonction que serait importante principalement pendant

l’étape de promotion tumorale et médiée probablement par des hétérodimères RXRα/PPARα

ou RXRα/PPARγ pour les tumeurs d’origine épithéliale. De plus, RXRα dans les

kératinocytes, probablement sous forme d’hétérodimère avec VDR et d’autres récepteurs

nucléaires, contrôle également la formation de nævus et leur transformation en mélanomes.

Enfin, nos résultats suggèrent que RXRα joue son rôle anti-tumoral en contrôlant l’expression
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de gènes impliqués dans la régulation de la prolifération des kératinocytes et la

communication cellulaire, tels que Pten, la e-cadhérine et les intégrines α6 et β4.
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Summary

Nuclear Receptors (NRs) are ligand-dependent transcription factors that play important roles

during embryonic development and homoeostasis. Several NRs, including the retinoic acid

receptors (RARα, β and γ), the retinoic X receptors (RXRα, β and γ), the vitamin D receptor

(VDR), the peroxisome proliferator activated receptors (PPARα, β and γ) and the liver X

receptors (LXRα and β), play key roles in the morphogenesis and homeostasis of the skin.

RXRα is the predominant retinoid receptor in the epidermis and a obligatory heterodimeric

partner for other non-steroidal NRs. Aberrant expression and function of several of these NRs

have been found during skin carcinogenesis, both in mouse and human. Natural or synthetic

ligands for RXRs, RARs, VDR and PPARs exhibit protective effects against tumor formation

in human and mouse. To investigate the possible role of keratinocytic RXRα in skin

caricnogenesis, we have subjected adult mice, in which RXRα was selectively ablated in

keratinocytes (RXRαep-/- mice), to the chemical two-step tumorigenesis protocol. Upon

DMBA/TPA treatment RXRαep-/- mice exhibited an increased tumor number, growth rate and

a much higher frequency to malignant carcinoma, than control mice. DMBA/TPA-treated

RXRαep-/- mice also develop melanocytic growths, which degenerate into melanoma.

Furthermore, mice in which PPARγ was selectively ablated in keratinocytes (PPARγep-/-), and

mice bearing a PPARα-null mutation are also more susceptible to DMBA/TPA-induced

epithelial tumors, than control mice. However, PPARγep-/- and PPARα-null mice did not

develop melanocytic growth or melanoma upon DMBA/TPA treatment. We also showed that

the susceptibility to epithelial tumors induced by DMBA/TPA is not affected in mice bearing

a null mutation of the VDR gene. However, VDR null mice developed a large number of

MGs in response to DMBA/TPA treatment, but in contrast to the MGs from RXRαep-/- mice,

these MGs did not progress to malignant melanoma. Thus, keratinocytic RXRα/PPARγ and

RXRα/PPARα heterodimers may function as suppressor of epithelial tumors, whereas

RXRα/VDR heterodimers may play a role in the formation of melanocytic growth. Further

studies are required to identify the heterodimerc partner(s) of RXRα involved in the

suppression of malignant melanoma.

We also used Tg.AC mice as an alternative model to study the role of RXRα during skin

carcinogenesis. Tg.AC transgenic mice carry an activated v-Ha-ras oncogene under the
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control of a partial ζ-globin promoter and are highly sensitive to tumor formation in response

to TPA treatment. Surprisingly, Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice, carrying the Ha-ras oncogene and

in which the selective ablation of the RXRα alleles occurred in epidermal keratinocytes

during fetal epidermal morphogenesis, developed skin papillomas in the absence of any

promotion agent, some of which progressed to carcinoma. Moreover, in response to a single

topical application of DMBA, RXRαep-/-(c) mice, develop epithelial tumors. Thus, ablation of

RXRα in keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis, is sufficient to promote the

formation of Ha-ras initiated skin tumors.

All together our results demonstrate that keratinocytic RXRα is a tumor suppressor of

epithelial carcinogenesis (most probably within a heterodimer with PPARα and PPARγ) and

malignant melanoma, (most probably whitin a heterodimer with VDR and other NRs), via

paracrine mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

One of the main challenges of modern biological and medical research is to develop suitable
models to study complex human diseases such as diabetes, obesity and cancer. The study of
such multifactorial and multigenic diseases requires appropriate models which recapitulate
the natural history, pathobiology and biochemistry of the human disease, including
biological, genetic, etiologic and therapeutic related aspects such as a histological features,
mutations, chromosomal changes, and gene expression profiles (Arch, 2002; Boelsterli,
2003; Hann and Balmain, 2001; Kulkarni and Zisman, 2003; Liu et al., 2003b).

The mouse has proved immensely valuable as a model system to better understand various
aspects of human cancer. Indeed, studies of mouse models helped to define the nature of
cancer as a genetic disease, and demonstrated the causal role of genetic events found in
tumors (Hann and Balmain, 2001). Mouse models allow the isolation of all tumor stages, as
well as normal tissue, which are then amenable to pathological, genetic and biochemical
analyses and, hence have been instrumental in investigating cancer-related genes and their
role in carcinogenesis (Herzig and Christofori, 2002). Moreover, mouse models are valuable
tools for the identification of early diagnostic markers and for testing new therapeutic
agents. The most important criteria that should be taken in account to validate the “ideal”
murine tumor model have been recently reviewed (Hann and Balmain, 2001).

The development of powerful molecular biology and genetic engineering techniques,
allowing manipulating the mouse genome, contributed to the development of better mouse
models of human cancer. Genetic alterations observed in human cancers can be reproduced
in the mouse by the introduction of transgenes or by introducing null mutations in the germ
line (Hann and Balmain, 2001; Herzig and Christofori, 2002; Wu and Pandolfi, 2001).
Moreover, the recently developed strategy to introduce somatic mutations in the mouse
genome by spatio-temporally controlled targeted somatic mutagenesis, gives an additional
advantage for introducing genetic alterations in a given tissue and in specific stages of
cancer development.

Taking advantage of established mouse models of skin cancer, and of genetically modified
mice allowing the introduction of somatic mutations in the mouse epidermis in a tissue-
specific and temporally- controlled manner, we initiated an ambitious project to investigate
the role of some members of the hormone nuclear receptor superfamily in the development
of skin cancer.
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1.1 Structure and Function of the Skin

The skin is the largest organ of the body accounting for about 10-15% of total body weight
in adult humans. The skin not only gives us our appearance and shape, it also serves other
important functions such as protection against mechanical, thermic, and environmental
impacts, regulation of body temperature, and is a very important sensorial organ. The skin is
composed of an association of tissues from various origins organized in three layers:
epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis. In addition, the skin contains a number of specialized
structures, including hairs, sebaceous glands and sweat glands (figure 1).

 Embryologically, the epidermis and its appendages are of ectodermal origin, whereas the
dermis and hypodermis originate from the mesoderm (Byrne et al., 1994; Sengel, 1985).
The morphogenesis of skin epithelia requires complex interactions between the embryonic
ectoderm and mesoderm (Sengel, 1985).  In humans, in the fourth week of embryonic
development, the surface ectoderm proliferates to form a new outer layer of a simple
squamous epithelium called the periderm. The underlying layer of proliferating cells is called
the basal layer. Epidermal differentiation begins in the 11th week, and by the end of the fifth
month the epidermis acquires its definitive stratified epithelia features (Larsen, 1993).

Figure 1. Structure of human skin. Adapted from Fuchs and Raghavan (2002).

In the mouse, the onset of differentiation within the ectoderm begins at 9.5 days of
embryonic development. At this step, skin epidermis is composed of a single cell layer and it
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starts to differentiate into a stratified epithelia around 10.5-11 days of development (Byrne
et al., 1994; Kopan and Fuchs, 1989; McGowan and Coulombe, 1998). Between days 11 and
17, the epidermis becomes fully differentiated, and acquires adult-like barrier properties
(Byrne et al., 1994; Hardman et al., 1998). Formation of the hair follicle begins during
embryonic development. In humans mature follicles are formed by the 6th month of
development, whereas in mice they develop postnatally (Larsen, 1993; Panteleyev et al.,
2001; Panteleyev et al., 1997).

1.1.1  Epidermis

Epidermis is a stratified epithelium that renews itself continuously. It is made of various cell
types, the majority of which (90-95%) are keratinocytes. The remaining cells include
Langerhans cells, melanocytes and Merkel cells (Grousson and Peguet-Navarro, 1998; Haake
and Scott, 1991; Hirobe, 1995; Kurosumi et al., 1979; Mackenzie, 1975). Epidermal
keratinocytes are arranged in four layers representing different stages of keratinocyte
differentiation: the basal, spinous, granular and cornified layers. Keratinocytes in the basal
layer are undifferentiated proliferating cells, that are tightly attached to a multiproteic
structure that serves as an adherent connection between the epidermis and the dermis; the
basement membrane (BM) (Brakebusch et al., 2000; Chan, 1997; Hertle et al., 1991;
Sonnenberg et al., 1991).  Adhesion of basal keratinocytes to the BM is mediated by
transmembrane heterodimeric receptors called integrins.  α6β4 integrins are the main
heterodimers involved in the attachment of basal keratinocytes to the BM (DiPersio et al.,
2000; Georges-Labouesse et al., 1996). In contrast to other integrins that are distributed
over the basal, apical, and lateral surfaces of basal cells, α6β4 integrins are primarily located
at the basal surface, and are structural components of hemidesmosomes (Hertle et al., 1991;
Sonnenberg et al., 1991; Watt, 2002).

In response to not well defined signals, keratinocytes in the basal layer detach from the BM,
and initiate a terminal differentiation program. Keratinocytes migrate to the spinous layer
were they undergo morphological and biochemical changes, including decrease in the
nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, formation of new cell-to-cell adherent junctions (desmosomes),
and loss of α6 and β1 integrins expression. Moreover, major changes in keratinocyte
cytoskeleton occur at this stage. The cytoskeleton of basal keratinocytes is composed of two
main intermediate filaments, the type II keratin 5 (K5) and the type I keratin K14 (K14)
(Byrne et al., 1994; Chu and Weiss, 2002; Fuchs, 1995). In the spinous layer expression of
K5 and K14 is lost, and expression of keratins 1 (K1) and 10 (K10) is activated (Kim et al.,
1984; Kopan and Fuchs, 1989; Loening et al., 1982; Moll et al., 1984).

 Following the terminal differentiation program, keratinocytes migrate upwards to the
granular layer were they switch again gene expression programs to initiate the formation of
the protective permeability barrier. The formation of the permeability barrier requires
coordinated activation of a complex set of events including keratinization, formation of the
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cornified envelope, formation of intracellular lamellar bodies, and induction of cell death.
Keratinization results from the accumulation and cross-linking of cytoplasmic keratins, which
results in the formation of a compact keratin network. In parallel, the expression of several
proteins that are structural components of the cornified envelope (CE) is activated (Marshall
et al., 2001), including involucrin, loricrin, filaggrin and the small proline-rich proteins
(Steinert and Marekov, 1995). This proteins are sequentially incorporated, via action of
epidermal transglutaminases (Greenberg et al., 1991; Peterson and Wuepper, 1984; Steinert
and Marekov, 1999; Wilhelm et al., 1996), to an extremely tough protein polymeric structure
located just below the cytoplasmic membrane. CE proteins are cross-linked to membrane
anchored proteins and to the keratins complex in the cytoplasm (Steinert and Marekov,
1997). In addition, several lipid species, synthetized by keratinocytes in specialized
structures called lamellar bodies (LB) (Weaver et al., 2002), are delivered selectively to the
intercellular spaces at the stratum granulosum - stratum corneum interface (Elias et al.,
1998), were they accumulate forming the epidermal permeability barrier (Eckert et al.,
1997). Finally, cell death is induced in keratinocytes at late stages of differentiation
(Gandarillas et al., 1999; Maruoka et al., 1997). Thus, the tight structure formed by
interactions between proteic and lipidic components of the cornified layer serves as a
mechanical protection and permeability barrier for the organism.

In addition to keratinocytes, human epidermis contains melanocytes, Langerhans cells and
Merkel cells.  Melanocytes originate from the neural crest and migrate into the epidermis
during embryonic development (Haake and Scott, 1991; Holbrook et al., 1989).  In humans,
melanocytes are distributed regularly among basal keratinocytes and in the hair follicle,
whereas in mouse they are restricted to the hair follicle (Haake and Scott, 1991; Silver et al.,
1977). Melanocytes produce melanin, the main natural pigment of the skin, and they transfer
it to the keratinocytes.  Melanin not only gives the color to the skin, but protects the deeper
layers of the skin from solar radiation (Bessou-Touya et al., 1998). Langerhans cells are
mobile dendritic, antigen presenting cells present in all stratified epithelia.  They represent 3-
6% of all cells in the epidermis, where they are considered as immature, becoming mature
after contact with antigens.  Langerhans cells arise from the bone marrow. They first appear
in the epidermis during development, and continue to migrate into the dermis throughout
life. Merkel cells are pressure-detecting mechanoreceptors. In humans they lay at the base
of the epidermis in the thick skin of palmar and plantar regions, and are associated with
underlying nervous endings in the dermis (Larsen, 1993).

1.1.2 Dermis.

Dermis is a supportive and elastic tissue, which consists of cells and fibrous molecules. In
addition to its protective and supportive role, the dermis also contains blood vessels and
nerves.  It undergoes continuous turnover, regulated by mechanisms controlling the
synthesis and degradation of its protein components. Fibroblasts (FB), the main cell
population in the dermis are responsible for the synthesis of all the proteic components of
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the dermis (Booth et al., 1980; Prockop, 1982; Tajima and Pinnell, 1981).  A large majority
of dermal fibers are made of interstitial collagens, which accounts for 98% of the total mass
of dried dermis that are responsible for the mechanical resistance of the skin.

1.1.3 Hypodermis.

It is a fatty tissue representing the deepest part of the skin, separating it from the underlying
body constituents.  The hypodermis is composed mainly of adipocytes arranged in lobules
separated by connective tissue. It plays an important role in thermoregulation, insulation,
provision of energy, and protection from mechanical injuries (Hayward and Keatinge, 1981;
Nunneley et al., 1985).

1.1.4  Hair Follicle

The hair follicle is an appendage of the epidermis. It develops from the embryonic epidermis
as an epithelial extension. This epithelial extension differentiates into three enclosed
epithelial cylinders.  The central most cylinder forms the hair shaft.  The outermost cylinder
forms the outer root sheath (ORS) that separates the whole structure from the dermis.  The
middle cylinder, the inner root sheath (IRS), guides the shaft in its passage outward.

The hair cycles through periods of growth (anagen), regression (catagen) and rest (telogen).
During anagen, the follicle grows deep into the hypodermis of the skin and the hair grows in
length.  During catagen, cells in the lower part of the follicle undergo a massive wave of
apoptosis (Weedon and Strutton, 1984), whereas the regressing follicle maintains its
attachment to the hair shaft through both telogen and the induction of the next anagen
phase (Lavker et al., 1998).  The hair follicle continues to cycle during almost all life, but hair
synchronization is lost after the second cycle in mice (Bernot et al., 2002). At the bottom of
the follicle is located the hair bulb, a terminal bell-like extremity containing matrix cells
responsible for hair growth. The hair bulb forms an invagination that envelops the follicular
papilla, in which papillary fibroblast important for the regulation of hair growth are located
(Jahoda and Reynolds, 1996; Paus, 1998). Sebaceous glands are located in the upper part of
the follicle and made of an outer layer of basal cells, and of several layers of mature, lipid-
laden cells. They produce the oily sebum that lubricates the skin and the hair. Another
important structure located in the upper part of the follicles is the bulge (Kanitakis, 2002).
The bulge is a special compartment, which is part of the ORS, were the hair follicle stem
cells are located (Akiyama et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2000).

1.1.5  Epidermal Stem Cells

The epidermis is a continuously regenerating tissue. Throughout adult life there is a
requirement for the production of new interfollicular keratinocytes to replace the cells that
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are continually being shed from the surface of the skin. In response to skin injury, such as
skin wounds, production of new keratinocytes is also required to repopulate the epidermis.
Furthermore, during each anagen stage of the hair cycle new keratinocytes are produced to
form the ORS of the growing follicle. Thus, a population of pluripotencial stem cells must
exist in the epidermis to accomplish all this regenerative tasks. Several experimental
approaches demonstrated that the bulge of the hair follicle contains a population of putative
keratinocyte stem cells (Cotsarelis et al., 1990; Morris and Potten, 1999).  It has been shown
that the progeny of the bulge stem cells can migrate up or down to populate the
interfollicular epidermis and the hair follicle, respectively (Cotsarelis et al., 1999; Liu et al.,
2003a; Taylor et al., 2000), suggesting that bulge keratinocytes represent the pluripotential
keratinocyte stem cell population.  However, keratinocytes with stem cell properties have
been also identified in the interfollicular epidermis (Ghazizadeh and Taichman, 2001; Jones
et al., 1995), which may be responsible for the maintenance of the interfollicular epidermis
keratinocyte population.  Moreover, it has been shown that stem cells from the interfollicular
epidermis can differentiate to form a normal hair (Ferraris et al., 1997; Lavker and Sun,
2000). These observations suggest that some plasticity may exist in the epidermal
keratinocyte population. Thus, differences between the bulge and the interfollicular
epidermis microenvironment may play a crucial role in the determination of keratinocyte
identity in vivo.

The basal layer of the epidermis contains a heterogeneous population of keratinocytes in
which three cell types are distinguished: epidermal stem cells, transit amplifying (TA) cells,
and post mitotic differentiating (PMD) cells (Kaur and Li, 2000; Lavker and Sun, 1982;
Pavlovitch et al., 1989). Interfollicular epidermal stem cells were first identified by their
ability to retain radioactive labels for long periods of time on pulse-chase experiments
(Bickenbach and Holbrook, 1987; Potten et al., 1982), and it is generally accepted that they
represent 2-10% of all basal keratinocytes (Alonso and Fuchs, 2003; Potten and Morris,
1988).  They are slow dividing cells with unlimited self-renewal capacity characterized by
high expression levels of integrins α6 and β1 (Morris and Potten, 1994; Watt, 1988). When
cultured in vitro, stem cells adhere rapidly to the substrate and form colonies with great
reproductive capacity, that can be used to form a structurally complete epidermis in
organotypic cultures (Barrandon and Green, 1987; Bickenbach and Chism, 1998).
Asymmetric division of epidermal stem cells gives rise to a daughter stem cell, identical to
the dividing stem cell, and to a TA cell (Jones et al., 1995; Savill, 2003; Savill and Sherratt,
2003; Seery and Watt, 2000). In contrast to stem cells, TA cells divide rapidly, they have
limited proliferation capacity, exhibit lower levels of integrins α6 and β1 expression, and in
culture take a longer time to adhere to the substrate (Adams and Watt, 1990; Jones et al.,
1995; Kaur and Li, 2000; Tennenbaum et al., 1996). After few rounds of proliferation, TA
cells stop dividing and initiate the terminal differentiation program, becoming PMD cells
(Adams and Watt, 1990; Jaken and Yuspa, 1988; Jensen et al., 1985; Skerrow, 1978).

p63, a homologue of the tumor suppressor p53, has been identified as a putative marker for
keratinocyte stem cell (Mills et al., 1999; Pellegrini et al., 2001). Interestingly, in mouse
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epidermis p63 expression was detected in a small population of basal keratinocytes with very
low proliferation rate (the stem cells), and its expression was gradually reduced in the more
proliferative TA cells (Koster et al., 2002; Mills et al., 1999; Parsa et al., 1999; Pellegrini et
al., 2001; Tsujita-Kyutoku et al., 2003). Experimental data obtained from cell culture and a
wide range of in vivo studies lead to the establishment of a model to explain the structural
and functional organization of epidermal stem cells and their progeny in the epidermis
(figure 2). Basal keratinocytes are organized in units in which the slow dividing stem cells
are located in the center of the unit, surrounded by the highly proliferative TA cells and the
PMD cells which are committed to terminal differentiation (Ghazizadeh and Taichman, 2001;
Jensen et al., 1999; Pellegrini et al., 2001). The progeny of each stem cell migrate upwards,
forming clonal units of differentiating keratinocytes (Jensen et al., 1999; Mackenzie, 1997;
Poumay et al., 1993; Savill and Sherratt, 2003).

Figure 2. Keratinocyte proliferation unit. Adapted from Potten and Booth (2002).
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1.1.6  Skin homeostasis

In healthy skin, basal keratinocytes proliferate slowly, and in response to not well defined
signals, some of the basal cells initiate the terminal differentiation program, migrate
upwards, and are finally shed from the skin. However, in response to epidermal injury or
under certain pathological conditions, keratinocytes become activated. Activated
keratinocytes are hyperproliferative, migratory, they change their cytoskeleton, augment the
levels of membrane receptors, and produce components of the extracellular matrix (ECM)
(Freedberg et al., 2001).  Activated keratinocytes produce signals to alert the surrounding
cells, including other keratinocytes, FB, melanocytes, and lymphocytes. The affected cells
types in turn produce their own paracrine and autocrine signals to potentiate the response.
Once the damage has been repaired, de-activating signals are produced, promoting the
reversal of the basal phenotype. Fine balance between keratinocyte proliferation and
differentiation, and the capacity of keratinocytes to become activated in response to injury
depends on complex interactions between different cells types present in all three
compartments of the skin. Such interactions involve cell-cell contacts, production of
autocrine and paracrine factors, and ECM components.

Probably the most studied interaction between two cell types in the skin is that of
keratinocytes and fibroblasts. It is well known that epidermal-mesenchymal interactions play
a key role not only in skin morphogenesis, but also in the maintenance of skin homeostasis.
In the epidermis, the BM physically separates keratinocytes and fibroblasts, therefore
interactions between the two cell types depends on the production of secreted factors that
act in a paracrine manner. Several factors involved in the FB-keratinocyte communication
have been identified. Keratinocyte growth factor (KGF) (Marchese et al., 1990; Rubin et al.,
1989) and the granulocyte macrophage colony stimulation factor (GM-CSF) (Braunstein et
al., 1994) for example, are fibroblast secreted factors that affect keratinocyte proliferation.
On the other hand, keratinocytes produce and secrete interleukin 1 (IL-1) which, in addition
to its autocrine effect on keratinocytes (Kupper et al., 1988), induces expression of KGF and
GM-CSF in fibroblasts (Maas-Szabowski et al., 1999). Using organotropic cultures, Szabowski
and co-workers demonstrated that in the presence of fibroblast impaired in the production of
KGF and GM-CSF, keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation is strikingly affected
(Szabowski et al., 2000). Thus, keratinocyte-fibroblast communication plays a major role in
the maintenance of skin homeostasis.

Another well known interaction between two different cell types in the skin is that of
keratinocytes and melanocytes.  Keratinocyte-melanocyte interactions have been largely
documented in terms of skin pigmentation.  Melanocytes contain highly specialized
organelles called melanosomes in which melanin is produced.  Melanosomes undergo a
complex maturation process, and are transferred to keratinocytes through melanocyte
dendrites which are in direct contact with keratinocytes (Bessou-Touya et al., 1998; Cario-
Andre et al., 1999; Seiberg et al., 2000). The relationship between keratinocytes and
melanocytes is not limited to the melanin transfer process. Studies using keratinocytes and
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melanocytes in culture, reconstituted epidermis, and animal models demonstrated that
epidermal keratinocytes are involved in the regulation of melanocyte growth and
differentiation, migration and dendricity (Archambault et al., 1995; De Luca et al., 1988;
Hirobe, 1994; Nakazawa et al., 1995; Scott and Haake, 1991; Tenchini et al., 1995; Valyi-
Nagy and Herlyn, 1991; Valyi-Nagy et al., 1993; Valyi-Nagy et al., 1990). The mechanism by
which keratinocytes control melanocytes function appears very complex. It involves cell-to-
cell contacts (Hara et al., 1995; Hsu et al., 2000; Tang et al., 1994; Valyi-Nagy et al., 1993),
keratinocyte-secreted factors (Donatien et al., 1993; Imokawa et al., 1992; Tenchini et al.,
1995), and ECM components (Nakazawa et al., 1995).

In contrast to keratinocytes, FB and melanocytes, the role of adipocytes in the skin, and its
interaction with other cell types, has been poorly investigated. For a long time, adipocytes
were considered as “passive cells” in the skin. However, recent experimental data
demonstrate that adipocytes can affect the growth and differentiation of other cells types in
the skin, suggesting that they play an active role in the maintenance of skin homeostasis
(Frank et al., 2000; Misago et al., 1998; Miyashita et al., 1992; Stallmeyer et al., 2001;
Sugihara et al., 2001; Tokuda et al., 1999). Thus, maintenance of skin homeostasis requires
an orchestrated action of the different cells types on the three skin compartments. Located
in the outer most layer of the skin, keratinocytes seem to play a central role in the
maintenance of skin homeostasis.
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1.2 Skin cancer: an alteration of skin homeostasis

The skin is daily exposed to a variety of insults that disturb homeostasis. In normal
conditions, skin homeostasis is reestablished by mechanisms involving the orchestrated
action of several cell types in the three compartments of the skin.  Genetic alterations
affecting the proliferation and/or differentiation of the cells in the skin can lead to permanent
loss of homeostasis, resulting in pathological states such as psoriasis or cancer.

Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiations is considered as the main risk factor for the
development of skin cancer in human (Armstrong and Kricker, 2001; de Gruijl, 1999;
Schreiber et al., 1984).  UV radiations causes photodamage in the DNA by inducing the
formation of dimers between adjacent pyrimidine residues (Johnson, 1978; Regan et al.,
1978; Snellman et al., 2003).  The cell can respond to the UV-induced damage by repairing
the DNA to avoid harmful mutations (D'Ambrosio et al., 1981; Muramatsu et al., 1992;
Runger et al., 1997), or if the damage is too great, by inducing apoptosis to remove
potential cancer cells from the population (Iwasaki et al., 1996; Kulms and Schwarz, 2000).
Failure of these pathways can results in UV-induced mutations that accumulate with time. If
these mutations affect genes involved in the control of cell proliferation, differentiation and
apoptosis, the result can be the formation of tumors. Mutations in several genes involved in
the control of proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis have been identified in human skin
cancer including p53 (Einspahr et al., 1999; Ouhtit et al., 1998), patched (Aszterbaum et al.,
1998; Bodak et al., 1999), b-raf (Kumar et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2004), N-ras (Jiveskog et
al., 1998; Reifenberger et al., 2004), and the INK4a-ARF locus  (Kreimer-Erlacher et al.,
2003).

Cancers of the skin can be originated from different cell types such as keratinocytes,
melanocytes, fibroblast, and Merkel cells (Table 1) (Hsu et al., 2002; Smith and Skelton,
2003). Depending on their origin, skin cancers are classified in two main groups; melanoma
and non-melanoma skin cancer.  Melanoma is a malignancy originated from melanocytes,
whereas non-melanoma skin cancer includes cancers originated from cells other than
melanocytes. The most frequent skin cancers are originated from melanocytes and
keratinocytes.

1.2.1 Melanoma

Melanoma is a malignancy originated from the melanocytes, and is considered the most
dangerous skin cancer.  Long-term clinical and histopatological observations have led to the
definition of five major subtypes of tumor progression (Clark, 1991).
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Table 1. Common Neoplasm of the Skin
Benign Malignant

Epidermis Acanthosis nigricans

Seborrheic keratosis

Keratoacanthoma

Actinic keratosis

HPV-induced premalignant papules (epidermodysplasia

verruciformis, bowenoid papulosis)

Basal cell carcinoma

Squamous cell carcinoma

Mucosa Leukoplakia Squamous cell carcinoma

Dermal connective

tissue

Neurofibroma

Dermatofibroma

Dermatofibrosarcoma

protuberans

Merkel cell tumor

Appendage tumors Trichilemmoma (in Cowden syndrome)

Sebaceoma (in Muir-Torre syndrome)

Nevus sebaceus

Melanocyte Melanocytic naevus Malignant Melanoma

Modified from Cancer Medicine 5th Edition.

The Nevus represents the earliest hyperplasic melanocytic lesion.  The dysphasic nevus
shows an increased level of cytologic and architectural atypia, and is thought to be a
candidate precursor for cutaneous melanoma (Kraemer and Greene, 1985). The radial
growth phase primary melanoma is the first recognizable malignant stage. The vertical
growth phase melanoma cells infiltrate as an expanding mass into the dermis and
subcutaneous tissue.  Finally, the metastatic melanoma represents the most advanced step
of tumor progression (Hsu et al., 2002).  Development of cutaneous malignant melanoma is
often associated with mutations in two genes involved in the control of cell proliferation, n-
ras (Jiveskog et al., 1998) and b-raf (Uribe et al., 2003).

1.2.2 Non-melanoma skin cancer

The term non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) defines a number of malignant tumors
originated from skin cells other than melanocytes. The most common NMSC are, Basal Cell
Carcinoma (BCC) and Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC), which originate from epidermal
keratinocytes.

Basal Cell Carcinoma

BCC is a malignant tumor that develops from the basal, undifferentiated cells of the
epidermis, it is usually slow growing and rarely metastasizes
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(Saldanha et al., 2003; Wong et al., 2003).  The tumor appears as proliferating basaloid cells
forming cords and islands, invading into the dermis (Saldanha et al., 2003).  The peripheral
cells have characteristic palisading arrangement.  A connection between the tumor island
and the epidermis can be demonstrated in most of the cases.  The tumor may have focal
areas of ulceration, with an accompanying chronic inflammatory infiltrate (Cancer Medicine
5th edition). Mutations in genes such as p53 (Bolshakov et al., 2003; Ouhtit et al., 1998),
patched (Bodak et al., 1999; de Gruijl et al., 2001; Lacour, 2002) and Fas (Boldrini et al.,
2003) are frequently observed in human BCC.

Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) is a malignant tumor arising from epidermal keratinocytes,
which grows in a destructive way and metastasizes mainly via the lymphatic system. Actinic
keratosis represents an early stage of SCC. It is characterized by atypical keratinocyte
proliferation involving the suprabasal layers of the epidermis (Cockerell, 2000). However, the
architectural organization of keratinocytes is not affected. In a more advanced stage, the so
called in situ SCC, the epidermal keratinocyte organization is lost, keratinocytes are arranged
haphazardly with a “windblown” appearance.  The border between epidermis and dermis
remains sharp throughout the lesion.  There is no tendency for keratinocytes to flatten out
and mature, as they migrate from the basal layer upward, as is seen in normal epidermis.
There is usually a moderate amount of chronic inflammatory infiltrate in the upper dermis.
Bowen’s disease is an in situ SCC that occurs on non-exposed skin. In SCC the tumor cells
are seen to proliferate downward in cords and single cells into the dermis.  The degree of
differentiation is determined by the extent of the tumor trying to recapitulate normal
keratinizing epithelium, with the Spindle-Cell Squamous Carcinoma (SpCC) representing the
least differentiated form (Cancer Medicine, 5th Edition). SCC present high frequency of
mutations in the p53 gene (Bolshakov et al., 2003; Einspahr et al., 1999) and in the INK4a-
ARF locus (Kreimer-Erlacher et al., 2003). In addition, low frequency of H-Ras mutations
have also been detected in AK and SCC lesions (Spencer et al., 1995; van der Schroeff et al.,
1990).
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1.3 Mouse models of skin carcinogenesis

A number of mouse models have been validated to study cancers originated from several
organs including lung, mammary gland, nervous system, prostate and skin (MMHC NCI
database). Mouse models for both melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancer have been
generated based on three main approaches: 1) induction of skin tumors by chemical
treatment or exposure to UV-radiations; 2) generation of transgenic mice expressing
oncogenic proteins under the control of tissue specific promoters; and 3) generation of
knockout mice with genetic alterations that are observed in human familial cancers. Some
examples of mouse models of melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancer are summarized in
table 2.  In this section I will describe the two models that we have used in our study, the
two-step chemical carcinogenesis (DMBA/TPA) model, and the genetically pre-initiated
(Tg.AC) mouse model.

1.3.1  The chemical skin carcinogenesis model

The two-step chemical skin carcinogenesis protocol has been used for over 50 years. In this
model, skin tumors are induced by a single topical application of a chemical carcinogen into
mouse skin, followed by repeated applications of a tumor promoter. The treatment gives rise
to a series of phenotypical changes in the skin, including epidermal hyperplasia, formation of
benign squamous tumors (papillomas) and the progression of some squamous papillomas to
malignant squamous carcinoma, with eventual metastasis of the cancer cells to distal organs
(figure 3). The phenotypic evolution from normal keratinocytes through squamous
papilloma into squamous carcinoma is associated with genetic and epigenetic reproducible
changes that characterize each stage of the process (Hennings et al., 1993).

Initiation

The term initiation defines a genetic event which consists on the introduction of a permanent
mutation in the DNA of the cell, generally as a result of a DNA damage induced by genotoxic
agents such as UV radiation or chemical substances. In the two-step chemical carcinogenesis
protocol, initiation is induced by topical application of the potent carcinogen 7,12-
dimethylbenz(a)anthrancene (DMBA). Topical application of DMBA into mouse skin induces
activation mutations in the H-ras, N-ras, and Ki-ras oncogenes, which results in the
expression of constitutively active Ras oncoproteins (Pazzaglia et al., 2001; Quintanilla et al.,
1986a). Mutation and activation of Ha-ras oncogene are critical events for the formation of
skin tumors. Indeed, Ha-ras null mice develop significantly less tumors than wild-type mice
in response to a DMBA/TPA protocol (Ise et al., 2000), and the tumors induced in Ha-ras null
mice exhibit mutations in the K-ras gene, suggesting that activation of the K-ras gene can
replace the Ha-ras activation at the initiation step (Ise et al., 2000). The DMBA induced
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mutation in the Ha-ras oncogene is an irreversible event. However, the mutation is silent,
and additional stimuli (promoter) are required to induce the formation of tumors.

Table 2. Mouse models of skin cancer

Cancer Type Model Phenotype Reference

Tyr-SV40E Predominantly ocular, but also
cutaneous melanomas with a high rate
of metastasis

(Bradl et al., 1991)

Tpras Cutaneous melanomas develop after
topical DMBA application

(Broome Powell et
al., 1999)

K14-stem cell
factor

Hyperpigmentation with increased
melanin production and increased
epidermal melanocytes

(Kunisada et al.,
1998)

Ink4a∆2/3 Cutaneous melanomas develop after
DMBA treatment with occasional
metastasis

(Krimpenfort et al.,
2001)

Tyr-H-ras
Ink4a/Arf ∆2/3

Cutaneous and ocular melanomas
without evidence of metastasis

(Chin et al., 1997)

Melanoma

Pten+/-
Ink4a/Arf∆2/+

Cutaneous melanomas develop
spontaneously at a low rate

(You et al., 2002)

DMBA/TPA Squamous papilloma formation with
progression to invasive carcinoma

(Yuspa, 1998)

Ultraviolet
radiation

Squamous cell carcinomas and
spindle cell squamous carcinoma

(Jiang et al., 1999)

K14-HPV16 early
region

Squamous hyperplasia with atypia with
progression to invasive carcinoma of
varying degrees

(Arbeit et al.,
1994)

K5-Gli Development of spontaneous BCC (Nilsson et al.,
2000)

Non-melanoma
skin cancer
(NMSC)

Tg.AC Spontaneous squamous papillomas in
old animals. Squamous papillomas
with progression to carcinoma after
TPA treatment or exposure to UV

(Leder et al.,
1990)

Promotion

Promotion is accomplished by repeated applications of the tumor promoter 12-0-
tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA). Experiments in vitro and in vivo demonstrated that
TPA stimulates differentiation of normal keratinocytes (Wei et al., 2003), induces basal cell
hyperproliferation in the epidermis (Heyden et al., 1994), and a strong inflammatory reaction
in the skin (Aldaz et al., 1985) of adult mice. In contrast, initiated cells have impaired ability
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to respond to differentiation signals (Kulesz-Martin et al., 1991), and in response to TPA
treatment, their proliferation to differentiation ratio may be increased, which results in the
clonal expansion of the initiated population and the formation of squamous papillomas
(Ghosh et al., 2004; Karen et al., 1999).

Malignant conversion

Conversion of a benign tumor to malignant carcinoma is characterized by an increased
autonomy from both the environment and the host. Papillomas induced by repeated
application of TPA may progress to malignancy in the absence of any additional exogenous
exposure, although the rate of progression is slow and the frequency of malignant
conversion is low (Hennings et al., 1993). In general 25-35 weeks of promotion are required
to induce malignant conversion, and only few of the tumors may become malignant. The
tumor incidence, multiplicity and frequency of malignant conversion depend in great extent
on the genetic background of the animals (Naito and DiGiovanni, 1989).  It has been shown
that a subset of papillomas that have a greater risk for progression into malignancy (high-
risk papillomas) can be identified at early stages during tumor progression (Glick et al.,
1993). High-risk papillomas appear earlier and are characterized by an upregulation of α6β4
integrins expression in the keratinocytes of the suprabasal layers (Tennenbaum et al., 1993),
and reactivation of the keratin 13 (K13) expression (Rundhaug et al., 1997).

Figure 3. The chemical skin carcinogenesis model. (a) Initiation is induced by a single topical
application of the potent carcinogen 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthrancene (DMBA). (b)
Promotion is achieved by repeated applications of 12-0-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate
(TPA). TPA treatment induces progressive changes in the skin, including epidermal
hyperplasia, formation of benign papillomas, progression of the papillomas to carcinoma and
the eventual invasion of the malignant cells to the dermis and distal organs.
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Malignant conversion is characterized by invasion through the basement membrane and
migration into the underlying stroma. In situ carcinoma is an early stage of malignant
progression, and is characterized by the presence of disorganized basal-like keratinocytes
through all the epidermal layers. In a more advanced stage (focal carcinoma), the basement
membrane separating the epidermis from the dermis is disrupted and the epidermal cells
invade the underlying dermal compartment. Finally, in the most advanced stages of
malignant conversion, the squamous cell carcinoma, epidermal keratinocytes are seen as
nests or islands of cells invading the dermis. Malignant conversion involves important
changes in cell-cell and cell-stoma interactions (Kerkela et al., 2000; Kerkela et al., 2001),
and is often associated with mutations in p53 and upregulation of the AP-1 family of
transcription factors (Domann et al., 1994; Watts et al., 1995). Targeted expression of a
mutant p53 protein to the epidermis for example, results in accelerated chemically-induced
tumorigenesis and malignant transformation (Wang et al., 1998), whereas mice carrying a
null mutation of the c-fos gene developed papillomas but not carcinomas in response to
DMBA/TPA treatment (Saez et al., 1995), suggesting that p53 and c-fos play key roles during
the progression stage.

1.3.2  The TG.AC model

In 1990, Leder and co-workers generated a transgenic mouse strain (Tg.AC) that carries the
activated v-Ha-ras oncogene under the control of the mouse embryonic α-like, zeta-globin
gene promoter (Leder et al., 1990). They found that Tg.AC mice spontaneously developed
skin papillomas at areas of epidermal abrasion, and that in response to topical application of
TPA, Tg.AC mice developed multiple papillomas, some of which progressed to squamous cell
carcinomas.

Further studies on Tg.AC mice demonstrated that development of skin papillomas can also
be induced by application of other known tumor promoters (Spalding et al., 1993), by full
thickness wounding of the skin (Cannon et al., 1997), and by exposure to UV-radiations
(Trempus et al., 1998). It has been shown that transcriptional activation of the H-ras
transgene in Tg.AC mice is a key event for the development of skin tumors. The expression
of the Ha-ras transgene is undetectable in the skin of unchallenged Tg.AC mice, but is
expressed in epidermal keratinocytes after 10 weeks of topical application of TPA (Battalora
et al., 2001), and at higher levels in all induced skin tumors (Cannon et al., 1997; Hansen
and Tennant, 1994a; Hansen et al., 1996; Leder et al., 1990).  The Tg.AC mouse has been
extensively used as a model for evaluating the carcinogenic potential of chemicals and
pharmaceuticals (Sistare et al., 2002; Tennant et al., 1998), and for the study of genes
involved in skin carcinogenesis. It has been shown for example, that double transgenic mice,
bearing the Keratin 6-ornithine decarboxylase and v-Ha-ras transgenes, developed
spontaneous skin tumors (Smith et al., 1998). Introduction of a null mutation of the kinase
suppressor of ras (KSR) gene into Tg.AC mice results in a complete abrogation of papilloma
formation (Lozano et al., 2003). Thus, genetically pre-initiated Tg.AC mice represent an
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interesting model to study skin carcinogenesis, in which epidermal squamous papillomas,
that with time may progress to squamous carcinomas, can be rapidly induced by TPA
treatment (figure 4).

Figure 4. The Tg.AC model. (a) structure of the ζ-globin-Ha-ras transgene (Tg). (b) Events
during tumor formation in the Tg.AC mice. The Ha-ras Tg is transcriptionally silent, but in
response to stimuli such as TPA, UV, or skin wounds, the Ha-ras Tg is activated in
kerationcytes, producing an activated Ras oncoprotein. The Ha-ras transformed kertinocytes
expand clonally to form squamous papillomas, which can degenerate to malignant carcinoma.
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1.4 Tissue-specific temporally-controlled somatic mutagenesis in

the mouse

Functional inactivation of genes by introduction of null mutations in the mouse germ line has
yield remarkable advances in understanding the roles played by specific gene products in
vivo.  However, this strategy has some inherent limitations. For example, invalidation of
genes coding for proteins that play essential functions during development can result in early
lethality. The effect of a germ line mutation may also be compensated during development.
Furthermore, invalidation of genes that  play important functions in different cell types may
result in complex phenotypes. Thus, a strategy to introduce somatic mutations in a given
tissue and in a temporally controlled manner is required to overcome this limitations. The
discovery in the early 1980’s, by  Austin and co-workers, of the Cre-loxP site-specific
homologous recombination system from the bacteriophage P1 (Austin et al., 1981), provided
the basis for the development of such technology.

The cre-loxP system consists on a site-specific recombinase, the recombinase Cre, which
recognizes specific DNA sequences called “lox P” sites and induces homologous
recombination between two loxP sites.  The loxP site is a 34 bp sequence composed of two
13 bp palindromic sequences separated by 8 bp.  The 8 bp between the two palindromes
confers an orientation to the loxP site.  When two loxP sites are placed in head-to-head
orientation, the Cre recombinase will induce an inversion of the sequence located between
the two loxP sites (floxed sequence), whereas recombination between two loxP sites placed
in head-to-tail orientation results in the excision of the floxed sequence (Austin et al., 1981)
(figure 5). The purification and characterization of the Cre recombinase by  Abremski and
Hoess in 1984 (Abremski and Hoess, 1984), and the demonstration, a few years later, by
Sauer and Henderson that the Cre recombinase can efficiently induce the excision of a floxed
DNA fragment in mammalian cells in culture (Sauer and Henderson, 1989), provided the
experimental basis for the development of a system to induce site-specific mutations in the
mammalian genome.

The first reports showing that Cre-mediated excision of DNA fragments can be induced in
higher organisms were published in the early 1990’s (Odell et al., 1990; Orban et al., 1992).
In these reports the Cre recombinase was introduced as a transgene into Tobacco plants
(Odell et al., 1990) or into transgenic mice (Orban et al., 1992) carrying a floxed DNA
reporter gene. Excision of the floxed DNA fragment was efficiently induced in both transgenic
tobacco plants and transgenic mice. Later, using tissue-specific promoters to drive the
expression of the cre recombinase, several laboratories demonstrated the efficacy of the cre
recombinase system to introduce mutations in a given gene in a tissue-specific manner
(Kulkarni et al., 1999; Ray et al., 1999; Tarutani et al., 1997).
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Figure 5. The Cre-loxP system of homologous recombination.

On the other hand, two strategies have been used to achieve the temporal control of the
Cre-mediated recombination. One strategy was based in the control of the Cre expression at
the transcriptional level. For this purpose, double transgenic mice carrying the cre
recombinase under the control of a tetracycline (Tet)- dependent promoter and a reverse
tetracycline-controlled transactivator (rtTA) transgene, must be generated. The rtTA protein
is constitutively expressed, but it remains inactive. Exogenous administration of tetracycline
will activate the rtTA which can now bind to the Tet-dependent promoter to activate
expression of the cre recombinase (St-Onge et al., 1996; Utomo et al., 1999). The other
strategy is based on the principle that the activity of some proteins can be modulated by the
presence of a specific ligand. Metzger and co-workers generated a fusion protein between
the Cre recombinase and the ligand binding domain (LBD) of the human Estrogen Receptor
α (hERα), resulting in a Cre recombinase which activity is controlled by estrogens (Cre-ER).
They established a cell line in which the Cre-ER is constitutively expressed and they
demonstrated that estradiol or the estrogen agonist/antagonist 4-hydroxytamoxifen
efficiently induced the recombinase activity, whereas no activity was detected in the absence
of ligand or in the presence of a synthetic antiestrogen (Metzger et al., 1995). However,
introduction of the Cre-ER into transgenic mice may result in the constitutive activation of
the recombinase by endogenous estrogens. To avoid the activation by endogenous
estrogens, a new fusion protein was generated in which the Cre recombinase was fused to a
mutated LBD of the hERα, resulting in a chimeric recombinase, Cre-ERT, which is activated
by tamoxifen, but not by natural estrogens (figure 6) (Feil et al., 1996). Using this Cre-ERT

chimeric recombinase, Feil and co-workers generated transgenic mice in which the Cre-ERT is
expressed under the control of the cytomegalovirus promoter, and they demonstrated that
excision of a floxed DNA sequence was efficiently induced in several tissues of Cre-ERT

transgenic mice, after tamoxifen administration (Feil et al., 1996).
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Figure 6. Strategy to generate a tamoxifen-induceble Cre recombinase. Adapted from Metzger
(2001)

However, the doses of tamoxifen required to induce the Cre-ERT activity in these transgenic
mice were high, which may result in side effects due to the estrogen agonist/antagonist
action of tamoxifen. The problem was circumvented by the introduction of a second
mutation in the LBD of the Cre-ERT recombinase, resulting in a recombinase (Cre-ERT2)
which was approximately 10-fold more efficiently induced by tamoxifen than the Cre-ERT

(Feil et al., 1997). Indra and co-workers generated transgenic mice in which the expression
of the Cre-ERT2 recombinases is driven by the bovine keratin 5 (K5) promoter to the basal
layer of the epidermis, and demonstrated that excision of a floxed DNA can be efficiently
induced in the basal layer of the epidermis of adult K5-Cre-ERT2 mice by administration of
10-fold lower doses of tamoxifen than those required to activate the Cre-ERT (Indra et al.,
1999). Similar results were obtained in transgenic mice in which the Cre-ERT2 recombinase is
expressed under the control of the keratin 14 (K14) promoter (Indra et al., 2000; Indra et
al., 1999; Vasioukhin et al., 1999). The mechanism of tamoxifen-induced Cre-ERT2-mediated
mutagenesis in keratinocytes is represented in figure 7. On the other hand, the introduction
of Cre mediated mutations selectively in epidermal keratinocytes during mouse embryonic
development was achieved in transgenic mice in which a constitutively active Cre
recombinase is expressed under the control of the K14 promoter (K14-Cre) (Indra et al.,
2000). Thus, K5-Cre-ERT2 or K14-Cre-ERT2 and K14-Cre transgenic mice represent powerful
tools to introduce somatic mutations in adult epidermis and during embryonic development,
respectively.
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Figure 7. Model of the mechanism of Cre-ERT2-mediated recombination in keratinocytes.
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1.5 The Nuclear Receptor Superfamily

Higher organisms are complex biological entities, in which the function of many different cell
types, tissues and organs has to be controlled in an orchestrated manner. During evolution,
higher organisms have developed sophisticated signaling networks to control the function of
all cells (tissues and organs) in the body. As part of this sophisticated networks, the
organism produces a large number of chemical substances (hormones) that controls and
regulates the activity of certain cells or organs. Hormones can act either locally, affecting the
cell or organ in which they are produced (autocrine action), or they can be secreted and
transported through the circulation to affect other distant cells and organs (paracrine action).
They are essential for every activity of daily living, including the processes of digestion,
metabolism, growth, reproduction, and mood control. Many hormones are active in more
than one physiological process. Production and secretion of hormones as well as the ability
of target cells to recognize and transduce the hormonal signal are crucial for the
maintenance of body homeostasis.

Steroid and thyroid hormones, the active metabolites of vitamin A (retinoic acid), and vitamin
D (vitamin D3) are structurally related hormones, that play important roles in growth,
differentiation, metabolism, reproduction and morphogenesis of higher organisms, including
humans. Progesterone for example, prepares the lining of the uterus for implantation of an
ovum, and is also essential for the maintenance of pregnancy (Bagchi et al., 2003; Conneely
et al., 2002; Giudice, 1999; Rosario et al., 2003); androgens and estrogens are involved in
the development of secondary sex characteristics (Gooren and Kruijver, 2002; Hughes et al.,
2001); glucocorticoids are important for glucose and lipid metabolism (Andrews and Walker,
1999; Birt et al., 1999; Brindley, 1995; Fernandez-Mejia et al., 1999; Klein et al., 1997; Sivitz
and Pasley, 1995); vitamin D plays a key role in calcium metabolism and in the formation
and maintenance of bones (Brown et al., 1999; van den Bemd et al., 1995; Yoshizawa et al.,
1997), and vitamin A is essential for visual function, reproduction, growth, immunity, and
epithelial function (Chambon, 1994; Gerster, 1997; Halliday et al., 1992; Livera et al., 2002;
Zile, 2001).

Higher organisms have all the enzymatic machinery required to produce steroid and  thyroid
hormones or vitamin D, but not vitamin A, which has to be taken from the diet in the form of
retinyl esters or as provitamin A carotenoids (table 3) (Gerster, 1997). The five major
classes of steroid hormones: progestagens, glucocorticoids, mineralocorticoids, androgens
and estrogens, as well as vitamin D, are derived from cholesterol. Cholesterol is either
obtained from the diet or synthesized from acetate by a Co A reductase enzyme (Koga et al.,
1990; Russell, 1992). Cholesterol metabolism and steroid hormone synthesis takes place
mainly in the adrenal cortex and in the gonads (Ben-Zimra et al., 2002; Carr et al., 1983;
Hall, 1991; Rouiller et al., 1990; Sanders and Stouffer, 1997; Wisner and Gomes, 1975),
whereas vitamin D is synthesized mainly by the keratinocytes in the epidermis (Bikle et al.,
1986; Holick, 2003; Nemanic et al., 1983).
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Table 3. Synthesis of the classical lipophilic hormones.

Hormone Precursor Main site of synthesis

Glucocorticoids
Progesterone
Androgens
Estrogens
Vitamin D
Thyroid Hormones

Cholesterol
Cholesterol
Cholesterol
Cholesterol
Cholesterol
Iodine/Tyrosine

Adrenal gland
Adrenal gland
Adrenal gland
Ovaries
Skin
Thyroid gland

Vitamin A Taken as preformed vitamin A retinyl esters or pro-
vitamin A carotenoids

Thyroid hormone is produced in the thyroid gland by incorporation of iodine, a microelement
taken from the diet, to the aminoacid tyrosine (Whitehead, 2001). Independently of their
origin, steroid/thyroid hormones, vitamin D3, and retinoic acid share a common feature.
They are small lypophilic molecules that, in contrast to other water soluble hormones that
require interaction with receptors on the surface of the membrane of target cells and
intracellular signaling cascades to exert their activity (Boonstra et al., 1995; Levitzki, 1988;
Pessin and Okada, 1999), act by directly interacting with intracellular proteins (Figure 8).

1.5.1 Discovery and Characterization of the NRs

Biochemical studies published during the second half of the 60’s demonstrated that
estrogens and androgens bind with high affinity, and in a specific manner to cellular proteins
(Liao and Fang, 1969; Toft and Gorski, 1966), suggesting that the action of such hormones
was mediated by interaction with specific cellular receptors. Moreover, it was demonstrated
that hormone binding proteins for glucocorticoids and androgens were located not only in
the cytoplasm but also in the nucleus of the cells  (Brecher and Wotiz, 1969; Fang et al.,
1969), and that nuclear localization of the androgen specific binding protein was dependent
on the presence of androgens (Fang et al., 1969; Liao and Fang, 1969).  These reports
marked the beginning of a very active period of investigation in the search for steroid
nuclear receptor proteins. A number of studies based in biochemical approaches confirmed
the presence of specific nuclear receptors for estrogens (Mester and Baulieu, 1972) and
androgens (Keenan et al., 1975; Smith et al., 1975), and demonstrated  the presence of
specific nuclear receptors with high affinity for several hormones including glucocorticoids
(Middlebrook et al., 1975; Shyamala, 1975), progesterone (Feil and Bardin, 1975), vitamin
D3 (Brumbaugh and Haussler, 1975), and thyroid hormone (Charles et al., 1975; Spindler et
al., 1975). The observation that thyroid receptor (TR) and glucocorticoid receptor (GR)
interact directly with DNA (Charles et al., 1975; Rousseau et al., 1975), and the
demonstration that TR was associated with chromatin regions containing endogenous RNA
polymerase activity (Charles et al., 1975) provided the first evidences to establish a direct
link between hormone nuclear receptors and transcriptional regulation.
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Figure 8. Structure of the major lipophylic hormones. From Molecular Biology of the Cell. 3rd

Edition.

The development of genetics and molecular biology in the 80’s, contributed to the
identification and characterization of the genes for several nuclear receptors. The
characterization of the GR (Govindan et al., 1985; Miesfeld et al., 1984) and the Estrogen
Receptor α (ERα) genes (Green et al., 1986) in the early 1980’s marked the beginning of a
cascade of discoveries leading to the cloning and characterization of several NRs involved in
hormonal signaling (Willson and Moore, 2002). Using a variety of genetic, biochemical, and
molecular biology techniques, a number of NR genes were cloned and characterized,
including the chicken progesterone receptor gene (Gronemeyer et al., 1987), the genes for
several human and mouse retinoic acid receptors (Brand et al., 1988; Giguere et al., 1987;
Krust et al., 1989b; Petkovich et al., 1987; Zelent et al., 1989b), the human androgen
receptor (AR) gene  (Lubahn et al., 1988; Trapman et al., 1988) and the TR gene (Chang et
al., 1989).

In 1978, Wrange and Gustafson had already demonstrated, by biochemical approaches, that
the GR has two functional domains: a DNA binding domain (DBD) and a ligand binding
domain (LDB)  (Wrange and Gustafsson, 1978). Comparison of the newly emerging nuclear
receptors give rise to the exciting observation that significant regional homology existed
between the steroid hormone receptors as well as the cellular receptors for thyroid hormone
and retinoic acid  (Krust et al., 1986; Owen and Zelent, 2000). NRs exhibit a modular
structure consisting of an NH2 terminal region (A/B), a conserved DNA-binding domain
(DBD) or region C, a linker region D, and a conserved region E that contains the ligand
binding domain (LBD) (Freedman and Luisi, 1993; Kumar and Thompson, 1999; Laudet et
al., 1992) (figure 9).
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The A/B domain is the most variable region both in size and sequence, and it contains a
transcriptional activation domain (AF-1) that shows promoter and cell-specific activity, and is
a target for phosphorylation mediated by various signaling pathways which can modulate the
receptor activity (Ali et al., 1993; Berry et al., 1990; Metzger et al., 1992; Rochette-Egly,
2003; Tora et al., 1989). The DBD, the most conserved domain of NRs, confers the ability to
recognize specific DNA target sequences and activate gene transcription.  The DBD contains
two zinc fingers, one of which is involved in the recognition of core DNA motifs and the other
is involved in dimerization (Hard et al., 1990; Katahira et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1993; Mader
et al., 1993; Zechel et al., 1994). The D domain, that is not well conserved among NRs,
serves as a hinge between the DBD and the LBD, allowing the rotation of the DBD, and in
many cases harbors nuclear localization signals (Guiochon-Mantel et al., 1989; Lee and
Mahdavi, 1993; Picard et al., 1990; Picard et al., 1988; Picard and Yamamoto, 1987;
Shyamala, 1975). The LBD is a multifunctional domain that, in addition to the binding of
ligand, mediates homo- and heterodimerization (Fawell et al., 1990; Forman et al., 1989;
O'Donnell and Koenig, 1990; Spanjaard et al., 1991). The LBD contains an activation
function (AF-2) motif that participates in the recruitment of NRs associated proteins and is
responsible for the ligand-dependent transcriptional activation (Durand et al., 1994; Le
Douarin et al., 1996; vom Baur et al., 1996).  The availability of the sequences of NRs genes
and the crystal structure of the NRs proteins together with the development of powerful
computer software and sequence databases gave rise to the new concept of  “reverse
endocrinology” in which the characterization of the receptor precedes the study of its
physiological function, leading to the discovery of new hormonal responses (Aranda and
Pascual, 2001; Banner et al., 1993; Herz et al., 1997; Hirose et al., 1994; Moras and
Gronemeyer, 1998). The subfamilies of NRs from human and mouse are shown in table 4
(NUREBASE).

Figure 9. Modular structure of the NRs. Adapted from Aranda and Pascual 2001.

http://www.ens-lyon.fr/LBMC/laudet/nurebase/nurebase.html
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Table 4. Human and Mouse nuclear receptors
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1.5.2 Mechanism of Nuclear Receptors Action.

NRs interact with DNA through recognition of specific sequences in the promoter region of
target genes, called response elements, which are composed of a core hexameric motif. Two
consensus motifs have been identified: the sequence AGAACA that is preferentially
recognized by steroid class III receptors (see table 4), whereas AGG/TTCA served as a
recognition motif for the receptors from the other classes (Beato et al., 1995). Although
some monomeric receptors can bind to a single hexameric motif, most receptors bind as
homo- or heterodimers to elements composed by two core hexameric motifs (Glass, 1994).
For dimeric response elements, the half sites can be configured as palindromes, inverted
repeats, or direct repeats. Steroid hormone receptors typically bind to palindromic elements
as homodimers whereas non-steroidal receptors can bind as heterodimers to elements in
different configurations.  In that case, the arrangement and the spacing between motifs will
determine the selectivity and specificity (Glass, 1994). Direct repeats with a spacing of 3, 4
and 5 base pairs were observed to specify preferentially transcriptional responses to vitamin
D, thyroid hormone and retinoic acid, respectively, whereas palindromic and inverted
palindromic elements appear to be regulated by several classes of receptors (figure 10)
(Mangelsdorf et al., 1991; Naar et al., 1991; Schrader et al., 1994).

Figure 10. Nuclear receptors response elements. Adapted from Glass 1994.
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Moreover, it has been shown that dimerisation between receptors enhances their affinity for
they response elements (Jiang et al., 1997; Perlmann et al., 1996). Interestingly, the three
Retinoic X Receptors (RXRα, RXRβ, and RXRγ), that bind specifically to 9-cis retinoic acid,
can form heterodimers with a number of non-steroidal nuclear receptors such as the Retinoic
Acid Receptors (RARs), vitamin D3 receptor (VDR), TR, and the peroxisome proliferator
activated receptors (PPARs), enhancing their DNA-binding to specific response elements and
their transcriptional activity (Bardot et al., 1993; Issemann et al., 1993; Kliewer et al., 1992;
Leid et al., 1992; Mangelsdorf and Evans, 1995; Schulman et al., 1998; Yu et al., 1991;
Zhang et al., 1992). Thus, as common heterodimeric partners for non-steroidal nuclear
receptors, RXRs are central regulators of several hormonal signaling pathways.

1.5.3 Coactivators and corepressors.

Another important aspect of the mechanism of NR action is how this DNA-bound nuclear
receptors interact and modulate the activity of the transcriptional machinery. Using both
genetic and biochemical approaches, several NR interacting proteins were identified (Beato
et al., 1995; Butt and Walfish, 1996; Chakravarti et al., 1996; Sande and Privalsky, 1996).
Identification and characterization of these NR interacting proteins lead to the observation
that NRs act in conjunction with two classes of cofactors to regulate transcription in the
context of chromatin: corepressors and coactivators (Kraus and Wong, 2002; Lemon and
Freedman, 1999). The identification and characterization of accessory proteins that interact
with unliganded NRs (corepressors) (Chen and Evans, 1995; Horlein et al., 1995),
demonstrated that NR mediated transcriptional repression occurs by two main mechanisms.
NR/corepressors complexes can repress transcription either by directly interacting with the
transcriptional machinery (Fondell et al., 1996; Fondell et al., 1993; Muscat et al., 1998;
Wong and Privalsky, 1998) or indirectly by modifying chromatin structure (Hu and Lazar,
2000; Huang et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2000; Jenster, 1998; Nagy et al., 1997; Townson et al.,
2004). Chromatin modifying factors with histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity are recruited to
the NR/corepressor complex through direct interaction with the corepressor (Hu and Lazar,
2000; Huang et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2000; Jenster, 1998; Nagy et al., 1997; Townson et al.,
2004) or mediated by other intermediate factors such as mSin3A (Hu and Lazar, 2000;
Huang et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2000; Jenster, 1998; Nagy et al., 1997; Townson et al., 2004).   
The recruitment of HDAC factors to the NR complex results in deacetylation and
condensation of the chromatin, which renders the promoter inaccessible for the
transcriptional machinery. Upon binding of the ligand, conformational changes in the NR
complex lead to exclusion of the corepressors from the complex and the subsequent
recruitment of coactivators (Driscoll et al., 1996; Egner et al., 2001; Leng et al., 1993; Luck
et al., 2000; Muller et al., 1984; Yen et al., 1993) (Figure 11).

Three classes of coactivators have been described: histone acetyl transferases (HATs)
(Blanco et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1997; Kraus et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999), histone methyl
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transferases (HMTs) (Strahl et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2004), and histone kinases (Banks et al.,
2001; Bhattacharjee et al., 2001). In general, coactivators play one or more of the following
roles in nuclear receptor transcriptional activity: (1) they function as bridging factors to
recruit cofactors to the DNA-bound NRs (Yao et al., 1996), (2) they acetylate nucleosomal
histones and various transcription factors at the promoters of target genes (Blanco et al.,
1998; Chen et al., 1997), (3) they function as bridging factors between NRs and the basal
transcriptional machinery  (TRAP/DRIP) (Lee and Lee Kraus, 2001; Muscat et al., 1998;
Takeshita et al., 1996; Treuter et al., 1999).

Recruitment of coactivators or of components of the transcription machinery by the NR
complexes is also modulated by phosphorylation events which, in cooperation with the
ligand, modulate the transcriptional activity of the NRs (Rochette-Egly, 2003). NRs can be
phosphorylated by kinases that are associated with general transcription factors (Chen et al.,
2000; Rochette-Egly et al., 1997), or that are activated in response to a variety of
extracellular signals (Adam-Stitah et al., 1999; Hoeck et al., 1989; Hsieh et al., 1991; Jurutka
et al., 1996; Kato et al., 1992; Lee et al., 2000; Pekarsky et al., 2001; Rochette-Egly et al.,
1997).

In addition, NRs can also modulate transcription by interacting with other general
transcription factors. It has been shown that several NRs exhibit a potent antagonistic effect
on the AP-1 family of transcription factors (Saatcioglu et al., 1997; Salbert et al., 1993).
However, in some cases NRs have positive effects on AP-1 transcriptional activity (Hanley et
al., 2000b; Huang et al., 2003; Tseng et al., 2003). The precise mechanism of NRs anti AP-1
activity is not clear, however two main mechanisms have been suggested. The first one
involves the inhibition of AP-1 binding to its DNA response elements either by physical
interaction between NRs and AP-1 complexes (Aslam et al., 1999; Delerive et al., 1999;
Fanjul et al., 1994; Kuroki et al., 1995; Salbert et al., 1993), or by blocking the JNK-
dependent AP-1 activation (Bruna et al., 2003; Caelles et al., 1997; Gonzalez et al., 2000)
(Caelles et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 1999).

Figure 11. Mechanism of NR transcription regulation. Adapted from Chen (2000).
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The second mechanism involves the competition for common cofactors required for both NRs
and AP1 transcriptional activation such as CBP (Benkoussa et al., 2002; DiSepio et al., 1999;
Horvai et al., 1997). NRs have been also shown to interact with the general transcription
factor Sp1. NR/Sp1 interaction can have negative or positive effect on Sp1 transcriptional
activity. For example ER, VDR, and PPARs can synergistically activate Sp1 mediated
transcription (Husmann et al., 2000; Krey et al., 1995; Krishnan et al., 1994; Liu and
Freedman, 1994; Porter et al., 1996), whereas TR inhibits Sp1-dependent transcriptional
activation (Xu et al., 1993).  Thus, NRs are ligand-activated transcription factors involved in
a sophisticated and extremely complex hormonal signaling network, not only as hormone
signal transducers, but also as integrators of multiple signaling pathways.
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1.6 Nuclear Receptors in Skin Homeostasis and Skin

Carcinogenesis.

Skin structure and homeostasis is affected by a number of hormonal signals such as sex
hormones and vitamins. Differences between skin from man and woman for example are
determined by the levels of estrogens and androgens (Rosenfield and Deplewski, 1995;
Thornton, 2002; Tur, 1997). Vitamin A or vitamin D deficiency results in alterations of skin
structure and function (Fisher and Voorhees, 1996; Pavlovitch et al., 1984).  For several
years, major efforts have been done to understand the mechanisms by which hormones
affect skin homeostasis. Different experimental approaches such as in situ hybridization
(ISH), reverse-transcription coupled polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), and
immunohistochemistry (IHC), demonstrated the presence of various members of the NR
superfamily in the skin (table 5).  In this section, I will discuss some relevant in vitro and in
vivo studies demonstrating that NRs play important roles in the maintenance of skin
homeostasis. Because RXRs are heterodimeric partners for several non-steroidal nuclear
receptors, and RXRα is the predominant RXR in the skin, I will focus on known functions of
RXRα and its heterodimeric partners in skin homeostasis.

1.6.1 The Retinoic Acid Receptors

Retinoids and Skin Homeostasis

The observation that animals maintained in a vitamin A deficient diet exhibit epithelial
alterations provided the first experimental evidence for the role of vitamin A in the
maintenance of epithelial homeostasis (Bo, 1956; Bo, 1957; Hayes et al., 1970; Reiter,
1965). Clinical and experimental data have shown that vitamin A deficiency affects epithelial
homeostasis of several organs including the eye (Pfister and Renner, 1978; Tseng et al.,
1984), the cervix (Gijbels et al., 1992), the trachea (Lancillotti et al., 1992).  Moreover,
administration of exogenous vitamin A to experimental animals also results in alterations of
epidermal homeostasis. Exogenous vitamin A stimulates proliferation of both adult and
embryonic epidermis (Tsambaos et al., 1980; Tsambaos et al., 1985), induces expression of
keratins commonly expressed in hyperproliferative epidermis such as K6, K16 and K17
(Eichner et al., 1992; Tsambaos et al., 1980; Tsambaos et al., 1985), and  inhibits
keratinocyte terminal differentiation and the formation of the cornified layer (Brown et al.,
1985; Eichner, 1986; Eichner et al., 1992; Gibbs et al., 1996).
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Table 5. Expression of NRs in the skin.
Epidermal

Keratinocyte

Dermal

Fibroblasts

HF Ker Dermal

papilla

Melanocyte Langerhans References

α + + + + NK NK

β - + + + + NK

γ +

RAR

+ + + NK NK

(Billoni et al., 1997;

Boehm et al., 2004;

Krust et al., 1989a;

Reichrath et al., 1997;

Reichrath et al., 1995;

Torma et al., 1993;

Zelent et al., 1989a)

α + + + + + +

β + + + NK NK NK

γ +

RXR

NK + NK NK NK

(Billoni et al., 1997;

Krust et al., 1989a;

Reichrath et al., 1997;

Reichrath et al., 1995;

Torma et al., 1993;

Tsou et al., 1997;

Yuspa, 1998; Zelent et

al., 1989a)

VDR + NK + + + + (Milde et al., 1991;

Reichrath et al., 1995;

Reichrath et al., 1994)

α + + + NK + NK

β + NK + NK + NKPPAR

γ + NK + NK + NK

(Billoni et al., 2000a;

Kang et al., 2004;

Rosenfield et al., 2000)

α + NK NK NK NK NKLXR

β + NK NK NK NK NK

(Fowler et al., 2003;

Kitajima et al., 1992;

Wirth et al., 1987)

α + + NK NK NK NKER

β + + NK NK NK NK

(Brandenberger et al.,

1997; Jee et al., 1994)

AR + + NK NK NK NK (Blauer et al., 1991;

Keenan et al., 1975;

Liang et al., 1993;

Yuspa, 1998)

TR + + + NK NK NK (Billoni et al., 2000b;

Ichikawa et al., 1987;

Torma et al., 2000;

Torma et al., 1993)

NK=no known; (+) = expressed; (-) = not expressed.
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In agreement with these results, RA stimulates proliferation and inhibits terminal
differentiation of keratinocytes in culture (Gibbs et al., 1996; Varani et al., 1989), indicating
that RA affects epidermal homeostasis, at least in part, by directly modulating keratinocyte
proliferation and differentiation.

The Retinoic Acid Receptors in the Skin

Expression of retinoic acid receptors in the skin was first demonstrated by northern blot and
RT-PCR analysis. These experiments demonstrated the presence of  RARα, RARγ and RXRα
mRNAs in both normal skin and kertinocytes in culture (Elder et al., 1992; Torma et al.,
1993). It was also shown that the most abundant transcripts in normal skin are those for
RXRα and RARγ (Torma et al., 1993).  In agreement with data obtained from RNA analysis,
western blot and immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis demonstrated that RARα, RARγ and
RXRα proteins are present in the skin, and that RXRα and RARγ are the predominant
isotypes (Fisher et al., 1994). In addition, it was shown that RXRβ and RXRγ are also
expressed in normal skin (Reichrath et al., 1997; Sherman and Partridge, 1997). Different
experimental approaches demonstrated that protein levels of RXRs are 5 times higher than
those of RARs (Fisher et al., 1994), and that in several cell types of normal skin, including
keratinocyte, melanocyte, FB and dendritic cells, RXRα exhibit the highest levels of
expression (Reichrath et al., 1995). RXRα is also the main isotypes in the hair follicle (Billoni
et al., 1997).

In the early 90’s, a functional role of retinoic acid receptors in keratinocytes was
demonstrated by transfection experiments, in which expression of different retinoic acid
receptor isotypes resulted in inhibition of the expression of several keratins (Blumenberg et
al., 1992; Eichner et al., 1992; Tomic et al., 1990). Moreover, it was shown that introduction
of a truncated RARγ protein, lacking the A/B and the DBD domains, into keratinocytes in
culture inhibits their ability to undergo terminal differentiation (Aneskievich and Fuchs,
1992). Cotransfection of human keratinocytes with expression vectors for dominant negative
mutant retinoic acid and retinoic X receptors reduced the retinol-induced activation of a
retinoic acid receptor-dependent reporter gene (Kurlandsky et al., 1994).

Targeted disruption of the RARα (Lufkin et al., 1993), RARβ (Mendelsohn et al., 1994) or
RARγ (Lohnes et al., 1993) genes in the mouse resulted in no apparent defects in skin
development or in the maintenance of adult skin homeostasis. However, using RARα and
RARγ null keratinocytes in culture, Goyette and co-workers showed that both RARα and RARγ
mediate RA-induced changes in keratinocyte gene expression (Goyette et al., 2000).
Moreover, they demonstrated that RARγ is the principal receptor contributing to all- trans-
retinoic acid (RA)-mediated growth arrest in this system. Furthermore, transgenic mice in
which a dominant negative form of RARα is expressed in the basal layer of the epidermis
exhibited abnormalities in skin development (Saitou et al., 1995) and defects in the
formation of cornified layer, due to altered lipid processing, resulting in abnormal water loss
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(Attar et al., 1997; Imakado et al., 1995).  Similarly, RXRβ null (Kastner et al., 1996) or RXRγ
null mice (Krezel et al., 1996) have no defects in skin development or in the maintenance of
adult skin homeostasis. Moreover, RXRα+/-/RXRβ−null/RXRγ-null mice are viable and do not
exhibit evident skin defects, indicating that one copy of the RXRα alleles is sufficient to exert
most of the RXRs functions during development and for the maintenance of skin homeostasis
in adult mice (Krezel et al., 1996).  In contrast, mice carrying a null mutation of the RXRα
gene die in utero at 14.5 dpc (Kastner et al., 1994). Therefore, to investigate the role of
RXRα in adult mouse skin, Feng and co-workers generated transgenic mice in which a
dominant negative form of RXRα (dnRXRα) is expressed in the suprabasal keratinocytes of
the epidermis (Feng et al., 1997).  They showed that suprabasal expression of the dnRXRα
results in loss of RAR-induced basal keratinocyte proliferation but does not affect normal
keratinocytes proliferation and differentiation.

Using a spatio- temporally-controlled targeted somatic mutagenesis system, Chapellier and
co-workers demonstrated that selective ablation of RARα, RARγ or RXRα in keratinocytes of
the suprabasal (SB) layers of mouse epidermis does not affect epidermal homeostasis
(Chapellier et al., 2002). However, they found that mice lacking RARγ in SB keratinocytes
and mice lacking RXRα in all epidermal layers, exhibited impaired response to RA-induced
basal keratinocyte proliferation, suggesting that RXRα/RARγ heterodimers in SB
keratinocytes mediate RA effect on basal keratinocyte proliferation via paracrine signals
(Chapellier et al., 2002).  This results, together with those obtained by Goyette and co-
workers, using mutant keratinocytes in culture (Goyette et al., 2000), and by Feng and co-
workers, using dnRXRα transgenic mice, indicate that RXRα/RARγ heterodimers in SB
keratinocytes are the mediators of RA effects in epidermal keratinocytes, but play a minor
role in normal skin homeostasis.

RXRα is the main retinoic acid receptor isotype expressed in the basal keratinocytes of the
epidermis and, as a heterodimeric partner for other nuclear receptors, it may play a key role
not only in response of RA, but also in other signaling pathways affecting keratinocyte
proliferation and differentiation. To study the role of RXRα in basal keratinocytes, the
laboratory of Professor Pierre Chambon and Dr. Daniel Metzger generated transgenic mouse
lines in which a constitutively active or a tamoxifen-inducible Cre recombinase are expressed
selectively in the basal keratinocyte of the epidermis (Indra et al., 2000; Indra et al., 1999).
Using these basal keratinocyte specific Cre transgenic lines they showed that selective
ablation of RXRα alleles in epidermal keratinocytes of adult mice (RXRαep-/- mice) results in
progressive hair loss, hair follicle degeneration, epidermal hyperplasia, and skin inflammation
(figure 12). They also demonstrated that RXRα plays a key role in anagen initiation during
hair cycle and in the control of epidermal keratinocyte proliferation and terminal
differentiation (Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000). All together, these data demonstrate that
keratinocytic-RXRα plays a key role in the maintenance of skin homeostasis.
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Figure 12. Phenotype of RXRαep-/- mice. Ventral (a) and dorsal (b) view of RXRαep-/- and
RXRαL2/L2 mice. (c,e) Hematoxylin-eosine staining. (d,f) Immunohistochemical analysis of
K6 expression. Adapted from Li et al. (2000).

1.6.2  The Vitamin D Receptor

Vitamin D and skin homeostasis.

Vitamin D3 (VD3) plays an important role in the control of epithelial homeostasis (Bikle, 1996;
Gamady et al., 2003; Kitano et al., 1991; Pavlovitch et al., 1984; Pavlovitch et al., 1981;
Pillai et al., 1988b; Smith et al., 1986; Su et al., 1994; van de Kerkhof, 1995).  VD3 is
absorbed from the diet (from fish oils, eggs yolk and liver, in the form of cholecalciferol) or
produced in the skin by epidermal keratinocytes in response to UV radiation (Bikle, 1995;
Bikle et al., 1986; Holick, 1987; Holick et al., 1981; Nemanic et al., 1983; Pillai et al., 1988a;
Su et al., 1994).  VD3 deficiency results in alterations in calcium metabolism that give rise to
bone malformations, rickets, and decrease in epidermal thickness (Fitzpatrick et al., 2000;
Holick, 2003; Hughes et al., 1991; Kolb, 1986; Pavlovitch et al., 1984).  In the epidermis,
calcium plays an important role in the control of keratinocyte differentiation. It has been
shown that VD3 can affect keratinocyte differentiation by controlling their calcium uptake
(Bikle, 1996; Bittiner et al., 1991; Jones and Sharpe, 1994; Pillai et al., 1988b; Ratnam et al.,
1999; Rougui et al., 1996; Su et al., 1994). Experimental data demonstrate that VD3 induces
growth arrest of keratinocytes in culture (Kitano et al., 1991; McLane et al., 1990), and that
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topical application of VD3 on psoriatic lesions reduces the number of proliferative cells (Kitano
et al., 1991). Thus, VD3 has pro-differentiation and anti-proliferative effects in epidermal
keratinocytes, which is most likely related to the effect of VD3 on keratinocyte calcium
metabolism (Bikle, 1995; Su et al., 1994). Thus, epidermal keratinocytes are not only a
source of VD3, but also a target of its action.

The Vitamin D Receptor in the Skin

 VDR is expressed in all layers of the epidermis and in the hair follicle (Milde et al., 1991;
Reichrath et al., 1996; Reichrath et al., 1994).  The observation that VDR expression in the
hair follicle varies during different stages of the hair cycle (Reichrath et al., 1994), suggested
that VDR may play an important role in hair cycling. To study the role of VDR in vivo,
Yoshizawa and co-workers generated a mice in which a null mutation of the VDR gene was
introduced (Yoshizawa et al., 1997).  VDR null mice exhibited a progressive alopecia and
degeneration of the hair follicles  (Li et al., 2000; Yoshizawa et al., 1997), which results from
a defect in the initiation of the hair cycle (entrance to anagen) (Sakai and Demay, 2000).
The hair cycle defect leading to the development of alopecia in VDR null mice can be
prevented by restoration of VDR expression in epidermal keratinocytes (Chen et al., 2001),
but not by the normalization of mineral ion homeostasis (Amling et al., 1999), demonstrating
that VDR is required in keratinocytes for normal hair cycle.  Interestingly, using hair-
reconstitution assays in nude mice, Sakai and co-workers demonstrated that hair cycle
defects in VDR null mice are the result of abnormal epidermal-mesenchymal interactions due
to an impairment in the capacity of keratinocytes to respond to dermal signals (Sakai et al.,
2001). The hair cycle defects in VDR null mice are similar to those observed in RXRαep-/-

mice, suggesting that RXRα/VDR heterodimers in keratinocytes play a major role in the
control of hair cycle (Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000).

In contrast to its role in hair cycling, VDR seem to play a minor role in the control of
keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation. In 2000, Sakai and Demay reported that the
epidermis of VDR null mice was indistinguishable from that of wild-type mice, and that VDR
null keratinocytes in culture proliferate and differentiate normally (Sakai and Demay, 2000).
However, in a more detailed study Xie and co-workers showed that VDR null mice exhibit
defects in the expression of keratinocyte differentiation markers such as fillagrin, involucrin,
and loricrin, and the presence of abnormal granules in the granular layer (Xie et al., 2002).
These results suggest that in addition to its role in the control of hair cycle, VDR is also
involved in the regulation of keratinocyte differentiation.

1.6.3 The Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptors

Fatty acids are structural components of the cornified layer of the epidermis (Grubauer et al.,
1989). It has been shown that synthesis of cholesterol and fatty acid by keratinocyte is
required for the formation and maintenance of the epidermal permeability barrier (Feingold
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et al., 1990; Mao-Qiang et al., 1993; Yang et al., 1995; Zettersten et al., 1997). For a long
time, fatty acids were considered as “simple” structural components of the cornified layer.
However experimental data demonstrated that several lipid species can regulate keratinocyte
growth and differentiation. Ceramides for example, induce differentiation and inhibit
proliferation of keratinocytes in culture (Geilen et al., 1997; Jung et al., 1998; Pillai et al.,
1996), whereas topical applications of glucosylceramides stimulate keratinocyte proliferation
in the epidermis of hairless mice (Marsh et al., 1995). These data suggested that beside their
function as structural components of the epidermis, fatty acids may also play a role as
modulators of keratinocytes function.

The Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptors (PPARs) were initially described as nuclear
receptors that can be activated by synthetic compounds called peroxisome proliferators
(Dreyer et al., 1993; Dreyer et al., 1992; Green, 1992; Issemann and Green, 1990).  Three
PPAR isotypes, PPARα, PPARβ and PPARγ, have been identified (Dreyer et al., 1992; Fajas et
al., 1998; Fajas et al., 1999). Interestingly, PPARs can be activated by a variety of fatty acids
(Dreyer et al., 1993; Keller et al., 1993; Schmidt et al., 1992). Very little was known about
the role of fatty acids on the regulation of keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation
before the demonstration that PPARs are expressed in the epidermis. The three PPAR
isotypes are expressed in mouse epidermis during fetal development and their expression
decreases progressively from the interfollicular epithelium after birth (Michalik et al., 2001).
In adult skin, PPARα and PPARβ are the prominent isotypes, and it has been shown that
expression of PPARα and PPARβ is increased in adult epidermis after various stimuli inducing
keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation (Braissant et al., 1996; Braissant and Wahli,
1998; Michalik et al., 2001).

Experiments using skin explants of rat embryos demonstrated that PPARα ligands stimulate
differentiation of fetal epidermal permeability barrier (Hanley et al., 1997). In adult mice,
topical application of PPARα ligands stimulate differentiation of epidermal keratinocytes in
wild-type animals, but not in PPARα null mice (Hanley et al., 2000a; Komuves et al., 2000).
In line with this observations, PPARα activators induce an increase in involucrin mRNA levels
in cultured human keratinocytes (Komuves et al., 2000). These data suggest that PPARα is
involved in the control or keratinocyte differentiation. However, PPARα null mice did not
exhibit skin defect, indicating that PPARα plays a minor role in healthy skin. In agreement
with the observation that PPARα expression is reactivated in the skin in response to stress,
PPARα null mice exhibited retarded wound healing (Michalik et al., 2001), indicating that
PPARα is important for re-epithealization of skin wounds.

A role for PPARβ in the control of keratinocyte differentiation has been shown by
experiments using keratinocytes in culture in which activators of PPARβ stimulate
differentiation (Matsuura et al., 1999; Schmuth et al., 2004; Tan et al., 2001; Westergaard
et al., 2001). Comparison of PPARβ heterozygous mice with wild-type control animals
revealed a significant increase in the keratinocyte proliferation rate but no evident
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phenotypic changes in the epidermis of adult PPARβ mutant mice (Michalik et al., 2001).
However, PPARβ null mice exhibit an increased hyperplastic response to TPA treatment, and
a retardation in the healing of skin wounds (Michalik et al., 2001; Peters et al., 2000).
Interestingly, PPARβ null keratinocytes in culture exhibit impaired adhesion and migration
capacities (Michalik et al., 2001), and impaired response to inflammatory-cytokines induced
differentiation (Di-Poi et al., 2002; Michalik et al., 2001; Tan et al., 2001). Thus, PPARβ plays
key roles in the response of the skin to stress.

Studies in cell culture systems demonstrated that PPARγ ligands inhibit the growth (Ellis et
al., 2000) and enhance calcium-induced differentiation of cultured keratinocytes (Evans et
al., 1993). In rat skin explants, PPARγ ligands exhibit no effect on the development of skin
barrier function or epidermal morphology (Hanley et al., 1997). In adult mice, topical
application of PPARγ activators to mouse skin stimulates epidermal proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis, which results in no net changes in epidermal morphology
(Mao-Qiang et al., in press ). However, PPARγ activators inhibit TPA-induced cutaneous
inflammation, and improve permeability barrier recovery after mechanical barrier disruption
(induced by sequential applications of cellophane tape) (Mao-Qiang et al., in press ).

Thus, the three PPAR isotypes seem to play a role in the maintenance of skin homeostasis,
in particular in response to injury.  Because the absence of a single receptor has only
minimal effects in skin homeostasis, there might be functional compensations between the
three receptor isotypes.

1.6.4 The Liver X Receptors

Liver X Receptors (LXRs) were first identified as orphan nuclear receptors that interact with
the RXRs (Miyata et al., 1996; Willy et al., 1995). LXRs are activated by oxidative derivatives
of cholesterol called oxysterols.  Recently, it has been demonstrated that both LXR isoforms,
LXRα and LXRβ, are expressed in keratinocytes in culture (Hanley et al., 2000b) and in fetal
skin (Komuves et al., 2002), but only LXRβ has been detected in adult mouse epidermis
(Komuves et al., 2002). Epidermal keratinocytes can synthesize oxysterols de novo
(Thiboutot et al., 2003), suggesting that activation of LXRs in keratinocytes may play a role
in epidermal maturation and homeostasis.  The role of LXRs in epidermal homeostasis is
further supported by the observations that oxysterols stimulate keratinocyte differentiation
both in culture and adult mice skin (Hanley et al., 2000b; Hanley et al., 2001; Komuves et
al., 2002), and that oxysterols and LXR synthetic ligands inhibit both TPA-induced (irritant
dermatitis) and oxazolone-induced (allergic dermatitis) inflammation by a mechanism
involving both LXRα and LXRβ (Fowler et al., 2003). LXRα null mice do not exhibit any
epidermal alterations, but LXRβ null mice and LXRα/LXRβ null mice exhibit a slight decrease
in the expression of epidermal differentiation markers, and thinning of the epidermis, but not
significant functional cutaneous abnormalities (Fowler et al., 2003; Komuves et al., 2002).
These data suggest that LXRs may play important roles in the skin in response to stress.
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Thus, several non-steroidal NRs including RXRs, RARs, VDR, PPARs and LXRs are expressed
in the skin and have overlapping and independent roles in skin homeostasis. RXRα, the
predominant RXR receptor in the skin and a heterodimeric partner for other non-steroidal
NRs, seem to play a central role as an integrator (regulator) of several signaling pathways.
Based on the data available to date, a model can be proposed in which specific heterodimers
participate selectively in a given process. RXRα/RARs (mainly RXRα/RARγ) are involved in
the control of keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation, in particular in response to
excess of RA. RXRα/VDR heterodimers play an important role in the control of hair cycling
and probably in the regulation of keratinocyte differentiation. RXRα/PPARs seem to play an
important function in response to stress, for example during wound healing and after
exposure to UV-radiations. Finally, RXRα/LXRs may participate in the control of keratinocyte
differentiation and skin inflammation (figure 13).

Figure 13. Model for  integration of nuclear receptors action in the skin.
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1.6.5 Nuclear Receptors and Skin Carcinogenesis

The Retinoic Acid Receptors

In the early 70’s, a series of studies by Bollag and co-workers showed that vitamin A has a
protective effect against skin tumor formation in mice (Bollag, 1971; Bollag, 1972; Bollag,
1974; Bollag, 1975).  During the last three decades a number of experimental and clinical
data demonstrated that retinoids can efficiently inhibit skin tumor formation, tumor growth,
and malignant progression. Using mouse models in which skin tumors are induced by topical
application of chemical carcinogens (Athar et al., 1991; De Luca et al., 1993; Verma et al.,
1980; Weeks et al., 1979) or by exposure to UV radiations (Athar et al., 1991), several
groups have shown that natural or synthetic retinoids exhibit a protective effect against skin
tumor formation. Retinoic acid treated mice develop less and smaller tumors than non
treated mice (De Luca et al., 1993; De Luca et al., 1996; Gensler et al., 1987; Verma et al.,
1979; Weeks et al., 1979), and the rate of malignant conversion is reduced in retinoid-
treated mice (Chen et al., 1994a; Chen et al., 1994b; Chen et al., 1995; De Luca et al.,
1993; De Luca et al., 1996).

Early clinical trials showed that retinoids exhibit a protective effect in the treatment of
melanoma (Levine and Meyskens, 1980) and non-melanoma skin cancers (Lippman et al.,
1988; Lippman et al., 1987a; Lippman et al., 1987b).  Larger clinical trials demonstrated that
administration of retinol decreases the probability of developing secondary SCC of the skin
(Moon et al., 1997), and has a preventive effect in patients with a high risk to develop skin
cancer (DiGiovanna, 2001) such as xeroderma pigmentosum patients (Anolik et al., 1998;
Giannotti et al., 2003; Saade et al., 1999), organ transplantation recipients (George et al.,
2002; McNamara et al., 2002; Smit et al., 2004), and patients with Kaposi sarcoma
(Aboulafia et al., 2003; Bernstein et al., 2002; Miles et al., 2002).  Moreover, it was
demonstrated that retinoids induce regression of some dysplastic nevus, the precursors of
melanoma, to benign nevi in humans, suggesting that retinoids may also have benefic effect
on the treatment of melanoma (Meyskens et al., 1986).

The precise mechanism by which retinoids exert their anti tumor activity in the skin is not
clear. However it has been demonstrated that retinoids inhibit growth of HSCC cell lines
(Braakhuis et al., 1997; Cooper et al., 1997; Klaassen et al., 2001; Lotan, 1993), and induce
apoptosis of HSCC (Braakhuis et al., 1997; Cooper et al., 1997; Giandomenico et al., 1998;
Hail and Lotan, 2001; Islam et al., 2000; Liaudet-Coopman et al., 1997; Lotan, 1996) and
melanoma cells lines (Danielsson et al., 1999). Interestingly, is has been shown that
retinoids have differential effects on normal and malignant keratinocytes. Whereas in the
former it induces growth arrest, in the later it induces apoptosis (Hail and Lotan, 2001).

RXRα and RARγ are the main retinoic acid receptors in the skin. In situ hybridization studies
on samples of human normal skin, and AK and SCC lesions, showed a progressive decrease
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in the transcript levels of RARα and RARγ, and all three RXRs, which is associated with the
progression of squamous skin carcinogenesis (Xu et al., 2001). In agreement with these
observations, it has been shown that RARα and RARγ mRNA levels are gradually decreased
in epidermal keratinocytes during mouse skin carcinogenesis (Darwiche et al., 1995).
Interestingly, overexpression of an oncogenic Ha-ras in keratinocytes resulted in a decrease
of RARα and RARγ protein levels and transactivation activity (Darwiche et al., 1996).
Moreover, blocking RARγ expression in HNSCC cells by antisense RNA resulted in decreased
RA-induced growth arrest (Oridate et al., 1996), and overexpression of RARα or RARγ into
neoplastic mouse epidermal cells, with low endogenous levels of these receptors, resulted in
an increased RA-induced growth arrest and apoptosis (Hatoum et al., 2001). Recently, is has
been shown RARγ null, but not RARα null keratinocytes, carrying an activated v-Ha-ras
oncogene, formed squamous cell carcinoma when grafted into nude mice (Chen et al.,
2004). Furthermore, the expression of RXRα and RARβ in melanoma cells is lower than in
normal melanocytes or nevus cells (Boehm et al., 2004), suggesting that expression of RXRα
and RARβ is lost during melanoma formation. All together, the above data strongly suggest
that RA receptors play an important role in the development of skin cancers and in the anti-
tumor effects of retinoids.

The Vitamin D receptor

Vitamin D has anti-proliferative and pro-differentiating properties on epidermal cells, and is
an interesting candidate for the treatment of skin cancer. Studies of chemically-induced skin
carcinogenesis in mice demonstrated that VD3 partially blocks tumor formation when
topically applied on the back skin of experimental mice (Chida et al., 1985; Pence et al.,
1991; Wood et al., 1983). Vitamin D3 also has antiproliferative (Enepekides et al., 1999) and
pro-apoptotic effects on squamous cell carcinoma cells in culture (Bernardi et al., 2002;
McGuire et al., 2001; Satake et al., 2003). Furthermore, VD3 can induce growth arrest (Evans
et al., 1996) and inhibit invasiveness of malignant melanoma cells in vitro and in vivo models
(Yudoh et al., 1999). However, clinical use of VD3 is not yet validated because of its strong
hypercalcemic effects. Synthetic analogs of VD3 with anti-proliferative pro-differentiating
effect but with low calcemic activities have been developed (Brown et al., 1990; Hansen et
al., 2000; Mathiasen et al., 1993; Posner et al., 2001; Posner et al., 2002; Posner et al.,
1998).  Several of this compounds exhibit enhanced anti-proliferative and pro-differentiating
effects on cancer cells in culture (Akutsu et al., 2001; Hansen and Maenpaa, 1997;
Koshizuka et al., 1999; Prudencio et al., 2001). They can induce growth arrest (Posner et al.,
2001) and apoptosis (Danielsson et al., 1998; Danielsson et al., 1997) in melanoma cell lines
in culture, and it has been demonstrated that they partially inhibit chemical carcinogenesis in
vivo (El Abdaimi et al., 1999; Kensler et al., 2000). Interestingly, it has been shown that
vitamin D in combination with retinoids exhibit synergistic effects in the induction of
apoptosis on melanoma cells (Danielsson et al., 1999), the suppression of SCC growth
(Enepekides et al., 1999), and the inhibition of tumor-induced angiogenesis in nude mice
(Majewski et al., 1995; Majewski et al., 1993).
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The vitamin D receptor is expressed in several cell types in the skin, where it plays a key role
in the control of hair cycle and keratinocyte differentiation. A link between the susceptibility
to develop skin cancer and the function of the VDR has been  established from the
observations that VDR expression is higher in BCC lesions compared to normal skin
(Reichrath et al., 1999b) and that polymorphisms of the VDR gene, which would be expected
to result in impaired function, are associated with susceptibility and prognosis in malignant
melanoma (Hutchinson et al., 2000b).  Recently, Zinser and co-workers demonstrated that
pre-treatment of VDR null mice with medroxyprogesterone acetate (PMA), a synthetic
progesterone analog that enhances epithelial proliferation, followed by oral administration of
the carcinogen DMBA results in spontaneous development of skin tumors in 85% of treated
animals (Zinser et al., 2002).

The Peroxisome Proliferator Activated Receptors

The three PPAR isotypes play important roles in skin homeostasis. They seem to be
particularly important under conditions of stress such as wound healing and after exposure
to UV radiations. However, their role during skin carcinogenesis has been poorly
investigated. It has been shown that PPARα ligands possess receptor mediated, anti-
inflammatory activities in both irritant and allergic contact dermatitis animal models (Sheu et
al., 2002), and that they can reverse expression of inflammatory cytokines induced by UVB
in keratinocytes in culture (Kippenberger et al., 2001). Interestingly, activators of PPARα
partially inhibit tumor formation in a two step chemical carcinogenesis protocol (Thuillier et
al., 2000). Moreover, PPARγ mediates the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID)
antineoplastic effect on human oral squamous carcinoma cells (Nikitakis et al., 2002), and
PPARγ specific ligands can block melanoma cell growth in culture (Mossner et al., 2002).
Recently, Nicol and co-workers demonstrated that, in response to a chemical carcinogenesis
protocol, PPARγ+/- mice exhibit an increased number of tumors per mouse when compared
to wild-type mice (Nicol et al., 2004). Similarly, Kim and co-workers showed that PPARβ null
mice subjected to a chemical skin carcinogenesis protocol exhibited an enhanced onset of
tumor formation, tumor size and tumor multiplicity when compared to wild-type mice  (Kim
et al., 2004).  Thus, RXRα and its heterodimeric partners may play important roles in the
development of skin cancer, but their precise role is not clear.
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2. Results
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Summary:

Ligands for several nuclear receptors, including those of Retinoid X Receptors
(RXRs), Retinoic Acid Receptors (RARs), Peroxisome Proliferator-activated
Receptors (PPARs) and  Vitamin D3 Receptor (VDR)  have a suppressive effect
on epidermal tumorigenesis. RXRs, the obligatory heterodimeric partners for

RARs, PPARs, VDR and Liver X receptors (LXRs), and in particular RXRα, the
major RXR isotype expressed in the epidermis, could be critical in the control

of skin tumorigenesis. We show that adult mice, in which RXRα was selectively
ablated in keratinocytes, subjected to the two-step skin tumorigenesis
protocol, develop an increased number of epidermal tumors, which progress at
a much higher frequency to malignant carcinoma, thus establishing a tumor

modifier role for this receptor.  Moreover, as under similar conditions, RXRα

mutant mice also develop a higher number of melanocytic growths, some of

which degenerate into melanoma, RXRα-ablated epidermal keratinocytes might
control in a paracrine manner melanocyte proliferation and their malignant

progression. Finally, our data indicate that PPARγ, PPARα, LXRβ and VDR
differentially act as skin tumor modifiers.

Introduction :

The incidence of skin cancers is growing at an alarming rate. Melanoma incidence

and mortality rate increases are among the highest of all cancers. While mortality due

to non-melanoma skin cancers is lower, squamous cell carcinomas (SCC) are

invasive and more than 10% metastasize (Kwa et al., 1992; Stratton et al., 2000 ).

Retinoids (principally all-trans retinoic acid, the active  vitamin A derivative) are

involved in the control of growth and differentiation of normal, premalignant and

malignant cell types (Altucci and Gronemeyer, 2001). Their effects are mediated

through their binding to heterodimers formed between the members of two families of

nuclear receptors (NRs), the retinoic acid (RA) (RARα, β and γ) and retinoid X
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(RXRα, β and γ) receptors (Chambon, 1996; Mangelsdorf et al., 1995 and Refs

therein). Vitamin A deficiency in humans and animal models is associated with

epithelial squamous metaplasia prone to malignant conversion (Hong and Itri, 1994;

Moon et al., 1994), and aberrant expression and function of RARs have been found

in carcinomas, as well as in premalignant lesions (Sun and Lotan, 2002). Natural and

synthetic retinoids are used for the treatment of skin disorders including psoriasis and

acnea (Livrea, 2000), as well as chemopreventive agents for epidermal cancers

(Altucci and Gronemeyer, 2001; Sun and Lotan, 2002). Altered expression of RARs

and RXRs found during carcinogenesis may reduce the ability of epidermal cell to

respond to RA and contribute to carcinoma development, both in mouse (Darwiche et

al., 1995; Darwiche et al., 1996) and human (Sun and Lotan, 2002). In mice, topical

application of RA inhibits papilloma formation and dietary RA has been effective in

preventing tumor formation and malignant conversion of chemically-induced mouse

skin papillomas (De Luca et al., 1996,; Tennenbaum et al., 1998 and refs therein).

The two-step chemical tumorigenesis mouse model has been extensively used to

study initiation, promotion and progression (malignant conversion) of skin tumors, as

the evolution of human squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) has many similarities with

chemically-induced squamous cell tumors in the mouse (Yuspa, 1998, and refs there

in). The initiation stage is achieved through a single topical appplication of 7,12-

dimethyl-benz[a]anthracene (DMBA) which is known to result in an activating

transversion mutation (A182->T) in the second base of codon 61 of the c-Ha-ras

gene (Yuspa, 1998, and refs therein). The second stage, promotion, is accomplished

by repeated topical treatment with a tumor promoter, such as the phorbol ester 12-O-

tetradecanoylphorbol-13 acetate (TPA), which causes a sustained hyperplasia and

inflammation, and then a selective clonal expansion into benign papillomas (Yuspa,

1998, and refs therein). The third stage, progression, is the malignant conversion of

benign papillomas to invasive SCC. Cutaneous papillomas and SCCs induced by

DMBA/TPA treatment, as well as human SCC,  have been shown to contain the Ha-

ras gene codon 61 (A182 -> T) mutation (Nelson et al., 1992, and refs therein) and

targeted deletion of the Ha-ras gene drastically decreases the incidence of

DMBA/TPA-induced epidermal papillomas (Ise et al., 2000). Interestingly, benign

melanocytic dermal tumors (nevi) are induced upon a single topical DMBA
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application. However, such nevi in which N-ras but not Ha-ras mutations at codon 61

have been found, do not progress to malignant melanomas (Husain et al., 1991).

RXRα, RXRβ, RARα and RARγ are expressed in human and mouse epidermis, and

RXRα and RARγ are the predominant receptors (Chapellier et al., 2002; Fisher and

Voorhees, 1996). The RXRα null mutation is lethal in utero between gestation days

13.5 and 16.5 (Kastner et al., 1994; Sucov et al., 1994), which precluded the genetic

study of its physiological function in skin homeostasis. This study became possible

by conditional inactivation of RXRα using the Cre/loxP technology and transgenic

mice selectively expressing the tamoxifen-inducible Cre-ERT2 recombinase in the

epidermal basal layer (Li et al., 2000; Metzger et al., 2003). RXRα ablation in

epidermal keratinocytes of adult mice resulted in alopecia, epidermal interfollicular

hyperplasia with keratinocyte hyperproliferation and aberrant terminal differentiation,

accompanied by a skin inflammatory reaction (Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000).

Interestingly, RARs appear to be dispensible for homeostatic renewal of epidermal

keratinocytes in the adult mouse, while the proliferative effect of topically-applied RA

is transduced in suprabasal keratinocytes by RXRα/RARγ heterodimers, resulting in

the release of a paracrine signal, which in turn stimulates the proliferation of basal

keratinocytes (Chapellier et al., 2002). Importantly, RXRs are also known to

heterodimerize with other members of the nuclear receptor superfamily (e.g. PPARs,

VDR and LXRs, see (Laudet, 2002)) that are expressed in the epidermis (Fowler et

al., 2003; Li et al., 2000; Mao-Qiang et al., 2004; Schmuth et al., 2004, and refs.

therein; Sheu et al., 2002). Ligands of PPARs and VDR have been shown to inhibit

the growth of squamous cell carcinoma cell lines in vitro and multistage skin

tumorigenesis in vivo (Kensler et al., 2000; Kopelovich et al., 2002; Nikitakis et al.,

2002) and those of LXRs display anti-inflammatory activity against TPA induced

cutaneous inflammation (Fowler et al., 2003). Thus, RXR(s) and in particular RXRα,

could to be critical in transducing cellular signals  controlling  skin carcinogenesis.

To investigate the possible role of keratinocytic RXRα in papilloma formation and

their malignant conversion, as well as in the formation of melanocytic growths and

their progression to melanoma, we have subjected adult mice, in which RXRα was
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selectively ablated in keratinocytes, to the chemical two-step tumorigenesis protocol.

Upon DMBA/TPA treatment these mutant mice exhibited an increased number of

epidermal tumors which were also bigger in size and progressed with a much higher

frequency to malignant carcinoma, thus establishing a role of RXRα in tumor

suppression. We also show that these DMBA/TPA-treated mutants develop

melanocytic growths, which degenerate into melanoma and metastasize to distal

lymph nodes, and appear to be induced in a paracrine manner by signals emanating

from the RXRα-ablated epidermal keratinocytes. Furthermore, using mice bearing

either a VDR-null mutation or a selective ablation of PPARγ in their epidermal

keratinocytes, we also investigated the role of these NRs as possible partners of

RXRα in tumor suppression.
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Results :

Selective ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes increases the formation and
growth of epidermal tumors in DMBA/TPA treated mice

RXRαep-/- mice (for epidermal keratinocyte-selective RXRα-null genotype)

selectively lacking RXRα in keratinocytes of interfollicular epidermis and hair follicle

outer root sheath, as well as control (CT) RXRαep-/+ and RXRαL2/L2 mice carrying

either one RXRα L- null allele in their epidermal keratinocytes or two floxed RXRα L2

alleles in their germ line, were generated by tamoxifen (Tam) treatment of K14-Cre-

ERT2/RXRαL2/L2, K14-Cre-ERT2/RXRαL2/+ and RXRαL2/L2 littermates,

respectively (see Experimental Procedures). As reported, RXRαep-/- mice exhibited

an epidermal keratinocyte hyperproliferation and abnormal differentiation (with

keratin 6 expression), a skin inflammation, and developed an extensive alopecia

within 10-15 weeks after RXRα ablation, whereas the skin and fur of CT mice were

similar to those of WT mice  (data not shown, see (Li et al., 2000; Metzger et al.,

2003)).

To induce the formation of papilloma-like tumors, CT and RXRαep-/- female mice

were topically treated, two weeks after Tam administration, with a single dose of the

tumor initiator DMBA, and then twice a week with the tumor promoter TPA for 25-30

weeks [RXRαep-/-(a) mice, see Fig. 1A, and Experimental Procedures]. Seven to

eight weeks after the start of TPA treatment, epidermal tumors developed in all CT

and RXRαep-/-(a) mice, and their number and size increased with time (Fig.1B, and

data not shown). However, RXRαep-/-(a) mice developed approximately twice as

many tumors as CT mice [after 30 weeks, an average of 12 and 28 tumors were

present in CT and RXRαep-/-(a) mice, respectively (Fig. 1B & 1C)]. Moreover, CT

tumors were never longer than 12 mm, whereas ~10 % and 3 % of the RXRαep-/-(a)

tumors were 12 to 16 mm and 30 to 40 mm long, respectively (Fig.1D, and data not

shown). The number of tumors was 2-fold lower in males. However, RXRαep-/-(a)

males also exhibited twice as many tumors as CT littermates, and their size was also
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increased (data not shown). All further analyses were performed on female mice. In

all cases, DMBA initiation was required to generate these tumors, as none appeared

in CT or RXRαep-/- mice treated with TPA alone (data not shown).

To investigate whether RXRα was involved in tumor initiation and/or promotion, mice

were first treated with DMBA, and then for 7 weeks with TPA before Tam-induced

RXRα selective ablation (RXRαep-/-(b) mice, Fig.1A). Tumors appeared 6 to 7

weeks after the start of TPA treatment in both CT and RXRαep-/-(b) mice, and by 30

weeks the latter had developed twice as many tumors as CT mice (Fig. 1E and F,

and data not shown). Thus, the lack of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes does not

affect tumor initiation by DMBA, while it enhances tumor promotion. Accordingly, the

H-ras codon 61 "activating" mutation that was previously identified in DMBA/TPA-

induced epidermal tumors (see Introduction) was similarly present in both CT and

RXRαep-/- tumors (data not shown).

Tumors generated in RXRα
ep-/- mice have a “high risk” of malignant

conversion   

Changes in keratin gene expression occurring during DMBA/TPA tumorigenesis have

been used to classify the induced papillomas into “high” and “low” risk for malignant

progression. Loss of expression of keratins K1 and K10 that are expressed in the

differentiating suprabasal layers of normal epidermis and in “low risk” papillomas, and

the concomitant appearance of K13 normally not expressed in skin, are used as

indicators of early stages of malignant conversion (Nischt et al., 1988, and reference

therein; Rundhaug et al., 1997). Immunohistochemistry of tumors (8-16 mm in length)

taken 22 weeks after the start of DMBA/TPA treatment were performed using

antibodies against keratins K5, K1, K10 and K13 (Nischt et al., 1988, and reference

therein; Rundhaug et al., 1997) (Fig. 2A). K5, "normally" selectively expressed in the

basal cell layer, was prominent in that layer and persisted throughout most of the

upper (suprabasal) layers of highly stratified tumors from CT and RXRαep-/-(a) mice,

but higher K5 levels were usually found in RXRαep-/-(a) tumors (Fig. 2A, a and b).

K1 and K10, strongly expressed in suprabasal cell layers of more than 70 % of CT
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tumors (Fig. 2c and e), were expressed in less than 25 % of RXRαep-/-(a) tumors

(Fig. 2d and f). Tumors strongly expressing K13 were 3-4 times more frequent in

RXRαep-/-(a) than in CT mice, and more than 70 % of the tumor area was stained

(instead of 15% in CT mice; Fig. 2A, g and h, and data not shown).

Up-regulation of α6 and β4 integrins, normally expressed in basal cells and mainly

found in the basement membrane, as well as their presence into several cell layers

above the basement membrane, are associated with a high risk of malignant

conversion (Tennenbaum et al., 1993). α6 and β4 integrin expression was much

stronger in all RXRαep-/-(a) tumors and in most cases extended into suprabasal

layers (Fig 2A, i and j, and data not shown), while it was restricted to the basal layer

in >90 % of CT tumors. Finally, in accordance with an increased vascularity of

RXRαep-/-(a) tumors (data not shown), 70 % of RXRαep-/-(a) tumors exhibited

increased immunostaining of CD31 which labels endothelial intercellular junctions

(Fig. 2A, k and l). Taken together, the above data indicate that, upon RXRα ablation

in epidermal keratinocytes, DMBA/TPA-induced tumors exhibit a higher progression

to malignancy.

DMBA/TPA-induced epidermal tumors are known to degenerate at a low rate into

squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), but not into basal cell carcinoma (BCC) (Yuspa,

1998, and refs therein) (see Table 1).  Nine tumors from each of 6 CT and 6

RXRαep-/-(a) mice were examined. As previously reported (Yuspa, 1998), most of

CT tumors analysed after 25 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment were benign papillomas

characterised by skin folds integrated by a core of connective tissue and lined by an

acanthotic, hyperkeratotic, stratified squamous epithelium (Fig.2Ba, and data not

shown). 20 % of the papillomas exhibited a basal cell hyperplasia (Fig. 2Bb), 3%

displayed in situ carcinoma (data not shown), but foci of early SCC were only

observed 30 weeks after tumor initiation in ~14 % of the tumors (Fig. 2Bc, Table I,

and data not shown). In contrast, 25 weeks after tumor initiation, ~30% of RXRαep-/-

(a) papillomas exhibited basal cell hyperplasia (Fig. 2Cb), 10 % displayed in situ

carcinoma (not shown), and foci of SCC were observed in 40 % of the tumors (Fig.

2Cc). Five weeks later, 46% of these tumors had progressed to differentiated and
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undifferentiated SCC with extensive local invasion of cancer cells into the dermis and

underlying muscles (Fig. 2Cd-g, Table I, and data not shown). Well differentiated

SCC [Fig. 2Cd, note the keratin pearls (white arrow) with keratinisation in the center],

moderately differentiated SCC [Fig. 2Ce; the cells are markedly irregular in shape

and size, and nuclei are hyperchromatic (blue arrowhead) with prominent nucleoli;

note also the internal keratinisation (asterisk)], as well as poorly differentiated SCC

[Fig. 2Cf; note the presence of pleiomorphic cancer cells with abnormal nuclei and

prominent nucleoli], were observed in 30 to 45 % of the tumors (Table I). Highly

aggressive anaplastic SCC (~3 %; Fig. 2Cg), and basal cell carcinoma (~6 %;

Fig.2C, h and i), previously not reported in the two step chemical tumorigenesis

model, were also found in RXRαep-/-(a), but not in CT mice (Table I).

Melanoma formation in skin of RXRαep-/- mice upon DMBA/TPA treatment
 A single DMBA application to skin of WT mice induces the formation of nevi, which

are benign melanocytic growths (MGs) that become visible after 10-12 weeks, and

are characterized by subepidermal accumulation of melanocytes  (Epstein, 1992 and

refs. therein; Husain et al., 1991 ). Interestingly, a single DMBA treatment of

RXRαep-/- mice resulted in a ~7-fold increase in the number of MGs which were

generally larger than those of CT mice (Fig. 1, G and H, and data not shown).

Multiple TPA applications after DMBA initiation further increased the number of MGs

in CT and mutant mice (Fig. 1H; compare also Fig. 1C and G, and data not shown).

After 30 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment, ~10 nevi were observed per CT mouse

(generally with a diameter below 2 mm), whereas >50 MGs were found per RXRαep-

/-(a) mouse (~75% with a diameter over 2 mm) (Fig. 1H). When RXRα was ablated 8

weeks after DMBA treatment (Fig. 1A), the number of MGs was only ~3 fold higher in

RXRαep-/-(b) than in CT mice, and only 40% of them had a diameter larger than 2

mm (Fig. 1H). These results indicate that both MG initiation and promotion might be

increased upon ablation of RXRα.

Histological analysis of MGs (>2mm) generated by DMBA or DMBA/TPA treatment

showed an accumulation of melanocytes in the dermis of CT mice, whereas a larger

number of densely melanin-laden melanocytes was seen in both the dermis and
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hypodermis of RXRαep-/- skin sections, accompanied by a vertical invasion of the

underlying musculature in 5–10 % of the cases (compare Fig. 3A, a and b, and data

not shown). However, only few melanocytes (1-2 %) were found in the epidermis of

both CT and RXRαep-/- mice, and in most cases the basement membrane appeared

intact (Fig 3A, a and b; and data not shown). As previously reported (Ghadially,

1997), electron microscopy revealed that melanocytes from CT nevi contained mainly

stage III and IV melanosomes [Fig. 3A, c and e, and data not shown)]. On the other

hand, when compared with CT melanocytes, most of the melanocytes present in

MGs from RXRαep-/- mice showed a ~10-fold increase in melanosomes containing

melanin granules, and their nuclei were more elongated (Fig. 3, d and f). Moreover, in

~40% of the RXRαep-/- melanocytes, 40-50% of the melanosomes had the

appearance of vesicles exhibiting a variable electron opacity with a distinct

substructure, a characteristic of human melanoma cells (Ghadially, 1997) [Fig 3A d,

and f, arrows, and data not shown]. In addition, the membrane of a number of

melanosomes was disrupted and smaller melanin granules were scattered in the

cellular matrix (Fig. 3Af, and data not shown). In rare cases, oval shaped vesicles

contained a longitudinally-oriented component made of rods, which is also

characteristic of human melanoma cells (Fig. 3Ag, (Ghadially, 1997)). Taken

together, these results indicate the formation of melanomas in the skin of RXRαep-/-

mice.

N-Ras mutations in codon 61 have been detected in either mouse or human nevi and

melanomas (Husain et al., 1991; Kumar et al., 2004 and refs. therein).  After 30

weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment, we PCR-amplified and cloned the first N-Ras exon

from 6 and 8 individual MGs (>2 mm in size) collected from CT and RXRαep-/-(a)

mice, respectively. Ten independent transformants from each MGs were sequenced.

Glycine to Valine (GGT GTT) and Glycine to Alanine (GGT GCT) transversion

mutations at codon 12 were found in 2/8 and 1/8 RXRαep-/-(a) MGs, respectively

(data not shown).  None of the 6 control MGs showed mutation at codon 12. In

addition, 1/8 RXRαep-/-(a) and 1/6 control MGs had a Glycine to Valine point

mutation of N-ras codon 13 (data not shown). In contrast to human melanoma

(Demunter et al., 2001), no mutation of N-Ras codon 18 was detected in any of the
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mutant or control MGs. No mutation of N-Ras codons 12 and 13 could be detected in

4 control and 4 mutant epidermal tumors. Fifteen MGs and 20 epidermal tumors (4-8

mm in size) from RXRαep-/-(a) and CT mice (collected 30 weeks after DMBA/ TPA

application) were also analyzed for possible mutation of N-Ras codon 61. None of

them had a codon 61 A182/T mutation (analysed by PCR and restriction digestion;

data not shown), while an A to C substitution was found in the second base of codon

61 [CAA-> CCA, a change from Glutamine (Gln) to Proline (Pro)] in one RXRαep-/-

(a) MG, but not in CT MGs. In contrast to human melanoma and nevi reports (Laud et

al., 2003; Pollock et al., 2003 and refs therein), no B-raf mutation could be detected

in 15 MGs from either CT or RXRαep-/-(a) mice (data not shown).

To demonstrate that RXRα was not ablated in MGs, PCR genotyping was performed

on DNA isolated from large nevi of CT and RXRαep-/- mice (Experimental

Procedures). RXRα L2 alleles, but no RXRα L- alleles, were found in RXRαep-/-

melanocytic tumors induced by either DMBA or DMBA/TPA, whereas as expected

only L- alleles were found in their surrounding epidermis (Fig. 3B). These results

demonstrate that the formation of nevi and melanomas in DMBA-treated RXRαep-/-

mice is associated with RXRα ablation in keratinocytes, but not in melanocytes.

Melanoma from RXRαep-/- mice metastasize to distal lymph nodes
Melanoma cells are known to express specific chemokine receptors and to

metastasize preferentially in lymph nodes, lung and liver (Murakami et al., 2002;

Payne and Cornelius, 2002). Autopsies performed 30 weeks after DMBA treatment

revealed that subiliac lymph nodes were enlarged and pigmented in 2 out of 4

RXRαep-/- mice, but not in CT mice (0/4) (Fig. 4A, a and b, and data not shown).

Histological analysis showed few pigmented cells in lymphosinuses and some

lymphatic vessels (10-20%) of mutant mice (Fig. 4Ad, and data not shown). In

contrast, no pigmented cells were seen in lymphosinuses from CT mice, and very few

(5–6 fold less than in mutant mice) were present in lymphatic vessels (Fig. 4Ac, and

data not shown).
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After 30 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment, pigmented cells were found in subiliac

lymph nodes of 5/6 RXRαep-/-(a) mice and 1/6 CT mice (Fig. 4A, e and f, and data

not shown). Histological analysis showed enlarged lymphosinuses and clusters of

pigmented cells in lymph nodes from mutant mice, but not in those from CT mice

(compare Fig. 4A, g and h). Only few pigmented cells, but no cell clusters were seen

in one lymph node and in lymphatic vessels of 1/6 CT mice (data not shown).

Lymph node immunostaining with an antibody against the S-100 antigen, which

normally stains malignant melanocytes and interdigitating reticulum cells (a class of

macrophage) (Kindblom et al., 1984), revealed that all pigmented cells in

lymphosinuses and paracortex of lymph nodes from RXRαep-/- mice were positively

stained (see Fig. 4B and data not shown). However, when an antibody against PEP8

[Tyrosinase related protein-2 (TRP2)] which specifically labels melanocytes

(Kroumpouzos et al., 1994) was used, only 10-20% of the pigmented cells were

positively stained, identifying them as malignant melanocytes (Fig.5C and data not

shown). Thus, it appears that DMBA/TPA-induced nevi can progress to malignancy

and metastasis in mice ablated for RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes.

DMBA/TPA treatment of VDR null mutant mice does not enhance epidermal
tumorigenesis, but increases the formation of melanocytic growths.

Like RXRαep-/- mice, VDR-null (VDR-/-) mice develop an alopecia, which suggested

that RXRα/VDR heterodimers are indispensible during hair cycling  (Li et al., 2001b,

and refs therein; Li et al., 2000). It has also been reported that vitamin D3, the active

VDR ligand, can induce both cell cycle arrest and differentiation in vitro of human cell

lines derived from SCC (Niles, 1995) and melanoma (Yudoh et al., 1999), and reduce

tumor formation in the two-step chemical tumorigenesis mouse model (Chida et al.,

1985; Kensler et al., 2000). 8-9 week-old VDR null mutant and WT control (CT)

females were therefore DMBA/TPA-treated to investigate whether VDR could be

involved in the tumor-suppressive effect of RXRα.

Seven to eight weeks after the start of TPA treatment, papillomas developed similarly

in all control (CT) and mutant mice (Fig.6A and B, and data not shown), although
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they were in general smaller in VDR-/- than in CT mice (see Fig. 5A-C). Histological

analysis of 40 tumors, 30 weeks after DMBA initiation revealed that, unlike RXRαep-

/- mutants, 95% of the papillomas were benign, while the others only exhibited foci of

early SCC (Table 1, and data not shown).

Melanocytic growths also appeared on DMBA and DMBA/TPA-treated skin of VDR-/-

mice, and their number was strikingly high to reach ~70 MGs after 30 weeks of TPA

application (instead of ~10 MGs in CT mice, Fig 5D). In both cases, histological

analysis of 30 MGs from CT and VDR-/- mice showed the presence of dermal

melanin-laden melanocytes (Fig 5E, and data not shown), and electron microscopy

revealed that they contained mostly stage III and stage IV melanosomes which are

characteristics of benign nevi (Fig 5F). However, the number of melanosomes was

approximately 2-fold increased in ~10% of the melanocytes present in VDR-/-  MGs

(Fig 5F, and data not shown).

Selective ablation of PPARγ in keratinocytes enhances DMBA/TPA-induced

epidermal tumorigenesis.  

To investigate whether the tumor suppressive effect of RXRα could be due to events

controlled by RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers, PPARγep-/- (for epidermal keratinocyte-

selective PPARγ-null genotype) mice, as well as their control (CT) littermates

(PPARγL2/L2) which carry two PPARγ  L2 floxed alleles in their germ line (Imai et al.,

2004), were obtained by tamoxifen administration to K14-CreERT2/ PPARγL2/L2 and

PPARγL2/L2 littermates, respectively. Unlike RXRαep-/- and VDR-/- mice, PPARγep-

/- mice did not exhibit an alopecia. Furthermore, in contrast to RXRαep-/- mice,

PPARγep-/- mice showed only a modest increase in keratinocyte proliferation 6-8

weeks after Tam-induced ablation (≈15 % when compared to CT mice, as

determined from IHC staining of the Ki67 proliferation marker; data not shown), and

did not exhibit an abnormal interfollicular epidermis differentiation nor a skin

inflammatory reaction (Mao-Qiang et al., 2004, and our unpublished data).
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Starting 2 weeks after Tam administration (as in Fig.1A), CT and PPARγep-/-(a)

female mice were subjected to the DMBA/TPA treatment for 30 weeks. All mice

developed epidermal tu mors but their number was two-fold increased in PPARγep-/-

(a) mice and these tumors were generally larger than those of CT mice (Fig 6A-C).

To investigate whether the effect of PPARγ on tumorigenesis was exerted on

initiation and/or promotion steps, PPARγ was selectively ablated by Tam

administration seven weeks after the start of the DMBA/TPA treatment (PPARγep-/-

(b) mice; as in Fig 1A). Epidermal tumors appeared approximately one week later in

both CT and PPARγe�  � mice. However, after 30 weeks their number was again

approximately two-fold increased in PPARγe�  � mice (Fig. 6D), and they were

generally larger than in CT mice (Fig. 6E), indicating that the ablation of PPARγ in

epidermal keratinocytes stimulates the promotion, but not the initiation step of

tumorigenesis. Treatment with TPA alone was not tumorigenic (data not shown).

Histological analysis of 40 tumors from PPARγep-/-(a mice 30 weeks after tumor

promotion revealed that 70% of these tumors were benign papillomas, while 25%

had progressed to SCC, and 2.5% to BCC (Table I).

Melanocytic growths also appeared on DMBA/TPA-treated skin of CT, PPARγe�  a

and PPARγe�  � mice (data not shown).  However, in contrast to RXRαep-/- and

VDR-/- mice, their number was identical in PPARγep-/- and CT mice (Fig 6F), and in

both cases histological analysis of MGs (∼2mm in diameter) generated after

DMBA/TPA treatment showed the presence of dermal melanin-laden melanocytes

(data not shown), similar to those observed in benign nevi (see above), with no

evidence of progression to malignant melanomas.

Altered expression of genes involved in cell proliferation, tumor suppression,
cell-cell communication, cellular adhesion and melanocytosis in skin of

RXRαep-/-, VDR-/- and PPARγep-/- mice.

Downregulation of the tumor suppressor PTEN has been reported in a variety of

human cancers, including breast, prostate, ovarian epithelial cancer and melanoma
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(Wishart and Dixon, 2002; Wu et al., 2003 and refs. therein), while mice lacking

PTEN in epidermal keratinocytes develop epidermal hyperplasia and skin tumors

(Suzuki et al., 2003), and Ink4a/Arf
-/-

Pten
+/-

 compound mutant mice exhibit

melanoma and squamous cell carcinoma (You et al., 2002). When compared to CT

mice, and irrespective of DMBA/TPA treatment, PTEN expression was 2-3 fold

downregulated in the skin of RXRαep-/-(a) mutants (MT), 20 weeks after Tam-

induced RXRα ablation (Fig. 7A). Interestingly, PTEN expression was already down-

regulated 2 and 4 weeks after the ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes (Fig.

7B, and data not shown), and a similar PTEN down-regulation also occurred in

PPARγep-/-(a), but not in VDR mutants (Fig. 7B, and data not shown). In contrast, no

change in the expression level of other tumor suppressors, such as p53, Rb, p107,

p130, p16 and p19 or of  other genes involved in nonmelanoma and melnoma skin

cancer, like Focal adhesion kinase (Fak),Transforming growth factor α (TGFα), Gli1,

Gli2, Metabotropic glutamate receptor 1 (Grm1) and Micropthalmia transcription

factor (MITF) was observed between CT and RXRαep-/- mutant mice skin, 2 and 4

weeks after RXRα ablation (data not shown). Moreover, even though it has been

previously reported that  the proinflammatory cytokine TNFα is critical for tumor

promotion by TPA (Moore et al., 1999; Suganuma et al., 1999) and TNFα null mice

are resistant to DMBA/TPA induced skin tumorigenesis (Moore et al., 1999), no

significant change in TNFα RNA level was observed in the skin of RXRαep-/-  and

PPARγep-/-  mice 2 to 8 weeks after Tam administration, nor in the skin of VDR-null

mice (data not shown).

The expression of the transmembrane receptor E-cadherin, that is involved in cell-

cell communication and cellular adhesion is found in both keratinocytes and

melanocytes. E-cadherin has been found to be downregulated in invasive carcinoma

and melanomas (Frixen et al., 1991; Hsu et al., 1996; Jamal and Schneider, 2002; Li

et al., 2001a). Twenty weeks after RXRα ablation, E-cadherin levels were decreased

by ~3-fold in skin from RXRαep-/-(a) mice, irrespective of DMBA/TPA treatments

(see Fig. 7A), and a similar ~2-fold decrease in E-cadherin expression was observed

4 weeks, but not 2 weeks after RXRα ablation (Fig. 7C and data not shown). A
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similar decrease was also observed in the skin of VDR null mutants (Fig. 7C),

whereas expression of E-cadherin was unaltered in PPARγep-/- mutants (see Fig.

7C).

It has been shown that targeted expression of α6β4 integrins in the suprabasal cell

layers of transgenic mouse epidermis dramatically increased the frequency of

papillomas and carcinomas induced by chemical tumorigenesis (Owens et al., 2003).

We have seen above that α6 and β4 integrin expression was much stronger in all

RXRαep-/- tumors, and in most cases extended into suprabasal layers (Fig.2A). Most

interestingly, 5-8 weeks after Tam injection, α6β4 integrins, which are normally

expressed by basal layer cells and located in the basement membrane, were found

to be strongly expressed in the upper hyperplastic suprabasal cell layers of RXRαep-

/- epidermis as evidenced by IHC (data not shown). Similarly, α6β4 integrins were

also found to be abnormally expressed in the epidermal suprabasal cell layers of

~25% of PPARγ ep-/- mice, but not in the epidermis of VDR null mice (data not

shown).

Overexpression of the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) in basal keratinocytes of

transgenic mice leads to epidermal and dermal melanocytosis (Kunisada et al.,

2000). However, no significant change in the overall expression level of HGF and its

receptor c-Met was observed in the skin of RXRαep-/-, VDR-/- or PPARγep-/- mutant

mice 4 weeks after DMBA/TPA treatment (data not shown).

The ligand for the c-kit receptor, the stem cell factor SCF that is produced by

keratinocytes, plays an important role in melanocyte proliferation, survival and

migration (Kunisada et al., 2001; Yoshida et al., 2001). SCF can be produced in two

isoforms by alternative splicing yielding either a mRNA encoding only a membrane-

bound isoform (SCF220) or a mRNA encoding a longer membrane-bound isoform

(SCF248) from which a soluble secreted protein is released by proteolysis (SCF164).

Overexpression of SCF in epidermal keratinocytes leads to epidermal and dermal

melanocytosis (Kunisada et al., 1998a; Kunisada et al., 1998b). We therefore

investigated whether the increase in melanoma-like melanocytic tumors in
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DMBA/TPA-treated RXRα
ep-/-

 mutants could be related to altered expression of

SCF. Increased expression (~3 fold) of the SCF220 membrane-bound form was

observed in the skin of RXRαep-/-mutants (MT), irrespective of DMBA/TPA treatment

(Fig. 7A). Note, however, that this treatment also increased the basal level of

SCF220 in CT mice. In contrast, there was little, if any change in the expression level

of the SCF248 membrane-bound form in both CT and RXRαep-/- mice. An increase

in the expression level of total  SCF was also observed in RXRαep-/- mice 4 weeks

after RXRα ablation (Fig.7D), whereas there was no significant change in its

expression in VDR
-/-

 and PPARγep-/- mutant mice (Fig.7D). We also looked at the

expression pattern of the SCF receptor c-kit, as loss of its expression is often

associated in human melanoma cells with progression to a metastatic phenotype

(Bar-Eli, 2001; Huang et al., 1998). 20-22 weeks after DMBA/TPA application, the

level of c-kit was reduced by 2-fold in skin of RXRαep-/- mice, but not in VDR-/- and

PPARγep-/- mutants, when compared to CT mice (Fig. 7A).

 The POU domain transcription factor Brn-2 mRNA is overexpressed in human

melanoma compared to normal melanocytes, and is strongly upregulated by MAP

kinase signalling downstream of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) and BRAF

(Goodall et al., 2004). Interestingly, Brn-2 mRNA level was significantly increased in

2/6 MGs from RXRαep-/- mice, but not in MGs from CT mice (data not shown).
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Discussion

Keratinocytic RXRα and PPARγ act as tumor modifiers of both promotion and
malignant progression of epidermal tumors induced by topical DMBA/TPA
treatment.
Using the well characterized DMBA/TPA-induced two-stage chemical skin

carcinogenesis system and keratinocyte-selective gene disruption in adult mice, we

have investigated here the role possibly played by RXRα and some of its

heterodimerization-partners in epidermal tumorigenesis. Our results show clearly that

RXRα acts as a tumor modifier of both the TPA-induced promotion of benign

papilloma tumors and their subsequent progression to malignancy. We also show

that the DMBA-induced initiation step which results in H-ras activation is not affected

by RXRα ablation.

Tumor promotion by TPA is known to induce the expression of the cytokine TNFα in

epidermal keratinocytes. This induction, which results in keratinocyte

hyperproliferation and skin inflammation, is critical for tumor promotion by TPA

(Moore et al., 1999; Suganuma et al., 1999). As a skin inflammation is also

generated upon RXRα ablation in epidermal keratinocytes (Li et al., 2001b ; Li et al.,

2000), and given the known associations between chronic inflammation and cancer

(Coussens and Werb, 2002), the question arises whether the promoting effect of

RXRα ablation on papilloma formation could reflect a further increase in TNFα

production.  We could not detect such an increase , thus making it unlikely that TNFα

could be responsible for the more efficient tumor promotion resulting from RXRα

ablation in keratinocytes. Note, however, that irrespective of RXRα ablation in

keratinocytes, the TPA-induced promotion of epidermal tumors was efficiently

suppressed by inhibitors of AP-1 activity, such as the glucocorticoid fluocinolone

acetonide (FA) (Huang et al., 1997, our unpublished data).
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In quest of partners with which RXRα may heterodimerize in skin keratinocytes in

order to modify the TPA-induced promotion and malignant progression of epidermal

tumors initiated by DMBA treatment, we also subjected mice ablated for NRs known

to be expressed in the skin to topical DMBA/TPA-induced skin tumorigenesis. The

three PPAR isotypes were selected for this study, because PPARα (Sheu et al.,

2002), PPARβ(δ) (Schmuth et al., 2004) and PPARγ (Mao-Qiang et al., 2004)

activators are known to inhibit TPA-induced cutaneous inflammation. The selective

ablation of PPARβ in basal keratinocytes had no significant effect on DMBA/TPA-

induced skin tumorigenesis (our unpublished results). However, as carcinogenicity

induced by DMBA/TPA was enhanced in PPARβ null mice (Kim et al., 2004), PPARβ

might exert its tumor modifier activity in non-keratinocytes, and /or might control

molecular mechanism in keratinocytes of the forming epidermis that prevented

tumorigenesis.  In contrast, in PPARγep-/- mice ablated for PPARγ in epidermal

keratinocytes, the rate of formation of epidermal tumors, as well as their malignant

progression to carcinomas, were similar to those observed in RXRαep-/- mice even

though, in contrast to RXRα, the selective ablation of PPARγ in keratinocyte does not

result in skin inflammation (Mao-Qiang et al., 2004, and our unpublished results).

Thus, PPARγ is likely to be a major heterodimerization partner for RXRα in the

process which leads to increased tumor promotion and malignant progression in

DMBA/TPA-treated mice. Interestingly, germ line null mutations of PPARα or LXRβ,

the activations of which is also known to inhibit TPA-induced cutaneous inflammation

(Fowler et al., 2003), similarly resulted in 1.5 - 2-fold increased rates of formation of

DMBA/TPA induced tumors (our unpublished results). Selective ablation of PPARα

and LXRβ in keratinocytes is therefore required to determine whether, besides

RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers, RXRα/PPARα and RXRα/LXRβ heterodimers also act

as cell-autonomous epidermal tumor modifiers. On the other hand, germline null

mutations of either VDR, RARα, RARγ or RARβ had no significant effect on

DMBA/TPA-induced epidermal tumor formation (this study, and our unpublished

data).

In a search for genes whose altered expression upon RXRα ablation in skin

keratinocytes could possibly account for the DMBA/TPA-induced increased in
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epidermal tumor formation and progression to malignancy, we looked at the

expression of a number of genes whose misexpression is known to affect

DMBA/TPA-induced epidermal tumorigenesis. Although the expression of most of

these genes was not significantly different in DMBA/TPA-treated skin of control and

RXRαep-/- mutant mice, changes in the expression of two genes was particularly

relevant. The PTEN gene, whose expression was 2-3-fold decreased (Fig. 7), is a

tumor suppressor gene that modulates several cellular functions, including cell

migration, survival and proliferation, through the inhibition of PI3-kinase-mediated

signalling cascades (Sulis and Parsons, 2003). Importantly, selective disruption of

the PTEN gene in epidermal keratinocytes has shown that PTEN functions as a

tumor suppressor for both spontaneous and induced skin tumors in mice (Suzuki et

al., 2003). Moreover, it has been reported that PTEN expression is upregulated by

PPARγ ligands, and PPAR response elements have been localized in the genomic

sequence upstream of the PTEN coding sequence (Patel et al., 2001). Most

interestingly, we found that ablation of PPARγ in skin keratinocytes also significantly

reduces PTEN expression in the skin (Fig. 7). Thus, the similarly increased tumor

formation and progression to malignancy observed for DMBA/TPA-treated mice upon

selective ablation of RXRα or PPARγ in keratinocytes, might  be caused at least in

part by a downregulation of the expression of the tumor suppressor PTEN, due to the

lack of RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers.

The suprabasal expression of α6β4 integrin, that we observed in DMBA/TPA induced

epidermal tumors of RXRαep-/- mice (see Results section) has been correlated with

a high risk of malignant conversion to SCC (Tennenbaum et al., 1993). Interestingly,

it has been recently shown that targeted expression of α6β4 in keratinocytes of the

epidermal suprabasal layers of transgenic mice dramatically increases the rate of

DMBA/TPA-induced promotion and malignant progression of epidermal tumors, and

it was suggested that this ectopic  α6β4  integrin expression promotes tumorigenesis

by preventing TGFβ from suppressing clonal expansion of initiated basal

keratinocytes (Owens et al., 2003). As approximately 30% of  PPARγ ep-/- mice also

exhibit suprabasal expression of α6β4 (our unpublished results) and both PPARγ

(Westergaard et al., 2001), and RXRα (Chapellier et al., 2002), are present in
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suprabasal cells, it appears very likely that the suprabasal upregulation of α6β4

integrin occurring upon RXRα or PPARγ ablation in epidermal keratinocytes is due to

the suppression of a downregulation of α6β4 expression normally exerted directly or

indirectly by PPARγ/RXRα heterodimers in suprabasal keratinocytes.

Thus, the increased promotion and malignant progression of DMBA/TPA-induced

tumors in mice ablated for RXRα or PPARγ appear to involve RXRα/PPARγ-

mediated events that, under wild type conditions, directly or indirectly, either

upregulate the expression of suppressor genes (e.g. PTEN) or downregulate the

expression of growth- and invasion-promoting genes (e.g. α6β4 integrin).

Keratinocytic RXRα acts through distinct paracrine pathways to prevent the
formation of DMBA-induced dermal benign melanocytic growths and their
malignant progression to melanomas.
In contrast to human skin melanocytes which are mainly located in the interadnexal

epidermis, mouse skin melanocytes drastically decrease in interfollicular epidermis

from the fourth day after birth. In adult mice, few melanocytes are present in the

dermis, whereas the bulk of them are confined to hair follicles (Hardy, 1992; Hirobe,

1984; Yoshida et al., 1996). In agreement with the initial report of Husain et al.

(Husain et al., 1991), we observed that a single topical application of DMBA induces

the formation of benign melanocytic growths (MGs) that become visible as nevi

corresponding to dermal accumulation of melanocytes. Our present data clearly

demonstrate that the selective ablation of RXRα in adult epidermal keratinocytes

(RXRαep-/- mutant mice) followed by DMBA application results in a marked increase

of these nevi both in number and size. Moreover, in both control and RXRαep-/-

mice, multiple TPA application further increase the number of nevi to reach a state of

dermal melanocytosis. Most interestingly, and irrespective of TPA treatment, a

significant proportion of MGs from RXRαep-/- mice exhibited invasive vertical growth

and electron microscopic melanocyte abnormalities characteristic of malignant

progression to melanomas. In agreement with the previous report of Husain et al.

(Husain et al., 1991), this malignant progression was not found in control mice.

Importantly, and as expected, the ablation of RXRα could not be detected in isolated
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MGs, while it was efficiently ablated in MG-free epidermis and in the epidermis

surrounding MGs.

We therefore conclude that the genetically DMBA-initiated proliferation of

melanocytes and their possible malignant transformation must be controlled by

paracrine/juxtacrine signals which emanate from keratinocytes, and are regulated by

RXRα. Morevorer, these signals must be different from those which control the

formation of epidermal squamous tumors, as PPARγep-/- mutants develop epidermal

tumors upon DMBA/TPA treatment as efficiently as RXRαep-/- mutants, whereas

they do not exhibit any increase in MGs formation, when compared to control mice.

On the other hand, VDR-null mutants which do not show any enhancement of

epidermal tumorigenesis upon DMBA/TPA treatment, exhibit a marked increase in

benign MGs, which, however, do not progress to malignancy. Thus, the events

which, upon DMBA/TPA treatment, underlie the suppressive effect of RXRα on

epidermal tumorigenesis might be mediated by RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers (see

above), while those which underlie the suppressive effect of RXRα on the formation

of benign MGs could be mediated by RXRα/VDR heterodimers. On the other hand,

the events underlying the malignant conversion of benign MGs to melanomas might

be mediated by heterodimers between RXRα and NR partner(s) different from those

mutated in the present study. That different mechanisms are at work in these

tumorigenesis processes, is further supported by the absolute requirement of the

tumor promoter TPA to generate DMBA-initiated epidermal tumors in RXRα�� 

mutants, whereas this promoter is dispensible to generate benign melanocytic

growths and melanomas. Along the same lines, it is remarkable that the topical

application of the glucocorticoid FA, which antagonizes the activity of AP-1, fully

prevents the occurrence of epidermal tumors in DMBA/TPA-treated RXRαep-/- mice,

while it does not affect the generation of MGs and their malignant progression (our

unpublished data).

The non-cell autonomous molecular events that, upon topical DMBA initiation,

underlie in the epidermis and dermis the keratinocyte-originated RXRα-mediated

control of dermal MG generation and malignant transformation, are unknown. In vitro

keratinocyte-melanocyte cocultures, as well as overexpression studies in transgenic

mice, have suggested that the proliferation and differentiation of mammalian
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melanocytes are regulated by factors produced by keratinocytes. More specifically

endothelin ET-1, as well as the stem cell factor (SCF) and the hepatocyte growth

factor (HGF) could be such factors (Hirobe et al., 2002). In particular, analysis of

transgenic mice expressing SCF in epidermal keratinocytes led to the conclusion that

SCF acts as a key factor to support the temporally and spatially coordinated survival,

proliferation, differentiation and migration of melanocyte lineages (Kunisada et al.,

1998b). Moreover, the soluble form of SCF (Refs in Results section) may be required

for the migration of c-kit-expressing melanoblasts/melanocytes, while membrane-

bound SCF is required for their survival, proliferation and differentiation (Wehrle-

Haller and Weston, 1995). In a preliminary analysis, we found that SCF expression

was significantly increased in the skin of RXRα��  mutants, which suggests that the

ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes may directly or indirectly lead to an

overproduction of SCF, which in DMBA-initiated melanocytes/melanoblasts could

lead to their proliferation and enhance the formation of MGs. More sophisticated

studies are obviously required to characterize the epidermal and dermal factors

whose expression is altered by ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes, in order

to elucidate how the development of DMBA-initiated melanocytic tumors is

environmentally regulated by RXRα-controlled events in epidermal keratinocytes.
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Experimental Procedures:

Mice and Carcinogenic treatment

To selectively ablate RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of adult mice, mice carrying

LoxP-site-containing (floxed) RXRα L2 alleles were bred with hemizygous K14-Cre-

ERT2(tg/0) transgenic mice, to produce K14-Cre-ERT2(tg/0)/RXRαL2/L2 mice (Li et

al., 2000; Metzger et al., 2003). 8-12 week old female mice, were injected with 0.1

mg of tamoxifen (100 µl sunflower oil) for 5 days (Metzger et al., 2003) to produce

control (CT) (from K14-Cre-ER T2 0/0 and K14-Cre-ER T2 tg/0 RXRα L2/+ mice) and

RXRαep-/- mice (from K14-Cre-ER T2 tg/0 RXRα L2/L2 mice). 2 weeks after the first

tamoxifen injection, RXRα ablation in the epidermis was verified by Southern

hybridisation of DNA isolated from tail biopsies after separation of the epidermis and

the dermis (Li et al., 2000). CT and PPARγep-/- mice were generated in a similar way

by breeding K14-Cre-ERT2(tg/0) transgenic mice with PPARγ���� mice (Imai et

al., 2004).

Groups of control (CT) and mutant (RXRαep-/-, PPARγep-/- and VDR-/-) animals

were housed in a temperature and humidity controlled room with 12h cycles of light

and dark. 14 days after last Tam injection, mice in each group were shaved to

synchronize the hair cycle and treated the day after with a single dose of 50 µg

DMBA in 100 µl acetone. One week after DMBA application, 5 µg TPA (in 200 µl

acetone) was applied topically twice a week for 30 weeks. The number and size of

the papillomas per mouse were weekly recorded.

Determination of the number and size of the tumors
The length of the papillomas and the diameter of the melanocytic growths (nevi) were

measured with a Vernier calliper on isofluorane anesthesised mice.
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Histological and electron microscopic analysis
Tumors were excised 25 or 30 weeks after DMBA/TPA application, fixed in Bouin’s

fixative and embedded in paraffin. All skin biopsies were matched for age, sex and

body site and all papillomas were matched for age and sex. 5 µm paraffin sections of

tumor and skin, 2 µm semithin sections of skin samples and 70 nm ultrathin sections

for EM were made as described (Li et al., 2001b). Subiliac lymph nodes were fixed in

4% paraformaldehyde, photo-graphed, embedded in paraffin and 5 µm-thick sections

were stained with hematoxylin and eosin.
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Immunohistochemistry

Tumors (8–16 mm) were excised 22 weeks after DMBA/TPA application and

immediately embedded in OCT and frozen on dry ice. 10 µm-thick frozen sections

from CT and RXRαep-/- tumors were reacted with primary antibodies [mouse

monoclonal anti -K10, rabbit polyclonal anti-K5 (gifts from Prof. Brigitte Lane, Cell

Structure research group, University of Dundee]), rabbit polyclonal anti-K1 (Babco),

rabbit polyclonal anti-K13 (gift from Prof. S. Yuspa, NIH), rabbit polyclonal α6-integrin

(gift from E. Georges), and biotin-conjugated rat monoclonal anti-CD31(Pharmingen)

and processed as described (Li et al., 2001b). To detect melanocytes 5 µm paraffin

sections of subiliac lymph nodes from CT and mutant animals were reacted with

primary antibodies [rabbit polyclonal α-PEP8 (TRP2) [a gift from Vincent Hearing,

NIH] or  rabbit polyclonal S-100 (Dako)], and processed as described (Pavan and

Tilghman, 1994; Sotillo et al., 2001).

Genotyping of the RXRα alleles
Dorsal skin biopsies with and without black spots (nevi / melanocytic growths) were

taken from control (CT) and mutant (RXRαep-/-) animals. Samples were incubated

overnight in 4mg/ml Dispase (neutral protease, Boehringer Mannheim) at 4°C. The

following day the epidermis was peeled off from the dermis under a stereo-zoom

binocular (Leica) and the melanocytic growths were micro-dissected out from the

remaining dermal tissue. The hair follicles were carefully plucked from the nevi under

the binocular, rinsed several times with 1XPBS to remove the adhering cells and

transferred into separate eppendorf tubes along with the corresponding epidermis.

Genomic DNA from the epidermis and dermis was isolated as described (Li et al.,

2000). (Li et al., 2001b)A semi-quantitative PCR with different dilution of the isolated

DNA was performed for 26 cycles in Perkin Elmer DNA light cycler to amplify the L2

and L- RXRα allele as described (Li et al., 2000).

Detection of mutations in the H-ras gene.
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Mutation of the codon 61 of the H-ras gene (Acc No. AF081118) was detected by

PCR amplification of a 280 bp amplicon followed by restriction digest as described

(Nelson et al., 1992). DNA was isolated from papillomas (4-8 mm; 25 CT and 25 MT),

lesion free skin (10 CT and 10 MT) and nevi (15 CT and 15 MT) biopsied from 6 CT

and 6 RXRαep-/- animals 25 weeks after DMBA/TPA treatment. List of the primers

are available on request.The 280 bp amplicons of exon II (encompassing codon 61)

from some papillomas (5 CTand 5 MT) were also cloned and sequenced to detect

mutation in the codon 61using primers as described (Ise et al., 2000).  Mutations in

the codon  12 and 13 of the H-Ras gene exon I were analysed from papillomas (10

CT and 10 MT), lesion free skin biopsies (4 CT and 4 MT) and nevi (4 CT and 4 MT)

of 6 CT and RXRαep-/- animals, respectively, by PCR amplification of exon I using

specific primers, followed by  cloning and sequencing on both strands as described

(Ise et al., 2000).

Detection of mutations in the N-ras gene.
A 120 bp amplicon of the second exon of the N-Ras gene encompassing codon 61

was amplified by PCR using specific primers. DNA was isolated from  papillomas (20

CT and 20 MT) and nevi (>2mm size; 15 CT and 15 MT) microdissected under

binocular from the remaining adhering cells, from 6 CT and 6 RXRαep-/- animals 25

weeks after DMBA/TPA treatment. As mutation at the codon 61 in N-Ras produces

either a NlaIII (CAA->CAT; A to T transversion in the third base) or a BfaI (CAA-

>CTA; A to T transversion in the second base) restriction site, the PCR amplified

products were restriction digested by NlaIII and BfaI respectively, and resolved by

agarose gel electrophoresis. The gel was blotted into a nylon membrane and

hybridized with a 32P labelled internal oligonucleotide. Primers are available on

request. Amplified products were also cloned and 10 transformants for each sample

were sequenced on both strands as mentioned  by Ise et al.(Ise et al., 2000).

Detection of the codon 12 and codon 13 mutation in the N-ras gene was done by

PCR amplification of exon I from papillomas (4 CT and 4 MT) and nevi (6 CT and 8

MT) of 6 CT and RXRαep-/- animals, respectively, using primers as described by Ise

et al. (Ise et al., 2000), followed by cloning and sequencing on both strands.
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Quantitative RT-PCR
RNA was extracted from approximately 100 mg of dorsal body skin or tumor with

TrizolR  Reagent (GIBCO BRL, Life technologies), dissolved in RNase-free water at a

concentration of 1 µg/µl after  quantification by spectrophotometric analyses. cDNA

synthesis was performed with Superscript II reverse transcription kit (GIBCO BRL,

Life technologies) using 5 µg of total RNA, according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. 1 µl of cDNA was used in a 30 µl semiquantitative PCR reaction with 1X

PCR buffer, 100 ng of each primer, an optimal concentration of MgCl2 (1.5 mM), 0.2

mM dNTP and 2 U of AmpliTaq (Perkin Elmer, Foster City, Calif.).  Real time PCR

was performed with a LightCycler (Roche Diagnostics) and the SYBR green protocol.

For that purpose 5 µl of each cDNA was diluted to 20 µl and 2 µl of the diluted cDNA

was used for each amplification. Amplification specificity was verified by melting

curve analysis and the data quantified with the LightCycler software. The primers

were [S=5’-GTGCTCTCTTCAACATTAGGT-3’; As=5’-TCCAGTATAAG

GCTCCAAAAG-3’] for SCF, [S=5’-CGGATCACAAAGATT TGCGAT-3’; As=5’-ATA

GGACCAGACATCACTTTC-3’] for c-Kit, [S=5’-AA GGTTTTCTAC AGCA TCACC-3’;

As=5’-CACTGTGATCACTATCTCCAT-3’] for E-cadherin, [S=5’-

AGATGACAATCATGTTGCAGC-3’ ; As=5’-CATCATCTTGTGAAACAG C AG -3’] for

PTEN and [S=5’-GTAATGATCAGTCAACGGG GGAC-3’; As=5’-

CCAGCAAGCTTGCAACCTTAACCA-3’] for HPRT. The amplified products in

exponential  phase were electrophoresed on 2% agarose gel, transferred onto nylon

membrane and hybridized with the following radiolabelled nucleotides for SCF

(248+164) and SCF(220), [5’-AAGGCCCCTGAAGACTCGGGCCTACAAT GG-3’], c-

KIT(I)[5’-CTGCCCGTGAAGTGGATGGCACCAGAGAGC-3’], E-cad- herin, (I)[5’-

CAGCCTCTGGATAGAGAAGCCATTGCCAAG-3’], PTEN(I), [5’-GT

AATGATTTGTGCATATTTATTGCATCGG-3’] and HPRT(I), [5’-GCTTTCCCTG

GTTAAGCAGTACAGCCCC-3’].

Statistical analyses
Where relevant, data were compared by Unpaired Student’s t-test with corrections for

unequal variance using Statview 5 programme (Abacus Concepts, CA). Values are

reported as mean ± SEM and the significance level was set at p≤ 0.05.
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Figure legends and Tables:

Figure 1. DMBA/TPA-induced epidermal tumors and melanocytic growths in

RXRαep-/- mice.

A. Timing of tamoxifen (Tam)-induced RXRα ablation in epidermal keratinocytes, and

DMBA/TPA  induced tumorigenesis. Tam-treatment (0.1 mg for 5 consecutive days)

was started either 18 days before ("a") or 8 weeks after ("b") topical DMBA

application. TPA was topically applied twice a week (blue arrows) for up to 30 weeks.

B. Formation of epidermal tumors in DMBA/TPA treated control (CT) and RXRαep-/-

(a) mice, as determined macroscopically and plotted against the number of weeks of

TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean +/- SEM (n=7 mice).

C. Dorsal view of CT (K14-Cre-ER
T2(0/0)/RXRα

L2/L2
) (left) and RXRαep-/-(a) (right)

mice after 25 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment.

D. Epidermal tumor length distribution in CT and RXRαep-/-(a) mice, after 30 weeks

of DMBA/TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean +/- SEM (n=7 mice).

E. Formation of epidermal tumors in DMBA/TPA-treated CT and RXRαep-/-(b) mice

in which RXRα was ablated in keratinocytes during TPA promotion. Values are

expressed as mean +/-  SEM (n = 7 mice).

F. Epidermal tumor length distribution in CT and RXRαep-/-(b) mice, after 30 weeks

of DMBA/TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean +/- SEM (n = 7 mice).

G. Dorsal view of CT (K14-Cre-ER
T2(0/0)

/RXRα
L2/L2

) (left) and RXRαep-/- (right)

mice 25 weeks after DMBA treatment. Arrows point to melanocytic growths.

H. Size distribution of melanocytic growths in CT, RXRαep-/-, RXRαep-/-(a) and

RXRαep-/-(b)  mice. The number of MGs, 1 – 2 and 2 – 4 mm in diameter, was

determined on 7 CT, 7 RXRαep-/-, 7 RXRαep-/-(a), and 7 RXRαep-/-(b) mice, 30

weeks after DMBA and DMBA/TPA treatments, as indicated. Values are expressed

as mean +/- SEM.
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Figure 2. Immuno-histochemical and histological analyses of skin tumors

induced by DMBA/TPA treatment in RXRαep-/- mice.
A. Representative sections of tumor biopsies from control (CT) (a, c, e, g, i, k) and

RXRαep-/-(a)  (b, d, f, h, j, l) mice, taken after 22 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment,

and stained with antibodies against K5 (a, b), K1 (c, d), K10 (e, f), K13 (g, h), α6

integrin (i, j) and CD31 (k, l) are presented. Red corresponds to antibody staining and

blue to DNA DAPI staining. Scale bar in Aa:  25 µm.

B. Representative hematoxylin- and eosin-stained 5 µm-thick paraffin sections from

CT biopsies taken after 25 (a - b) and 30 (c) weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment. (a),

suprabasal cell hyperplasia (acanthosis) within a benign papilloma; (b), basal cell

hyperplasia within a benign papilloma; (c), focus of early squamous cell carcinoma.

C. Representative hematoxylin- and eosin-stained 5 µm-thick paraffin sections from

RXRαep-/- tumor biopsies taken after 25 (a-c) and 30 (d-i) weeks of DMBA/TPA

treatment. (a), suprabasal cell hyperplasia within a benign papilloma ; (b), basal cell

hyperplasia  within a benign papilloma ; (c), focus of early squamous cell carcinoma;

(d), (e) and (f), well, moderately and poorly differentiated SCC, respectively; (g)

anaplastic SCC with spindle-shaped cells and absence (or minimal) keratinisation; (h)

and (i), basal cell carcinoma with densely packed basophilic cells with

hyperchromatic nuclei resembling those of epidermal basal cells.

Hyperplastic basal (blue brackets) and suprabasal (black brackets) cell  layers in “b”

(B and C) and (a,b) [B and C] are indicated.  Black arrows in (B)a and (C)a point to

basal cell layers; white arrow in C(d) points to a keratin pearl; black and blue

arrowheads in C(c) and (C)e, point to a mitosis and abnormal nuclei, respectively;

asterisk in C(e) indicates internal cell keratinisation. Scale bar (in Ba) = 33 µm for

Ba,b and Ca,b; 22 µm for Bc and Cc-i.

Figure 3.(A) Histological and ultrastructural analyses of melanocytic growths

(MGs) from CT (control) and RXRαep-/-(a)  mice. (a) and (b) : Hematoxylin and

eosin-stained paraffin sections (5 µm thick) of (a) CT (K14-Cre-ER T2(0/0)

/RXRαL2/L2) and (b) RXRαep-/-(a) MGs in skin biopsies taken 25 weeks after

DMBA/TPA treatment. The arrow in (b) points to melanocytic invasion of the

hypodermis. E, epidermis ; D, dermis ; H, hypodermis. Scale bar=33 µm.  (c) to (g) :
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electron microscopic  analyses of CT (c and e) and RXRαep-/-(a) (d, f and g) MGs

isolated 25 weeks after DMBA/TPA treatment. Note in the inset (g), the oval-shaped

subcellular structure containing a longitudinally oriented component made of rods.

Arrows in (c),(d) and (f) point to control "normal" dermal melanocytes (in c), and

abnormally shaped melanosomes typical of malignant melanoma (in d and f),

respectively.  Arrowheads in “c” and “e” point towards a melanin-laden melanophage

and melanosomes of stage III and IV, respectively. N, nucleus. Scale bars : 2.5 µm

for c and d ;  1 µm for e and f and 0.25 µm for the g inset.

(B) RXRα is not ablated in melanocytic growths from RXRαep-/-  mice. The

presence of RXRα L2 and L- alleles was analysed by PCR in DNA from epidermis

(E), dermis (D) isolated from MG free skin biopsies  and melanocytic growths (MG)

from CT (lanes 1 and 2) (K14-Cre-ERT2(0/0)/RXRαL2/L2) and RXRαep-/- (lanes 3-

10) mice, 25 weeks after DMBA or DMBA/TPA treatments, as indicated. The position

of the RXRα  L2 and L- alleles is indicated.

Figure 4. Metastasis of melanocytes in lymph nodes of DMBA and DMBA/TPA-

treated RXRαep-/- mice.

A. Subiliac lymph nodes from CT (a,e) and RXRαep-/- (b,f) mice isolated 30 weeks

after DMBA (a,b) and DMBA/TPA (e,f) treatment, respectively. Hematoxylin- and

eosin-stained 5 µm paraffin sections of subiliac lymph nodes from CT (c,g) and

RXRαep-/- (d,h) mice after DMBA (c,d) and DMBA/TPA (g,h) treatment, respectively.

Scale bar  (in "c") = 33 µm. The arrow  in “d” and arrowheads in “h” point to

pigmented cells.

B.  Representative sections of subiliac lymph nodes from CT (a) and RXRαep-/- (b)

taken 30 weeks after DMBA application and stained with antibodies to S-100. Arrows

point to S-100 positive cells. Scale bar (in "a"), 33 µm.

C.    Representative sections of subiliac lymph nodes from CT (a) and RXRαep-/- (b)

taken 30 weeks after DMBA application and stained with antibodies to α-PEP8. The

arrow indicates α-PEP8 positive malignant melanocytes. Scale bar (in "a"), 33 µm.
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Figure 5. DMBA/TPA-induced epidermal tumors and melanocytic growths in

VDR
-/-

 mice.

A. Dorsal view of CT (control, VDR+/+)(left) and VDR-/- (right) mice 25 weeks after the

start of DMBA/TPA treatment. Arrows point to papilloma-like epidermal tumors.

B. Formation of epidermal tumors in DMBA/TPA treated  CT and VDR-/- mice, as

determined macroscopically and plotted against the number of weeks after the start

of TPA treatment.  Values are expressed as mean +/- SEM (n=7 mice).

C. Length distribution of epidermal tumors in CT and VDR-/- mice, as measured

30 weeks after the start of the DMBA/TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean

+/- SEM (n=7 mice).

D. Size distribution of melanocytic growths in CT and VDR-/- mice. The number

of MGs (1-2 and 2-4 mm in diameter) was determined on 7 CT and 7 VDR -/- mice,

30 weeks after the start of TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean +/- SEM

E. Hematoxylin- and eosin-stained paraffin sections (5 µm thick) of (a) CT and (b)

VDR-/- MGs in skin biopsies taken after 25 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment. Scale

bar=33 µm.

F. Electron microscopic analysis of (a) CT and (b) VDR-/- MGs taken after 25

weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment. N, nucleus. Scale bar: 2.5 µm.

Figure 6. DMBA/TPA-induced epidermal tumors and melanocytic growths in

PPARγ ep-/-(a) and PPARγ ep-/-(b)  mice.
A. Formation of papilloma like epidermal tumors in DMBA/TPA-treated control (CT)

and PPARγ ep-/-(a) mice, as determined macroscopically and plotted against the

number of weeks after the start of the TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean

+/- SEM (n=7 mice).

B. Dorsal view of CT [K14-Cre-ERT2(0/0)/PPARγL2/L2] (left) and PPARγ ep-/-(a)

(right) mice 25 weeks after the start of DMBA/TPA treatment.

C. Length distribution of epidermal tumors in CT and PPARγ ep-/-(a) mice as

measured after 25 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean
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+/- SEM (n=7 mice).

D. Formation of papilloma-like tumors in DMBA/TPA-treated PPARγ ep-/-(b) mice in

which PPARγ was ablated in keratinocytes during TPA promotion. Values are

expressed as mean +/- SEM (n = 7 mice).

E. Length distribution of epidermal tumors in CT and PPARγ ep-/-(b) mice, after 25

weeks of TPA treatment. Values are expressed as mean +/- SEM (n = 7 mice).

F. Size distribution (diameter) of MGs in CT, PPARγ ep-/-(a) and  PPARγ ep-/-(b)

mice. The number of MGs (1 – 2 and 2 – 4 mm in diameter) was determined on 7 CT,

7 PPARγ ep-/-(a) and 7 PPARγ ep-/-(b) mice, after 25 weeks of TPA treatment.

Values are expressed as mean +/- SEM.

Figure 7. (A) RT-PCR analyses on skin biopsies from CT and RXRαep-/-(a) (MT)
mice. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR was performed for SCF(248+164), SCF(220), c-kit,

E-cadherin, PTEN and HPRT on dorsal skin biopsies from control (CT) and RXRαep-

/-(a) mutant mice collected after 20-22 weeks of DMBA/TPA treatment as indicated.

HPRT was used as an internal control.  SCF(248+164) and SCF(220) represent the

longer and the shorter membrane bound form of SCF after deletion of exon 6,

respectively.

(B-D)  Quantitative real-time RT-PCR determination of relative RNA levels of PTEN

(B), E-cadherin (C) and SCF (D) in dorsal skin biopsies from CT, VDR
-/-

 mice, and

RXRαep-/- or PPARγep-/- mice 4 weeks after Tamoxifen-treatment. In all three cases

no DMBA/TPA treatment was applied. *P< 0.05, **P<0.01 and #, p≥ 0.05.

Table I. Incidence of malignant progression in papillomas generated by a 30-

week DMBA/TPA treatment of mice selectively lacking either RXRα or PPARγ in

epidermal keratinocytes, or VDR
-/- 

mice.

Epidermal tumors obtained 30 weeks after DMBA/TPA application from 6 control, 6

RXRαep-/-(a), 6 PPARγep-/-(a) and 6 VDR-/- mice were analysed and histologically

classified, as indicated.
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2.2 Role of PPARα in skin carcinogenesis.

2.2.1 Introduction.

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) are ligand-activated transcription factors

that belong to the nuclear receptor superfamily (Keller et al., 1993; Wahli et al., 1999),.

Three PPAR isotypes, PPARα, PPARδ/β and PPARγ have been identified (Fajas et al., 1998;

Fajas et al., 1999; Issemann et al., 1993). PPARs are activated by the peroxisome

proliferators, fibrates, fatty acids and eicosanoids (Forman et al., 1997; Kliewer et al., 1997).

They modulate the transcription of a variety of target genes involved in lipid metabolism

(Wahli et al., 1999), and play a key role in the control of proliferation and apoptosis in

various cell types (Asou et al., 1999; Cattley, 2003; Hanley et al., 1998).

All PPAR isotypes are expressed in mouse epidermis during fetal development. Their

expression decreases progressively from the interfollicular epithelium after birth (Michalik et

al., 2001). In adult epidermis PPARα and PPARβ are the prominent isotypes, and it has been

shown that expression of PPARα and PPARβ is increased in adult epidermis after various

stimuli (Braissant et al., 1996; Braissant and Wahli, 1998; Michalik et al., 2001).

Several experimental approaches demonstrated that PPARs play key roles in skin

development and in the maintenance of skin homeostasis. PPARβ activators stimulate

differentiation of keratinocytes in culture (Tan et al., 2001) and in vivo (Schmuth et al.,

2004). Moreover, it has been shown that PPARβ plays key roles in skin wound healing,

keratinocyte response to inflammation and keratinocyte apoptosis (Di-Poi et al., 2002;

Michalik et al., 2001; Tan et al., 2001). Recently, Kim and co-workers demonstrated that

PPARβ null mice exhibited an increased susceptibility to DMBA/TPA-induced skin

carcinogenesis (Kim et al., 2004). PPARγ activators also stimulate differentiation of epidermal

keratinocytes in vivo, and improve permeability barrier recovery after mechanical disruption

(Mao-Qiang, et al. in press). Moreover, it was shown that PPARγ mediate the non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) antineoplastic effect on human oral squamous carcinoma

cells (Nikitakis et al., 2002), and that PPARγ specific ligands can block melanoma cell growth

in culture (Mossner et al., 2002). As we show in section 2.1, PPARγep-/- mice, in which PPARγ

was selectively ablated in epidermal keratinocytes, exhibited an increased susceptibility to
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chemically- induced skin carcinogenesis, demonstrating a key role of PPARγ during

chemically-induced skin carcinogenesis.

PPARα ligands stimulate the differentiation of fetal epidermal permeability barrier (Hanley et

al., 1997), and possess receptor mediated, anti-inflammatory activities in both irritant and

allergic contact dermatitis animal models (Sheu et al., 2002). Moreover, PPARα activators

can reverse the expression of inflammatory cytokines induced by UVB in keratinocytes in

culture (Kippenberger et al., 2001). Interestingly, it has been shown that PPARα activators

partially inhibit tumor formation in a two-step chemical carcinogenesis protocol (Thuillier et

al., 2000), suggesting that PPARα, may also play an important role during skin

carcinogenesis. To investigate the possible role of PPARα in skin carcinogenesis, we

subjected PPARα null mice to a chemically-induced skin carcinogenesis protocol.

2.2.2 Material and methods.

Mice and carcinogenic treatment. PPARα null mice were previously described (Lee and

Gonzalez, 1996). PPARα null mutants and control wild-type (CT) animals were housed in a

temperature and humidity controlled room with 12h cycles of light and dark. 10-12 week-old

PPARα (n=10) and WT (n=10) mice were shaved to synchronize the hair cycle and treated

the day after with a single dose of 50 µg DMBA in 100 µl acetone. One week after the DMBA

application, 5 µg TPA (in 200 µl acetone) was applied topically twice a week. The number of

papillomas per mouse was weekly recorded.

2.2.3 Results

PPARα null mice exhibit an increased susceptibility to chemically-induced skin

tumors.

To determine whether PPARα is involved in skin carcinogenesis, we subjected PPARα null

mice to a two-step chemical carcinogenesis protocol. PPARα null and CT mice were treated

with a single dose of DMBA, followed by twice a week applications of TPA. Both DMBA/TPA-

treated PPARα null and CT mice developed papilloma-like tumors after 10 and 12 weeks of

TPA promotion, respectively (figure 14A). After 15 weeks of TPA promotion, all PPARα null

mice developed papillomas, whereas only 80% of CT mice exhibited papillomas. Moreover,

PPARα null  mice developed two to three times more tumors than CT mice (figure 14B).
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After 27 weeks of TPA promotion, an average of 8 and 20 tumors per mouse were observed

on CT and PPARα null mice, respectively (p<0.001) (figure 14 B and C). Thus, upon

DMBA/TPA treatment, PPARα null mice exhibit a lower latency and increased tumor

multiplicity than CT mice. Notice that PPARα null and CT mice treated with either TPA or

DMBA alone did not develop any tumor (data not shown).

Figure 14. 10-12 week-old PPARα null (n=11) and wild-type (n=8) mice were subjected to a
two-step chemical carcinogenesis protocol. (A) Incidence of mice with tumors. (B) average
number of tumors per mouse +/- SEM. (C) Dorsal view of DMBA/TPA treated wild-type and
PPARα null mice, after 25 weeks of TPA treatment.
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2.2.4 Perspectives.

To investigate whether PPARα null mice exhibit an enhanced response to TPA treatment, we

will compare the morphological and biochemcal alterations induced by topical application of

TPA to back skin of PPARα and WT mice, including epidermal thickness, keratinocyte

hyperproliferation and suprabasal expression of integrins α6β4. We have taken skin biopsies

from unchallenged PPARα null and WT mice, or PPARα null and WT mice treated either with

acetone or with two topical applications of TPA that we will use for histological and IHC

analysis.

In our previous study, both RXRαep-/- and PPARγep-/- mice exhibit increased suceptibility to

skin tumor formation and high frequency malignant conversion, in response to DMBA/TPA

treatment. To determine if PPARα plays a role in the malignant conversion of DMBA/TPA-

induced skin tumors, DMBA/TPA treated PPARα and CT mice will be sacrificed after 30 weeks

of TPA promotion, tumor biosies will be taken and analyzed by histology.

Moreover, we found that the increased susceptibility to papilloma and carcinoma formation

in RXRαep-/- and PPARγep-/- mice was correlated with a downregulation of the tumor

suppressor Pten, in the skin of these animals. Moreover, RXRαep-/- mice also exhibited

increased expression of SCF. To determine if the expression of Pten and SCF is also

deregulated in the skin of PPARα mice, we have taken skin biopsies from PPARα null and CT

mice and extracted the total RNA. We will measure the transcript levels of Pten and SCF in

these samples by real-time quantitative RT-PCR. Because PPARα is also expressed in other

cells types than keratinocytes, the generation of  keratinocyte-specific PPARα mutant mice

will help to better understand its role during skin carcinogenesis.
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2.3 Interaction between RXRα and the Ha-ras oncogene during

mouse skin carcinogenesis

2.3.1 Introduction.

Retinoids, the active derivatives of vitamin A, are involved in the control of growth and

differentiation of normal, pre-malignant and malignant cell types (Altucci and Gronemeyer,

2001). Vitamin A deficiency in humans and animal models is associated with epithelial

squamous metaplasia (Hong and Itri, 1994; Moon et al., 1994). On the other hand, natural

and synthetic retinoids can efficiently block chemically-induced skin tumor formation

(Tennenbaum et al., 1998) and prevent malignant conversion in mice (Chen et al., 1994a;

Chen et al., 1995; De Luca et al., 1996), and are used as chemo preventive agents for

epithelial cancers in humans (Altucci and Gronemeyer, 2001; Lippman and Lotan, 2000;

Niles, 2000). Retinoids action is mediated by members of two families of nuclear receptors

(NRs), the retinoic acid receptors (RARα, β and γ)  and the retinoic X receptors (RXRα, β and

γ) (Chambon, 1996; Mangelsdorf and Evans, 1995). Aberrant expression and function of

RARs and RXRs that may contribute to carcinoma development, have been found during skin

carcinogenesis, both in mouse (Darwiche et al., 1995; Darwiche et al., 1996) and human (Xu

et al., 2001). Previous studies from our laboratory demonstrated that selective ablation of

RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes during skin morphogenesis (RXRαep-/-(c) mice) (Li et al.,

2001b), or induced in keratinocytes of adult mice (RXRαep-/- mice) (Li et al., 2000), results in

extensive alopecia, epidermal hyperplasia, hair follicle degeneration, and skin inflammation

(Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000), demonstrating a key role for RXRα in skin homeostasis.

Moreover, as shown in section 2.1, RXRαep-/- mice are more susceptible to chemically-

induced skin tumors than wild-type mice. Indeed, RXRαep-/- mice treated with DMBA/TPA

exhibit an increased epithelial tumor number, growth rate and incidence of malignant

conversion when compared to control mice. Furthermore, RXRαep-/- mice developed

malignant melanoma in response to a single topical application of DMBA. Thus, keratinocytic

RXRα has a suppressive effect on DMBA/TPA-induced skin tumorigenesis. Moreover, when

RXRα was ablated during the promotion stage of the two-step carcinogenesis protocol,

several weeks after the DMBA initiation, resulted in similar increase in tumor formation and

malignant conversion, indicating that keratinocytic RXRα plays a critical role during the

promotion stage of chemical carcinogenesis.
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As discussed in section 1.3.1, topical application of DMBA into mouse skin induces activation

mutations in the H-ras oncogene in keratinocytes, (Pazzaglia et al., 2001; Quintanilla et al.,

1986a). Mutation and activation of Ha-ras oncogene are critical events for the formation of

skin tumors. Indeed, Ha-ras null mice develop significantly less tumors than wild-type mice

in response to a DMBA/TPA protocol (Ise et al., 2000), and the tumors induced in Ha-ras null

mice exhibit mutations in the K-ras gene, suggesting that activation of the K-ras gene can

replace the Ha-ras activation at the initiation step (Ise et al., 2000). To further investigate

the role of RXRα in the development of skin cancer, an in particular in the Ha-ras mediated

carcinogenesis, we used the Tg.AC mouse model (described in section 1.3.2) as an

alternative model to the two-stage chemical skin carcinogenesis protocol.  Tg.AC transgenic

mice carry an activated v-Ha-ras oncogene under the control of a partial ζ-globin promoter

(Leder et al., 1990), and are considered as “genetically pre-initiated mice”. Tg.AC mice

develop skin tumors in response to specific carcinogens and tumor promoters in a very rapid

and highly selective fashion (Battalora et al., 2001; Leder et al., 1990; Leder et al., 2002;

Tennant et al., 2001). The Tg.AC mouse has been used to identify carcinogens (Tennant et

al., 1995; Tennant et al., 1996) and for the study of genes involved in skin carcinogenesis

(Humble et al., 1998; Lan et al., 2000; Leder et al., 2002). To study the role of RXRα during

the promotion stage of Ha-ras-induced skin tumors, we generated Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) and

Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice, carrying the Ha-ras oncogene and in which the selective ablation of

the RXRα alleles either occurred in epidermal keratinocytes during fetal epidermal

morphogenesis or was induced in adult mice, repectively.

2.3.2 Materials and methods.

Mice.  K14-Cretg/o/RXRαL2/L2 (RXRαep-/-(c)) and K14-Cre-ERT2(tg/o)/RXRαL2/L2 (RXRαep-/-) mice, in

which RXRα alleles are selectively ablated in epidermal keratinocytes during embryonic

development or in adult mice, respectively, were described (Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000).

Tg.AC transgenic mice, carrying an activated Ha-ras oncogene under the control of a partial

ζ-globin promoter (Leder et al., 1990), were purchased from Taconic. To selectively ablate

RXRα alleles in epidermal keratinocytes of Tg.AC mice during skin morphogenesis, K14-

Cretg/o/RXRαL2/L2 mice, carrying both RXRα floxed alleles and hemizygous for the K14-Cre

transgene, were crossed with Tg.AC mice hemizygous for the ζ-globin Ha-ras transgene. The

resulting Tg.AC/K14-Cretg/o/RXRαL2/+ and Tg.AC/RXRαL2/+ mice were intercrossed to generate

Tg.AC/K14-Cretg/o/RXRαL2/L2 (Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c)) and Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 control mice. To
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selectively ablate RXRα alleles in epidermal keratinocytes of adult Tg.AC mice, K14-Cre-

ERT2(tg/o)/RXRαL2/L2 mice were bred with hemizygous Tg.AC mice to generate Tg.AC/K14-Cre-

ERT2(tg/o)/RXRαL2/+ and Tg.AC/RXRαL2/+ mice. Breeding of Tg.AC/K14-Cre-ERT2(tg/o)/RXRαL2/+

with Tg.AC/RXRαL2/+ mice resulted in Tg.AC/K14-Cre-ERT2/RXRαL2/L2, carrying the Ha-ras and

the K14-Cre-ERT2 transgenes and both RXRα alleles floxed, and Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2  mice.  6-7

week-old Tg.AC/K14-Cre-ERT2(tg/o)/RXRαL2/L2 females were injected intraperitonealy with 0.1

mg of tamoxifen for 5 consecutive days (Indra et al., 1999) to generate Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-

mice. Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 littermates were injected with the same dose of tamoxifen and used

as controls (CT) in all experiments. Mice were genotyped for the presence of K14-Cre and

K14-Cre-ERT2 transgenes and for the presense of wt, L2 or L- RXRα alleles by PCR as

described (Li et al., 2000). The presence of the ζ-globin Ha-ras transgene was detected by

PCR using primers directed to the SV40 polyadenylation sequence from the transgene (Fwd:

5’-AATTCTGAAGGAAAGTCC-3’, reverse: 5’-TGGACAAACTACCTACAG–3’). The Tg.AC

responder genotype was confirmed by Southern blotting (Kantz et al., 1999; Thompson et

al., 2001).  DNA was digested with BamHI and probed with a radiolabeled 660 bp DNA

segment specific for the ζ-globin promoter of the transgene.  The ζ-globin probe was

obtained by PCR amplification from genomic DNA of Tg.AC transgenic mice (ζ-globin

primers: fwd 5’-GACAGGGATGGCTCAGACAA–3’; reverse: 5’-CTGCTCGACAAGCTTTGATCT–3’).

TPA treatment. Mice were housed in a temperature and humidity controlled room with 12h

cycles of light and dark. Back skin of 8-9 week-old Tg.AC/RXRαep-/ and Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 mice

was shaved using electric clippers. One week after shaving, 5 µg of TPA (in 200 µl of

acetone) were applied topically twice a week to the back skin of the animals. TPA promotion

was continued for 13 weeks.

DMBA treatment. Back skin of 6-8 week-old RXRαep-/-(c) and RXRαL2/L2 mice was shaved

and one day after shaving, a single dose of 50 µg of DMBA in 100 µl acetone was topically

applied.

Histology and immunohistochemistry.  Mice were anesthetized, skin and tumor biopsies

were surgically removed, fixed in 4% paraformaldehide over night at 4°C and embedded in

paraffin.  7 µm paraffin sections were stained with Hematoxylin and eosine for histological

analysis. For IHC analysis, paraffin sections were deparaffinized, permeabilized with PBS

Triton 0.1% for 2 min, blocked with 5% normal goat serum for 1h, incubated with a rabbit
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polyclonal anti-keratin 13 antibody (gift from Prof. S. Yuspa, NIH) o/n at 4°C and with a goat

anti-rabbit fluorescent secondary antibody for 1h and mounted with DAPI.

Real-Time RT-PCR.  After surgical removal, skin biopsies were immediately frozen in liquid

nitrogen. RNA was extracted from skin biopsies with TrizolR Reagent (Gibco BRL, Life

technologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 3-5 µg of RNA were used for reverse

transcription reaction using Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Gibco BRL, Life

technologies) and 0.2 mM oligo dT in a final volume of 20 µl, following the manufacturer’s

instructions.  cDNA preparations were diluted 1:10 or 1:20 in ultra pure (milliQ) water, and 2

µl of diluted cDNA were used for quantitative real-time PCR, using the Quantitect PCR

amplification kit (Qiagen) in a final reaction volume of 10 µl, in a LightCycler instrument

(Roche Diagnostics). To generate calibration curves, sequential dilutions of 3 µg of cDNA

from CT mice skin were prepared. cDNA was diluted 10, 100, 1000 and 10000 times. A

calibration curve with the 4 dilutions and the undiluted cDNA was generated for each

transcript. The relative levels of expression for each gene were normalized to HPRT. The

results represent the fold difference in the amount of transcript compared to the CT levels.

Data shown represent the average of 3 independent quantifications. The primers used for

RT-PCR were HPRT (s=5’-GTAATGATCAGTCAACGGGGGAC-3’; as=5’-

CCAGCAAGCTTGCAACCTTAACCA-3’), odc (s=5’-GACGATAAGGATGCGTTCTATGTT-3’;

as=5’-CTGGCAGCAT ACTTGATTTGAGA-3’), c-jun (s=5’-GAGCGGATCAAGGCAGAGAGGAAG;

as=5’-TGTGCCACCTGTTCCCTGAGC-3’), cox-2 (s=5‘-TCAAAACCGTGGGGAATGTAT-3’; as=5’-

AGGATGTAGTGCACTGTGTTT-3’), c-myc (s=5’-AAAACGACAAGAGGCG GACAC-3’; as=5’-

GCTTGTGCTCGTCTGCTTGAA-3’), IL1-RI (s=5’-CATCAAGGCAGTGGGAACTT-3’; as=5’-

ACTTTTGCAACACT TGGCCT-3’), IL1-RII (s=5’-GCATCATTGGGGTCAAGACT-3’; as=5’-

GATCCTCCC TTGTGACTGGA-3’) and icIL-1ra (s=5’-CTGGGTACTTACAAGGACC-3’; as=5’-CGT

GACTATAAGGGGCT-3’ ).
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2.3.3 Results.

Selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of “genetically pre-

initiated” adult mice increases the susceptibility to TPA-induced skin

tumorigenesis.

To investigate whether selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of Tg.AC mice

has an effect on the formation of TPA-induced tumors, we generated Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice,

bearing the Ha-ras oncogene and in which RXRα was selectively ablated in epidermal

keratinocytes at adult stage through tamoxifen (Tam) administration to 6-7 week-old

Tg.AC/K14-Cre-ERT2/RXRαL2/L2 mice. As previously seen in RXRαep-/- mice (Li et al., 2000),

Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice developed progressive alopecia, hair follicle degeneration and

epidermal hyperplasia starting 7-8 weeks after Tam administration (data not shown). To

induce skin tumors on Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 (CT) and Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- (MT) mice, TPA was

topically applied twice a week to back skin of 9-10 week-old CT and MT mice and tumor

appearance, number and size were recorded weekly. After 4 weeks of TPA treatment,

papilloma-like tumors appeared in 12% of CT and MT mice, and after 8 weeks of promotion

all mice developed tumors (fig 15A). However, MT mice developed two to three times more

tumors than their CT littermates (fig 15B), to the extend that after 13 weeks of TPA

treatment, CT and MT mice exhibited an average of 20 and 50 papilloma-like tumors,

respectively.  Because of the large number of tumors developed in CT and MT mice in

response to TPA applications, the treatment was stopped after 13 weeks. Moreover, when

TPA promotion was started at the age of 23 weeks, CT mice exhibited a 2-3 fold increase in

tumor number and growth rate, when compared to CT mice in which the TPA treatment was

started at the age of 10 weeks (data not shown), in agreement with previous reports

showing that tumor incidence and multiplicity in Tg.AC mice in response to TPA-promotion

are higher in older animals (Battalora et al., 2001). However, under these conditions, MT

mice still developed two to three times more tumors than CT mice (data not shown).

Furthermore, irrespective of the age at which the TPA treatment was started, 62% (10 out

of 16) of MT mice developed more than 50 papillomas, whereas only  7% (1 out of 15) of CT

mice developed more than 50 tumors (data not shown).
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Figure 15. Selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of adult Tg.AC mice increase the
susceptibility to TPA-induced skin tumorigenesis. 9-10 week-old Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- and Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 mice
were treated twice a week with topical applications of TPA. (A) Percentage of mice with tumors. (B) Average
number of tumor per mouse +/- SEM. (C) Tumor size (length) distribution after 13 weeks of TPA treatment. The
total number of tumors per category is shown. (D) IHC analysis of K13 expression. High-risk papillomas from
MT (a) and CT (b) mice, and low-risk papilloma from CT mice (c). Scale bar 100 µm for a and b, 25 µm in c.
(E) Hematoxylin-eosine staining of TPA-induced tumors from Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2  and Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice,
after 13 weeks of TPA treatment. (a) squamous papilloma from CT mice; (b) squamous papilloma with
hyperplasia and (c) focal carcinoma from MT mice. Arrowhead in (b) points to an area of atypical hyperplasia.
Arrow in (c) points to epidermal cells invading into the dermis. Scale bar 50 µm for a and b, 25 µm in c.
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The length of more than 99% of the tumors from both CT and MT mice in which TPA was

started at the age of 9-10 weeks, measured one week after the end of TPA treatment, varied

between 0.5 and 6 mm. Aproximately 1% of the tumors had a size between 6 and 8 mm in

both cases. No significant difference in tumor size distribution was observed between CT and

MT mice (Fig 15C, and data not shown). However, when the tumor size was measured 10

weeks after the end of TPA treatment, 3 MT mice exhibited tumors larger than 15 mm in

length, whereas in CT mice the tumors were never larger than 8 mm (data not shown).

Thus, tumors of MT mice grew at a much higher rate than those of CT mice after the TPA

treatment had been stopped.

To investigate whether ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of Tg.AC mice has an

effect on the malignant conversion of TPA-induced skin tumors, tumor biopsies from CT and

MT mice, in which TPA was started at the age of 9-10 weeks, were removed 2 weeks after

the end of TPA treatment and analyzed by IHC. Keratin 13 (K13) was shown to be expressed

in papillomas with a “high risk” for malignant conversion, but not in low risk papillomas or

normal skin (Glick et al., 1993; Tennenbaum et al., 1996). 60% of the tumors from MT mice

exhibited large areas of K13 expression (figure  15Da and data not shown), whereas

only few tumors (less than 1%) from CT mice exhibited such large areas of K13 staining

(figure 15Db and data not shown). In more than 90% of tumors from CT mice K13

expression was either not detected, or in only a few cells (figure 15Dc). Histological

analysis revealed that most of the tumors from CT and MT mice were benign squamous

papillomas (figure 15E a and b), with few tumors exhibiting atypical basal cell hyperplasia

(figure 15Eb). 8% of the tumors from MT mice were identified as focal carcinoma (FC)

(figure 15Ec), whereas no such tumors were observed in CT mice. No evidence of

squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) or basal cell carcinoma (BCC) was found in the tumors from

either CT or MT mice (Table 6). Note that topical application of TPA to CT or MT mice did

not results in formation of melanocytic growths (MGs). This is in contrast to what occurs

when RXRαep-/- mice are subjected to a DMBA/TPA two-step chemical tumorigenesis protocol.

Indeed, initiation with a single application of DMBA, followed by twice a week applications of

TPA resulted in the formation of epithelial tumors and MGs in RXRαep-/- mice (see section

2.1).

Thus, ablation of RXRα in genetically pre-initiated adul mice results in an increased incidence

of TPA-induced epidermal tumors, which exhibit features of high-risk papillomas.
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Selective ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes of Tg.AC mice during skin

morphogenesis results in spontaneous papilloma formation and a high rate of

progression to malignancy.

To investigate the effect of RXRα ablation during skin morphogenesis in the tumor

susceptibility of Tg.AC mice, we generated Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice, carrying the Ha-ras

oncogene and in which the RXRα alleles are selectively ablated in epidermal keratinocytes

early during skin formation, from Tg.AC/K14-Cre/RXRαL2/L2 mice. As reported for RXRαep-/-(c)

mice (Li et al., 2001b), Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice exhibited a progressive alopecia, which

started in ventral skin, near the hind legs, and with time spreads over the whole body. Hair

loss begined at 4-5 weeks of age, and at the age of 16 weeks, all Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice

exhibited a severe hair loss (60% loss in dorsal and 80% in ventral skin). Surprisingly,

papilloma-like tumors appeared spontaneously on the ventral skin of 12-13 week-old

Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice (figure 16A d). By 16 weeks of age, all Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice had

developed skin tumors (figure 16B), both on the ventral and dorsal skin (figure 16A e,f).

In contrast, no tumors appeared in Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 (figure 16A a and b) or RXRαep-/- mice

(Figure 16A c and table 6).  The number of tumors in Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice increased

with age, and an average of 16 tumors per mouse was observed in 26-28 week-old mice

(figure 16C). Some of the tumors from Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice exhibited a high growth rate,

reaching more than 15 mm in length in 16-25 week-old mice (data not shown).

To investigate whether spontaneous skin tumors from Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice progress to

malignancy, tumor biopsies were taken from 16-25 week-old mice. The IHC analysis of K13

expression revealed that all tumors from Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice exhibited large areas with

high levels of K13 expression (figure 16D a and b), indicating that these tumors are at a

high risk of conversion into malignancy.  Histological analysis showed that most of the

tumors from Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice were benign squamous papillomas (figure 16Ea).

However, 11.5%, 7.7% and 3.8% of 20-25 week-old Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice developed ISC

(figure 16Eb), FC (figure 16Ec) and SCC (data not shown), respectively (table 6).
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Figure 16. Selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of Tg.AC mice during skin morphogenesis
results in formation of spontaneous skin tumors in adult mice. (A) ventral (a,c,d) an dorsal (b,e,f) view of 38
week-old Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 (a,b), 20 week-old RXRαep-/-(c) (c) and 16 week-old (d) and 20 week-old (e,f)
Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) females; (B) Percentage of mice with spontaneous tumors. (C) The average number of
tumors per mouse +/- SEM. (D) IHC analysis of K13 expression in tumors from Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice. Scale
bar 50 µm. (E) Hematoxylin-eosine staining of tumors from Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice. (a) benign papilloma; (b)
in situ carcinoma; (c) focal carcinoma. Arrows point to the basement membrane. Arrowheads in (c) point to cells
invading into the dermis through the basement membrane. Scale bar 20 µm for a and b; 10 µm in c.
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These data demonstrate that selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of

genetically pre-initiated mice during skin morphogenesis is sufficient to induce the formation

of high-risk papillomas at adult stage, that with time progress to malignancy in the absence

of any tumor promoter.

It has been shown that the formation of skin tumors in Tg.AC mice is correlated with the

transcriptional activation of the Ha-ras transgene in epidermal keratinocytes (Hansen et al.,

1995; Hansen and Tennant, 1994a). While Ha-ras transgene expression is not detected in

the skin of unchallenged Tg.AC mice, expression of the transgene is induced after topical

application of TPA, and is detected in all tumors induced in Tg.AC mice (Battalora et al.,

2001; Cannon et al., 1997; Hansen and Tennant, 1994a). Moreover, the induction of the Ha-

ras transgene expression and the sensitivity to tumor promotion in Tg.AC mice increase with

age (Battalora et al., 2001).  To investigate whether RXRα ablation in keratinocytes of Tg.AC

mice during skin formation results in the transcriptional activation of the Ha-ras transgene,

we measured the levels of the Ha-ras transgene transcript in the skin of Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c)

mice 2, 4, 8 and 12 weeks after birth, by quantitative RT-PCR. No significant increase in the

expression levels of the Ha-ras transgene was observed in the skin of Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c)

mice, when compared to Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 mice (data not shown). This indicated that ablation

of RXRα in keratinocytes of Tg.AC mice during epidermal morphogenesis does not alter the

expression of the Ha-ras transgene post-natally.
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Selective ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes during skin morphogenesis

predisposes mice to develop papillomas and melanocytic growths in response to

DMBA initiation.

To determine whether ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes during skin

morphogenesis also predisposes mice to develop skin tumors in response to DMBA initiation,

which is known to result in an activating mutation in codon 61 of the c-Ha-ras gene (Balmain

et al., 1988; Quintanilla et al., 1986b), 6-8 week-old RXRαep-/-(c) and RXRαL2/L2 mice were

treated with a single topical application of DMBA to the back skin. 15 weeks after DMBA

initiation, RXRαep-/-(c) mice developed skin papillomas in the area were DMBA was applied. 25

weeks after initiation, 6 out of 13 RXRαep-/-(c) mice developed 2-3 papillomas (figure 17A b

and c, and data not shown), whereas RXRαL2/L2 mice developed none (figure 17Aa).

Histological analysis revealed that the tumors from RXRαep-/-(c) mice, taken 25 weeks after

DMBA treatment, were benign squamous papillomas (figure 17Ba-c), some of which

exhibited large areas of atypical hyperplasia (figure 17B b and c), and the presence of

mitotic bodies in basal and suprabasal layers (figure 17Bd). Moreover, IHC analysis

demonstrated that papillomas from RXRαep-/-(c) mice exhibit large areas of K13 expression

(figure 17C), indicating that these are high-risk papillomas. Thus, selective ablation of

RXRα in mouse epidermal keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis predisposes mice

to the formation of Ha-ras-mediated epithelial tumors.

In agreement with our previous results (section 2.1), showing that RXRαep-/- mice develop a

large number of  melanocytic growths (MGs), some of which progressed to melanoma, in

response to a single DMBA application, DMBA-treated RXRαep-/-(c) mice exhibited 13 times

more MGs than CT mice, 25 weeks after DMBA initiation (figure 18A and B). Histological

analysis showed that the MGs from DMBA-treated RXRαep-/-(c) mice were accumulation of

densely-laden melanocytes in both dermis and hypodermis (figure 18Cb), resembling the

melanoma lesions developed in DMBA/TPA treated RXRαep-/- mice (see section 2.1), whereas

the MGs from CT mice exhibited only few melanocytes growing in the dermis (figure 18Ca).
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Figure 17. Formation of skin papillomas in RXRαep-/-(c) mice in response to a single DMBA
application.  (A) Dorsal view of RXRαL2/L2 (a) and RXRαep-/-(c) (b,c) mice, 25 weeks after the
application of DMBA. White arrowheads point to papillomas. (B) Hematoxylin-eosine staining of
tumors from DMBA-treated RXRαep-/-(c) mice, 25 weeks after DMBA initiation. (a) benign papilloma,
(b,c) benign papillomas with atypical hyperplasia (arrowheads). (d) higher magnification of a
papilloma. Arrows point to basement membrane. Arrowheads in (d) point to mitotic figures. The insert
is a higher magnification of a mitotic figure. Scale bar 50 µm in a; 25 µm in b and c; 10 µm in d.  (C)
IHC detection of keratin 13 expression in papillomas from RXRαep-/-(c) mice. Scale bar 50 µm.
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Figure 18. Formation of melanocytic growths (MGs) in RXRαep-/-(c) mice in response to a single
DMBA application.  (A) Dorsal view of RXRαL2/L2 and RXRαep-/-(c) mice, 25 weeks after the
application of DMBA. Arrows point to MGs. (B) Average number of nevi per mouse, 25 weeks after
DMBA initiation +/- SEM. (C) Hematoxylin-eosine staining of MGs from RXRαL2/L2 (a) and RXRαep-

/-(c) (b) mice, 25 weeks after the application of DMBA. Notice the MGs from DMBA-treated RXRαep-/-

(c) mice growing deep into the dermis and hypodermis. E, epidermis; D, dermis; H, hypodermis. Scale
bar 50 µm
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Table 6. Summary of skin carcinogenesis in Tg.AC/RXRαep/- mice
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Skin alterations in Tg.AC mice ablated for RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes during

epidermal morphogenesis.

To determine whether skin alterations observed in Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice are related to

those induced by topical application of TPA, skin biopsies from unchallenged Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2

(CT) and Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice,  CT and Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice treated with two topical

applications of TPA, and unchallenged Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice were removed and prepared

for histological analysis. Topical application of TPA to skin of CT mice resulted in a 3-4 fold

increase in epidermal thickness, when compared to the skin of untreated CT mice.

Untreated 20-22 week-old Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice exhibited already a 2-fold increase in

epidermal thickness when compared to untreated CT mice, and in response to TPA

treatment, the epidermal thickness was further by 7-8 fold, when compared to untreated CT

mice. Interestingly, the epidermis of untreated Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice at the age of 8 weeks,

was 3-4 fold thicker than that of Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 mice (figure 19A and B). Preliminary

results indicate that Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice exhibit epidermal keratinocyte hyperproliferation,

similar to the keratinocyte hyperproliferation induced by topical application of TPA to the

back skin of Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 mice (not shown).

It has been shown that topical application of TPA to back skin of wild-type mice, results in

significant increase in the transcript levels of genes such as ornithine decarboxylase (odc), c-

jun , cyclooxygenase-2 (cox-2), c-myc, the IL-1 receptor type I (IL1-RI), and the intracellular

IL-1 receptor antagonist (icIL-1ra) (Chun et al., 2003; Kakar and Roy, 1994; Limtrakul Pn et

al., 2001). To examine whether ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes during

epidermal morphogenesis results in gene expression changes similar to those induced by

TPA application, we compared the transcript levels of these genes in the skin of

Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice and TPA-treated Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 mice. As expected, topical

application of TPA to back skin of Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2  mice resulted in significant increase in the

mRNA levels of odc, c-jun, cox-2, c-myc, icIL-1ra and IL1-RI, when compared to untreated

Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2  mice (figure 19C). In contrast, no significant increase in the transcript

levels of these genes was observed in the skin of Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice (figure 19C).

Thus, changes on gene expression induced by selective ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes

during skin development, leading to the formation of skin papillomas, appear to be different

from those induced by topical application of TPA to adult skin.
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Figure 19. Phenotypic changes in the skin of Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice. (A) Hematoxylin-eosine stained
skin sections from 10 week-old Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 females non treated (a) or treated with two topical
applications of TPA (b), and untreated 20 week-old Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- (c) and 8 week-old
Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) (d) females. Scale bar 20 µm (B) Quantification of epidermal thickness from
samples described in (A). Results are the average epidermal thickness in µm +/- SEM. *** p < 0.001.
(C) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of mRNA levels in skin samples from 10 week-old
Tg.AC/RXRαL2/L2 females non treated or treated with two topical applications of TPA, and untreated 8
week-old Tg.AC-RXRαep-/-(c) females. (A). Data shown are the relative mRNA levels +/- SEM,
normalized against HPRT, and represents the average of three independent quantifications on six mice
per group. * p =0.1, *** p < 0.001.
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2.3.4 Discussion.

We have previously shown that ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of adult mice

results in an increased susceptibility to DMBA/TPA-induced skin tumorigenesis (see section

2.1). Here we show that keratinocytic RXRα exerts a tumor suppressor effect during the

promotion stage of Ha-ras-mediated skin papillomas. Indeed, selective ablation of RXRα in

epidermal keratinocytes of genetically pre-initiated (Tg.AC) adult mice, carrying an activated

Ha-ras oncogene, results in increased skin tumor formation in response to TPA promotion,

and a higher incidence of high-risk papillomas.

Interestingly, selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of Tg.AC mice during skin

morphogenesis (Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice), is sufficient on its own, to induce the formation of

high-risk papillomas, which with time progress to malignancy. Furthermore, ablation of RXRα

in keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis (RXRαep-/-(c) mice), is sufficient for the

promotion of skin tumors in response to a single applicaiton of DMBA, which also exhibit

features of high-risk papillomas. Interestingly, in contrast to the 100% incidence of skin

tumors observed in 16 week-old Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice, only 60% of RXRαep-/-(c) mice

developed skin tumors 25 weeks after DMBA initiation. Moreover, Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice

developed an average of 16 tumors, whereas RXRαep-/-(c) mice developed only 2-3 tumors.

These differences might be explained by the fact that in Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice all the

epidermal cells carry the activated Ha-ras oncogene, whereas in RXRαep-/- mice, DMBA

application may induce the activation mutations of the Ha-ras oncogene only in few

epidermal cells.

Thus, the cellular alterations resulting from the genetic ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes

during epidermal morphogenesis are probably sufficient to promote the clonal expansion of

Ha-ras initiated keratinocytes. In contrast, ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes of adult mice

most likely potentiates the tumor promotion effect of TPA, but is not sufficient on its own to

promote the clonal expansion of initiated keratinocytes. It has been suggested that

epidermal keratinocyte stem cells are the target of carcinogens and the precursors of skin

tumors in response to tumor promoters (Morris et al., 2000). Ablation of RXRα early during

epidermal morphogenesis may affect keratinocyte commitment, resulting in the generation

of keratinocytes with enhanced proliferative potential. In the presence of Ha-ras mutations,

RXRα null keratinocytes will clonaly expand and form tumors. Further studies are required to
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understand how ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes, early during development,

results in the promotion of Ha-ras mediated skin tumors.

2.3.5 Perspectives.

In section 2.1, we show that epithelial tumors induced by DMBA/TPA-treatment in RXRαep-/-

mice, progressed with high frequency to SCC after 30 weeks of TPA promotion. In this study,

application of TPA to Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice resulted in the formation of a large number of

papillomas after few weeks of TPA treatment. The promotion was interrupted after 13

weeks, and the mice were sacrificed and tumor biopsies collected 2 to 10 weeks after the

end of the treatment. Under this experimental conditions, TPA-induced tumors in

Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice did not progress to SCC, most likely because of the shortness of the

TPA treatment (only 13 weeks compared to 30 weeks in the DMBA/TPA protocol). To further

investigate if RXRα ablation in the epidermis of adult Tg.AC mice has an effect on the

incidence of progression to SCC, lower doses of TPA will be used for the promotion of skin

tumors in Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice, which may allow us to continue the TPA treatment for

longer than 13 weeks and assess the effect of RXRα ablation on the frequency of malignant

conversion. On the other hand, we found that the tumors from 20-25 week-old

Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice progressed to SCC, but the frequency of progression was low.

However, it is likely that in older animals the frequency of conversion will increase. To

address this question, we have generated new groups of Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice, from which

tumor biopsies will be taken and analyzed by histology, at 30, 35 and 40 weeks of age.

Similarly, we have generated new groups of RXRαep-/-(c) mice that have been treated with

DMBA, and from which tumor biopsies will be taken 30 and 35 weeks after DMBA initiation.

Finally, a detailed comparison of the cellular and molecular changes induced upon selective

ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes during embryonic development, or at the adult

stage is required to understand the mechanisms underlying the formation of spontaneous

papillomas and carcinomas in Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) but not in Tg.AC/RXRαep-/- mice. To address

this question, we are collecting skin samples from Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) and Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-

mice at different time points after birth and after tamoxifen administration, respectively, that

we will analyze by histology, immunohistochemistry, and real-time quantitative RT-PCR.
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3. General Discussion

3.1 Keratinocytic RXRα and its heterodimeric partners as suppressors of

epithelial tumors.

RXRα is the main retinoic acid receptor in the epidermis (Reichrath et al., 1997), where it
plays critical roles in the maintenance of skin homeostasis (Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000).
To investigate the possible role of RXRα during skin carcinogenesis, we took advantage of a
mouse model previously generated in the laboratory, in which RXRα alleles are selectively
ablated in epidermal keratinocytes of adult mice (RXRαep-/- mice). We demonstrate that
RXRαep-/- mice exhibit a higher susceptibility to develop papillomas and carcinomas than
control mice, in response to a DMBA/TPA treatment, indicating that keratinocytic RXRα has a
tumor suppressor effect on the formation of DMBA-TPA-induced skin tumors. Because RXRα
is a heterodimeric partner for several non-steroidal NRs, including the VDR, PPARs and LXRs,
the increased susceptibility to tumor formation and malignant conversion in RXRαep-/- mice,
may result from alterations of more than one signaling pathway in keratinocytes. To identify
the heterodimeric partner(s) that may function, together with RXRα in keratinocytes, to
suppress the formation of chemically-induced epithelial tumors, we used mouse lines in
which null mutations of various NRs have been introduced, either in the germ line or
selectively in epidermal keratinocyte at the adult stage.

We found that, in response to DMBA/TPA treatment, PPARγep-/- mice exhibit higher
susceptibility to the formation of papillomas and carcinomas than control mice. This data
indicate that in keratinocytes, RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers act as suppressors of chemically-
induced epithelial tumorigenesis. PPARα null mice also exhibited increased incidence of
papilloma formation compared to control mice, in response to DMBA/TPA treatment. Because
PPARα is also expressed in dermal fibroblasts (Billoni et al., 2000a), the possibility that the
lack of PPARα in fibroblasts may contribute to the increased tumor incidence observed in the
PPARα null mice, after DMBA/TPA treatment, can not be excluded. However, the
observations that PPARα expression is reactivated in mouse epidermal keratinocytes during
wound healing or after TPA treatment (Michalik et al., 2001), and that PPARα activators
induce apoptosis and decrease proliferation of keratinocytes in vivo (Komuves et al., 2000),
supports the idea that keratinocytic RXRα/PPARα heterodimers may also play key roles as
suppressors of epithelial tumor formation. We also show that VDR null mice exhibited similar
tumor incidence and multiplicity than WT mice upon DMBA/TPA treatment, indicating that
VDR does not play crucial roles during epithelial carcinogenesis.
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It has been shown that initiated keratinocytes exhibit abnormal response to several
differentiation signals (Parkinson, 1985). In contrast to normal keratinocytes, in which TPA
induces differentiation, initiated cells respond to TPA treatment by undergoing proliferation,
which results in the clonal expansion of the initiated cells and the subsequent formation of
squamous papillomas (Karen et al., 1999). Accelerated keratinocyte differentiation in Cox-1
null and Cox-2 null mice for example, resulted in a decreased incidence of skin tumors
induced by DMBA/TPA treatment (Tiano et al., 2002). In contrast, resistance to Ca++
induced differentiation in keratinocytes of transgenic mice overexpressing Cyclin D1 in the
epidermis, resulted in increased tumor formation in response to DMBA/TPA (Yamamoto et
al., 2002). We have previously shown that RXRαep-/- mice exhibited abnormal keratinocyte
terminal differentiation, as indicated by the significant decrease in the expression of filaggrin
in the suprabasal layers of the epidermis (Li et al., 2001b; Li et al., 2000). PPARα and PPARγ
play important roles in the control of keratinocyte differentiation in vivo (Komuves et al.,
2000). Thus, disruption of RXRα/PPARα or RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers in keratinocytes may
result in impairment of keratinocyte differentiation, contributing to the increased tumor
formation in response to DMBA/TPA treatment.

Stimulation of keratinocyte proliferation by TPA, during the promotion stage of the chemical
carcinogenesis protocol, plays a key role in the formation of skin tumors. A single topical
application of TPA to mice skin results in a strong increase in keratinocyte proliferation in the
basal layer of the epidermis (Karen et al., 1999). Interestingly, it has been shown that
selective ablation of the tumor suppressor BRCA-1 in mice epidermis resulted in increased
keratinocyte proliferation and increased susceptibility to DMBA/TPA induced tumors (Berton
et al., 2003). Similarly, overexpression of DP-1, a subunit of the E2F transcription factor
family, in the basal keratinocytes of mice epidermis, results in increased keratinocyte
proliferation and enhanced tumor formation in response to DMBA/TPA treatment (Wang et
al., 2001). Ablation of RXRα or PPARγ in epidermal keratinocytes results in keratinocyte
hyperproliferation, which may also contribute to the increased susceptibility to tumor
formation in response to DMBA/TPA treatment.

Interestingly, both RXRαep-/- and PPARγep-/- mice exhibited increase suprabasal expression of
α6β4 integrins in the epidermis and a decrease of Pten expression in the skin. Recently, it
has been demonstrated that targeted expression of α6β4 integrins in the suprabasal layers
of transgenic mouse epidermis dramatically increased the frequency of papillomas,
carcinomas and metastases induced by chemical carcinogenesis (Owens et al., 2003).
Moreover, the selective ablation of Pten alleles in epidermal keratinocytes results in
development of epidermal hyperplasia and skin tumors (Suzuki et al., 2003). Thus, it is likely
that the disruption of the RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers in keratinocytes results in deregulation
of α6β4 integrins and Pten expression, leading to an increased susceptibility to epithelial
tumor formation in response to DMBA/TPA treatment. Recently, a functional PPAR response
element has been identified in the Pten promoter (Patel et al., 2001), strongly supporting the
idea that RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers may directly regulate Pten expression in keratinocytes.
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When RXRα ablation was induced in mice epidermis 9 weeks after DMBA initiation, during
the TPA promotion stage, mutant mice also exhibited higher tumor multiplicity, tumor growth
rate and incidence of conversion into malignancy than control mice, indicating that RXRα
play minor roles during the initiation stage. Furthermore, the selective ablation of RXRα
alleles in epidermal keratinocytes of “genetically pre-initiated” (Tg.AC) adult mice (Leder et
al., 1990), also resulted in an increased susceptibility to TPA-induced skin tumors. This data
indicate that RXRα plays minor roles in the initiation stage, and suggest that the increased
susceptibility to tumor formation in RXRαep-/- mice is due to alterations in the response to
TPA promotion.

A striking observation was that selective ablation of RXRα alleles in epidermal keratinocytes
of Tg.AC mice (Leder et al., 1990), during epidermal morphogenesis  (Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c)

mice), resulted in the formation of spontaneous skin papillomas and carcinomas, in the
absence of any tumor promotion agent. Similarly, a single topical application of DMBA to the
back skin of RXRαep-/-(c) mice, in which RXRα alleles were selectively ablated in epidermal
keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis, results in the spontaneous formation of
epithelial tumors. This results demonstrate that skin alterations induced by ablation of RXRα
in keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis, are sufficient to promote the clonal
expansion of a population of initiated keratinocytes, carrying Ha-ras mutations, and for the
formation and malignant progression of epithelial tumors. One possible explanation to the
spontaneous formation of epithelial tumors in Tg.AC/RXRαep-/-(c) mice and in RXRαep-/-(c) mice
in response to a single DMBA topical application is that ablation of RXRα early during
epidermal morphogenesis may affect keratinocyte commitment, resulting in the generation
of epidermal cells with enhanced proliferative potential, which in the presence of Ha-ras
mutations will clonally expand and form tumors. Recently, it has been shown that mice
carrying a null mutation of the phospholipase C delta1 (PLCδ1) develop progressive alopecia,
epidermal hyperplasia and dermal cysts (Nakamura et al., 2003), resembling the phenotype
of RXRαep-/- mice. Interestingly, PLCδ1 null mice developed spontaneous skin tumors and the
authors suggest that PLCδ1 is required for skin stem cell lineage commitment. Another
possibility is that upon disruption of hair follicles in RXRαep-/-(c) mice, the keratinocyte stem
cells from the bulge will migrate upwards to the interfollicular epidermis, where, exposed to
a new microenvironmental stimuli, their proliferation rate will be increased, contributing to
the development of epithelial tumors. Several lines of evidence indicate that keratinocytes
from the hair follicle contribute in a great extent to the development of epithelial tumors in
response to DMBA/TPA treatment (Binder et al., 1997). Similarly, Hansen and co-workers
showed that TPA-induced papillomas in Tg.AC mice are mainly from follicular origin (Hansen
and Tennant, 1994b). Further studies are required to elucidate the possible role of RXRα in
the commitment of keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis and in adult skin.
Interestingly, PPARγep-/-(c) mice, in which PPARγ alleles are selectively ablated in keratinocytes
during epidermal morphogenesis (anexe I), or PPARα null or VDR null mice did not
developed epithelial tumors in response to a single topical application of DMBA, suggesting
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that disruption of several RXRα/NR heterodimers may be required to promote the formation
of epithelial tumors in response to single topical application of DMBA.

3.2 Keratinocytic RXRα and its heterodimeric partners as suppressors

of malignant melanoma.

In addition to epithelial tumors, RXRαep-/- mice developed a large number of melanocytic
growths, which progress to malignant melanoma, in response to DMBA/TPA treatment. In
contrast to RXRαep-/- mice, PPARα null or PPARγep-/- mice did not develop melanocytic
growths or melanoma, upon DMBA/TPA treatment, suggesting that these receptors are not
involved in the formation of melanoma. Interestingly, DMBA/TPA-treated VDR null mice
developed a large number of MGs, but in contrast to the MGs induced in RXRαep-/- by
DMBA/TPA treatment, the MGs from VDR null mice did not degenerate into melanoma. In
mice, melanocytes are located mainly in the hair follicle. The observation that RXRαep-/- and
VDR null mice (Li et al., 2000), but not in PPARα null or PPARγep-/- mice, developed a
progressive alopecia and hair follicle degeneration, suggests that degeneration of the hair
follicle is an important event for the formation of MGs. Upon disruption of the hair follicle
melanocytes might be release to the dermal compartment, where their growth and
differentiation properties may change, becoming more susceptible to malignant
transformation. At the molecular level, a significant decrease in the expression levels of e-
cadherin, an adhesion molecule that plays key roles in keratinocyte-melanocyte
communication (Jamal and Schneider, 2002), was observed in the skin of both RXRαep-/- and
VDR null mice. It has been shown that down regulation of e-cadherin is associated with
melanoma progression (Li et al., 2001a), and that overexpression of e-cadherin in melanoma
cells restores the keratinocyte-mediated growth control (Hsu et al., 2000). Thus,
degeneration of the hair follicle and loss of keratinocyte-melanocyte adhesion resulting from
the disruption of RXRα/VDR heterodimers in keratinocytes may generate a permissive
environment for the growth of DMBA-initiated melanocytes. However, the observation that
MGs from RXRαep-/-, but not those of VDR mice progress to malignant melanoma, indicate
that additional alterations observed in RXRαep-/- but not in VDR null mice (ie down regulation
of Pten), are required for the degeneration of these MG’s to melanoma. It has been shown
that down regulation of Pten is associated with melanoma development in human (Wu et al.,
2003), and that in mice, invalidation of one Pten allele in a  Inka/ARF∆2/3 background results
in the  development of malignant melanoma (You et al., 2002). We found that the levels of
Pten mRNA were down regulated in the skin of RXRαep-/- mice, but not in that of VDR null
mice. These data suggest that degeneration of the hair follicle and decreased e-cadherin
expression in the skin may be sufficient for the formation of benign melanocytic growths,
whereas Pten down regulation and/or other alterations might be required for their malignant
transformation.
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3.3 General overview.

RXRs are heterodimeric partners for several hormone nuclear receptors including RARs, VDR,
PPARs and LXRs. In the epidermis, RXRα is the major RXR isotype. As described in section
2.1, selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes results in increased susceptibility
to chemical skin carcinogenesis (DMBA/TPA). RXRαep-/- mice exhibited an increased incidence
of epithelial tumor formation and malignant conversion than control mice. In addition,
RXRαep-/- mice also developed melanoma in response to a single DMBA application. This is
associated to changes in gene expression including decrease of Pten and e-cadherin, and
increase in SCF and SB expression of α6β4 integrins. These alterations have been associated
to cancer development in humans and mouse models. The ablation of any single
heterodimeric partner for RXRα recapitulates all the alterations observed in RXRαep-/- mice,
indicating that those alterations are the result of the disruption of more than one single
signaling pathway. Interestingly, PPARα null and PPARγep-/- mice, but not VDR null mice,
exhibited similar increased papilloma incidence, than RXRαep-/- mice, and PPARγep-/- mice also
exhibited decrease in Pten expression and SB expression of α6β4 integrins. In contrast, VDR
null, but not PPARα null or PPARγep-/- mice exhibited hair follicle degeneration, decrease of e-
cadherin expression and increased MGs (table 7). These data indicate that the two
carcinogenic events, development of papillomas and melanoma, observed in RXRαep-/-

mutants can be functionally separated.  RXRα/PPARα and RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers seem
to play major roles as suppressors of epithelial tumors, whereas keratinocytic RXRα/VDR
heterodimers seem to play an important role in the control of melanocytes growth.
Interestingly, the combined alterations observed in VDR null mice (hair follicle degeneration,
down regulation of e-cadherin and formation of MG's) and in PPARγep-/- mice (down
regulation of Pten, suprabasal expression of α6β4 integrins and increased papilloma
formation) recapitulate almost all the alterations observed in RXRαep-/- mice.

Table 7. Summary of RXRα and its heterodimeric partners functions during skin carcinogenesis.
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Thus, ablation of both PPARγ (or PPARα) and VDR in keratinocytes may completely
recapitulate the phenotype observed in RXRαep-/- mice (table 7). However, the contribution
of other heterodimeric partners of RXRα can not be discarded. The generation of mice
lacking PPARα or VDR selectively in epidermal keratinocytes, may help to elucidate the
precise role of this receptors during skin carcinogenesis.

We have also shown that ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis,
but not at adult stage, is sufficient for the promotion of epithelial tumors in response to a
single DMBA application. Interestingly, PPARγep-/-(c) mice, in which PPARγ was selectively
ablated in epidermal keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis, or PPARα null and VDR
null mice, in which null mutations of the PPARα and VDR genes have been introduced in the
germ line, respectively, did not develop epithelial tumors in response to a single topical
application of DMBA (table 7). We can hypothesize that the simultaneous ablation of more
than one RXRα heterodimeric partner, PPARα and PPARγ, PPARα and VDR or PPARγ and
VDR for example, may also results in spontaneous development of skin tumors in response
to a single topical application of DMBA.
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4. Conclusion and Perspectives.

Our data demonstrate that keratinocytic RXRα plays a key role during the promotion stage of
the two-step chemical skin carcinogenesis, most likely by preventing the clonal expansion of
the initiated cells. Keratinocytic RXRα/PPARγ heterodimers, and probably
RXRα/PPARα heterodimers, function as suppressors of DMBA/TPA-induced epithelial tumors.
Moreover, keratinocytic RXRα plays key roles in the control of melanocyte growth and
melanoma formation in response to a single topical application of DMBA. Degeneration of the
hair follicle and down regulation of Pten and e-cadherin resulting from the ablation of
keratinocytic RXRα predispose for melanoma formation. Our results suggest that
keratinocytic RXRα/VDR heterodimers control melanocyte growth, and disruption of these
heterodimers in keratinocytes results in the formation of MG's in response to a single DMBA
application. However, the disruption of other RXRα/NR heterodimers may be required for the
degeneration of these MG's into melanoma.  Thus, keratinocytic RXRα acts as a tumor
suppressor of chemically-induced melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancer in mice.

To determine whether PPARα and PPARγ may have overlapping and independent functions
during chemically-induced skin carcinogenesis, we are establishing double PPARγep-/-/PPARα
null mice that will be subjected to a DMBA/TPA two-step carcinogenesis protocol. Moreover,
generation of keratinocyte-specific PPARα mutant mice may help to better understand the
role of keratinocytic PPARα during skin caricnogenesis. Similarly, because VDR is also
expressed in other cell types, including melanocytes, the generation of a keratinocyte-
specific VDR knockout mice will help to clarify the function of keratinocytic RXRα/VDR
heterodimers in the development of carcinoma and melanoma.

We have also shown that ablation of RXRα in keratinocytes during epidermal morphogenesis
is sufficient to promote their clonal expansion in presence of an activated Ha-ras oncogene
and the formation of epithelial tumors. Our data suggest that RXRα may play critical roles in
the commitment of epidermal keratinocytes during development and that ablation of RXRα
during epidermal morphogenesis may results in the generation of keratinocytes with
increased proliferative potential.

So far, our studies using the chemically-induced carcinogenesis and Tg.AC mice are based on
the mutation and activation of the Ha-ras oncogene. It will be interesting to extend this
studies to other models in which tumor formation is independent of the Ha-ras oncogene, for
example, using UV-induced carcinogenesis or Human Papillomavirus (HPV)-induced
carcinogenesis. On the other hand, it will be interesting to investigate the possible role of
RXRα and its heterodimeric partners in the development of other epithelial cancers such as
cervical, colon and prostate cancer. We have already established a collaboration with the
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laboratories of Dr. Patricio Gariglio and Dr. Luis Covarrubias in Mexico to study the role of
RXRα in HPV-induced cervical cancer.

Our genetic approach has lead to the identification of NRs heterodimers that play specific
functions during skin carcinogenesis, and we hope that it will provide the basis for the
development of new anti-cancer strategies based in combinatory treatments, in which
inhibition or induction of a specific cellular process could be achieved by targeting a given
NRs heterodimer.
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5. Annexes

5.1 Annexe I

Skin carcinogenesis in PPARγep-/-(c) mice.

We have shown that selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes of adult mice,
results in an increased susceptibility to chemically-induced skin carcinogenesis (section 2.1)
and that selective ablation of RXRα in epidermal keratinocytes during skin morphogenesis,
but not at adult stage, is sufficient on its own for the promotion of epithelial tumors, in
response to a single topical application of DMBA.  We have also shown that selective ablation
of PPARγ in keratinocytes of adult mice (PPARγep-/-), also results in increased susceptibility to
chemically-induced skin carcinogenesis. To investigate if ablation of PPARγ in epidermal
keratinocytes during skin morphogenesis is suficient for the promotion of skin tumors in
response to a single DMBA application, we generated PPARγep-/-(c) mice, in which PPARγ
alleles are selective ablated in epidermal keratinocytes during skin morphogenesis. Back skin
of 6-8 week-old PPARγep-/-(c) and PPARγL2/L2 (CT) mice was shaved and one week later a single
dose of 50 mg DMBA was topically applied to the back skin.  Mice were observed for a period
of 40 weeks. No skin tumors were observed in either PPARγep-/-(c) or CT mice (figure 20 A and
B and data not shown).  However, in agreement with the data shown in section 2.1, PPARγep-

/-(c) mice were more susceptibile to chemically-induced skin carcinogenesis than CT mice.
PPARγep-/-(c) mice exhibited increased tumor incidence (figure 20A) and multiplicity (figure
20B) than CT mice in response to DMBA/TPA treatment.

Figure 20. Skin carcinogenesis in PPARγep-/- mice. (A) tumor incidence, (B) average tumor
per mouse +/- SEM. D/T: BA/TPA treated
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